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Abstract

The use of large scale processing systems has exploded during the last decade and now

they are indicated for significantly contributing to the world energy consumption and, in

turn, environmental pollution. Processing systems are no more evaluated only for their

performance, but also for how much they consume to perform at a certain level. Those

evaluations aim at quantifying the energy efficiency conceived as the relation between a

performance metric and a power consumption metric, disregarding the malfunction that

commonly happens. The study of a real 500-nodes batch system shows that 9% of its power

consumption is ascribable to failures compromising the execution of the jobs. Also fault

tolerance techniques, commonly adopted for reducing the frequency of failure occurrences,

have a cost in terms of energy consumption.

This dissertation introduces the concept of consumability for processing systems, en-

compassing performance, consumption and dependability aspects. The idea is to have a

unified measure of these three main aspects. The consumability analysis is also described.

It is performed by means of a hierarchical stochastic model that considers the three aspects

simultaneously in the process of evaluating the system efficiency and effectiveness. The

analysis represents a solution to system owners and administrators that need to evaluate

cost-benefit trade-off during the design, development, testing and operational phases.

The analysis is illustrated for two case studies based on a real batch processing system.

The studies provides a set of guidelines for the consumability analysis of other systems and

empirically confirm the importance of contemplating dependability jointly with performance

and consumption for making processing systems really energy efficient.
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Introduction

Large processing systems are always more adopted both by industries and research centers.

Examples are Amazon’s and Google’s data centers, Fermi supercomputer [27] in Italy or

Blue Waters [95] and OSC [98] in the U.S. Given the huge number of servers, interconnecting

devices, cooling components, those systems are significantly contributing to the world energy

consumption which, in turn, causes environmental issues because of the release of carbon

dioxide, pollutants, and sulfur into the atmosphere by the coal or oils used to generate

electricity. Everyone working in the IT is ethically required to spend some effort in the

reduction of the environmental impact of data centers.

Green Computing has then been introduced as the practice of creating or making IT

installations environmentally sound, i.e. to reduce their electricity consumption. Never-

theless, there’s many a slip ’twixt the cup and the lip! Greening large data centers is not

an easy task. There is a huge number of interacting components, several types of load each

differently affecting the system, service level agreements to maintain, specific design con-

straints, and failures that can happen.

Due to the increasing societal sensibility on green computing, new ways of evaluating

large processing systems characteristics are being adopted. Since 2007, the well-known

Top500 [127] performance ranking of supercomputers is complemented by the Green500

[58], where the ranking is performed according to the energy efficiency. The focus has been

shifted to other performance metrics of interest in order to reduce the ever increasing total

1



Introduction 2

cost of ownership of current and future processing systems. A number of management

strategies, such as scheduling and load balancing, have been proposed aiming at reducing

energy consumption without affecting the performance. Energy efficiency is conceived as

the relation between a performance metric and a power consumption metric. By way

of example, when using the standard benchmark SPECpower [122], the energy efficiency

metric is expressed as Java operations per Watt. That is, the pure computation capabilities

evaluated in a controlled environment are related to the energy consumption. Results

achieved in this way are just the evaluation of hardware characteristics in terms of computing

and consumption properties that can be compared to the ones provided in the data sheets.

This is far from the actual behavior of a processing system during its operational phase.

Specifically, our focus is on the malfunction that can take place. Unfortunately, failures do

happen in processing systems and the larger the system, the larger the chance of failure, given

the greater number of interconnected components. Systems with hundreds of thousands of

nodes are expected to have one component failure every 30 minutes [61].

Jobs submitted to batch systems may experience mean times between failures in the

order of days or hours, compromising the quality of the service as perceived by the users

waiting for the results [91]. Such failures have a measurable cost in terms of wasted energy.

It suffices to think to a scientific data center running batch jobs, i.e. jobs executed without

user interaction. A job may abort during its execution and the whole work done from the

beginning up to the abort is lost, and the consumed electric power represents a cost of

the failure. In the case of a real 500-nodes system at our University, 9% of the energy

consumption is directly imputable to failures, as it will be shown in this dissertation. A

fault tolerance strategy, such as checkpointing, can mitigate the waste of energy by restoring

the failed job from its last checkpoint. However, a continuously running fault tolerance

mechanism has a cost too, in terms of energy. Then, is it better checkpointing the jobs,

or letting them abort and be re-issued again? And, what is the impact of these choices on
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other aspects of the system, such as performance? Also, do the management techniques for

the energy efficiency have an effect on failures?

All these aspects are ignored in current scientific literature. As a matter of fact, classi-

cal energy efficiency metrics, such as the performance-power ratio, do not take into account

energy leakages due to failures or the cost of fault tolerance means. Consider an operator

that is going to use a benchmarking tool, like SPECpower, to evaluate the energy effi-

ciency of a datacenter. One could imagine the operator monitoring the system while the

benchmark runs. Suppose that the system experiences a failure (e.g., some tasks of the

benchmarking are not executed by a set of machines). Likely, the operator throws away

results that s/he achieved, solves the problem, and restarts the benchmarking. Results

reported to the administrator are not truthful. Failures have to be contemplated; otherwise

we would evaluate the efficiency of an ideal system. The presence of failures is silent in not

saturated systems, e.g., working between 10% and 50% of their capacity (as in the majority

of cases [109, 132, 113]), since their effects on the throughput are not visible, being largely

masked by the great availability of spare resources. In these systems, the energy wasted

due to failures remains a hidden cost, while it may represent a non-negligible fraction of the

overall power consumption.

Thesis contribution :

In order to properly study the efficiency of a processing system, a new attribute is

introduced, the consumability, which represents the ability of a system to produce useful

work in a certain time with energy efficiency, that is to properly exploit incoming (electric)

power contemplating the (inevitable) occurrence of failures.

While common energy efficiency metrics evaluate the relation between performance and

consumption without malfunction, consumability encompasses also the consumption due

to failures and to possible strategies of fault tolerance implemented in a system. Hence, a
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processing system is analyzed taking into account performance, consumption and depend-

ability aspects, and their relations. This joint analysis is named consumability analysis and

it is performed by means of a stochastic model dealing with the three aspects simultane-

ously in the process of evaluating system efficiency and effectiveness; this is referred to as

consumability model. A metric for the consumability is proposed to complement traditional

ones. The idea is to explicitly evaluate the amount of electric power spent for failures and

their handling, and to quantify the efficiency as the ratio between the electric power usefully

consumed to complete jobs and the total power consumption of the system. The proposed

metric unearths hidden costs due to failures and allows one to select the solutions that pro-

vide the desired trade-off among performance, energy efficiency, and dependability concerns.

The proposed consumability analysis is conceived for a generic batch processing system

to support the estimation process independently from the specific system. The consuma-

bility model is achieved through the hierarchical composition of performance, consumption

and failure models defined from the study of batch processing systems, and then validated

against the data collected from a real system at the Federico II University of Naples seen as

a case study. The critical step in defining the model is the identification of energy consump-

tion dynamics related to different performance levels and possible failures. Inputs for the

model are achieved from the study of the system in hand; outputs measure performance,

instantaneous power absorption and availability.

System owners and administrators can benefit from the consumability analysis during de-

sign, development, testing and operational phases. During design and development stages,

the analysis helps size and configure the system towards the best trade-off among perfor-

mance, consumption and dependability. In the subsequent phases, scheduling or power man-

agement strategies as well as dynamic repair strategy parameters can be tuned to maintain
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the desired consumability level.

In this thesis, the impact on the consumability of different fault tolerance and manage-

ment techniques is evaluated. Specifically, job checkpointing, job replication and manage-

ment (both of workload and power) by means of a Cloud platform are assessed. For fault

tolerance, the choice is for the most commonly adopted techniques [24]. As for the cloud, it

is mainly based on virtualization, which appears as a largely used technology for greening

data centers [66].

Experimental results reveal interesting observations for the studied system corroborating

the importance of consumability :

• Since resources are not saturated, the 9% energy squandering because of failures is

hidden if looking at traditional performance and consumption metrics only.

• Fault tolerance techniques, while lightly affecting performance, may by accounted for

up to 52% of the total system energy consumption; hence, the proper selection of the

fault tolerance technique and its tuning are essential to make the system consumable.

• Cloud and virtualization can bring consumption but also performance down; workload

characterization and job classification are then useful for smart scheduling that leaves

performance similar to the case of physical servers while also improving availability.

This dissertation addresses the problem of administrators of evaluating efficiency and

effectiveness of processing systems by:

• Defining the consumability. Current literature only concerns the relation between

performance and consumption for evaluating energy efficiency of processing systems.
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The consumability is a new attribute of processing systems, which conceives depend-

ability jointly with performance and energy consumption to determine the ability of a

system to produce useful work with a reduced power consumption contemplating the

failures that inevitably occur.

• Providing a procedure for the consumability analysis of batch process-

ing systems. Existing evaluation approaches for processing systems view the three

aspects of performance, consumption and dependability separately. Pure measure-

ment based approaches are costly and time consuming. Based on a composite model

encompassing the three aspects and applicable to any batch system, the procedure

represents a solution for system administrators who need to carry out a cost-benefit

analysis aiming at identifying configurations and management strategies balancing

throughput, consumption and availability.

• Introducing a metric. Energy efficiency is usually computed as the relation between

a performance metric and a consumption metric. To quantify the consumability of

a processing system, a new metric is introduced, representing the percentage of the

incoming power not wasted for failures.

• Exemplifying the consumability analysis. By means of two case studies, all the

steps for carrying out the analysis are performed, from the preceding characteriza-

tion of the system status quo which populated the model, up to the identification of

performance-consumption-dependability trade-offs.

The two case studies show that administrators may take wrong decisions if not evalu-

ating performance, consumption and dependability aspects simultaneously, demonstrating

the importance of the consumability and of the related analysis.
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The dissertation is organized as follows.

In Chapter 1 the problem of the energy efficiency in processing systems is introduced.

The chapter classifies and reviews current technologies and techniques adopted for the

improvement of efficiency and remarks the neglecting of failures.

In Chapter 2 the basic concepts of performance, energy consumption and dependability,

as well as their relations are discussed. The concept of consumability and the problem of

its evaluation are also introduced.

Chapter 3 discusses the possible ways to evaluate processing systems. A scalable model

based approach is preferred to measurement based approaches, which are costly and time

consuming.

Chapter 4 proposes a solution to the evaluation of techniques and technologies oriented

to processing systems. Such a solution considers the mutual relations among the peculiar

aspects of the systems. Moreover, a metric to quantify the consumability is introduced.

Chapter 5 presents the consumability analysis of a real batch processing system. The

various steps of the proposed solution are performed from model populating to analysis of

the results and comparison of the proposed metric with the commonly adopted one.

In Chapter 6 a further experimental study evaluating the impact on consumability of

management strategies based on cloud and virtualization is presented. Results of the last

two chapters confirm the importance of the consumability aspect and the effectiveness of

the proposed solution.



Chapter 1

Energy Efficiency of Processing
Systems

Large data centers are responsible for a significant portion of the total energy consumption of entire
countries; therefore, their environmental impact and operating cost due to electricity can not be ne-
glected. Energy efficiency came trough as a main aspect of processing systems, in the last decade. In
most of the literature, it is conceived as the relation between performance and consumption. Several
techniques and technologies have been proposed trying to improve this relation. They are surveyed
in this chapter together with commonly used metrics in the field of energy efficiency of processing
systems.

1.1 Problem Overview

Energy efficiency is conceived as a good trade-off between performance and consumption of

a component. The concept can be applied to many research fields; we focus on processing

systems, for which several keywords and buzzwords have been introduced in the study of

energy efficiency. Examples are sustainable computing, green computing, green IT, green

Internet, energy aware -, energy efficient - (scheduling, load balancing, etc.). With these

keywords many papers related to energy efficiency can be found.

In this field, the main goal is to demonstrate how to reduce the energy consumption

of computer systems without affecting performance or, conversely, how to improve the

8
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Figure 1.1: Estimate of the carbon footprint of ICT in 2010-2020 decade.

performance without affecting the energy consumption. Large data centers are the ones

receiving more attention due to their huge consumption of electricity. The consumption of

all the data centers in the U.S. is estimated to exceed 100 billion of kWh [79]. This also arises

environmental and ethical questions because of the release of carbon dioxide, pollutants,

and sulfur into the atmosphere by the coal or oils used to generate electricity [79, 93].

Figure 1.1 (adapted from [12] and [43]) shows the carbon footprint of ICT infrastructures

and devices (data centers, networks, user equipment) in past years and previsions for 2020.

The growth expected in the 2010-2020 decade raised many concerns.

Because of these data, governments have been promoting initiatives, projects, and re-

search for reducing the environmental impact of large computer systems. Examples are

the “ecodesign requirements for computers, servers and displays” [29] and Intelligent En-

ergy Europe [126] by the European Commission, ICT Footprint supported by the European

Commission DG Information Society [44], the Energy Star program by the Environmental
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Figure 1.2: Reasons for using eco-responsible practices in IT.

Protection Agency in the U.S. [42], and Top Runner program by the Energy Conservation

Center in Japan [41].

Figure 1.2 (adapted from [93]) shows the main reasons for reducing the consumption of

IT systems from an interview of 1,500 people. The main objective is to reduce costs, but

environmental issues are not disregarded. 55% of interviewed people said being interested in

improving the efficiency of the system by better exploiting available resources. Obviously,

to the consumption reduction have not to correspond a decrease in system performance.

Wu-Chun Feng was one of the first to introduce the problem of the energy efficiency

for large processing systems in a 2003 article entitled “Making a case for Efficient Super-

computing” [45]. Feng observed that since 1991 there had been a difference between the

improvement in performance of systems running parallel scientific applications (10,000-fold

increase) and their performance per watt (which only improved 300-fold) and performance

per square foot (65-fold). These results were reprised also in [25] pointing out that pro-

cessing systems make a non efficient use of the space and of the electricity, and banishing

the “performance-at-any-cost design mentality”, which “ignores supercomputers’ excessive
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power consumption and need for heat dissipation and will ultimately limit their perfor-

mance”. In the second half of 2000s, the attention on energy efficiency of large computer

installations became a diffused problem up to inspiring the foundation of the Green500

ranking, which relates performance and consumption of data centers [120]. The driving

motivation was that, if focusing only on performance metrics for evaluating processing sys-

tems, we know that they are capable of performing up to trillions of floating-point operations

per second, but we neglect that the request of electric power for performing such operations

may be prohibitive.

Because of these observations, researchers and practitioners started to figure out how to

improve the performance-consumption trade-off of processing systems.

An article appeared in Science in March 2013 discusses the methods for improving the

energy efficiency for telco operators due to the growing demands of increasing Internet usage

[106]. Several techniques and technologies can be applied. Examples are energy efficient

management algorithms (e.g., for the network control). A first, intuitive solution is to adopt

switch off-on approaches; namely, some components are switched off at appropriate times

to avoid electricity wasting and switched on again only when necessary. Nevertheless, it

is often unfeasible to implement each solution to study its impact. In this perspective,

the author highlights the importance of analytical models in order to design green network

devices; as an instance, a thermal model of a device can help to estimate its temperature

statistics and to decide when starting a strategy for its reduction. Identifying and select-

ing a technique for reducing the energy consumption of large-scale systems is not an easy
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task; creating the support models is not easy as well. In these systems, trend depends

on many factors, and understanding and forecasting energy or temperature is somewhat

difficult [101]. Hardware, operating system, load balancing, virtualization are all adjustable

characteristics of computers; also, once a solution is selected, it is important to tune it in an

intelligent and coordinated way to avoid that consumption improvements may affect other

characteristics of the system (e.g., performance or readiness in providing the desired service).

1.2 Strategies and Technologies

Many scientific papers discuss ideas, strategies, techniques, or technologies for improving

the energy efficiency of computer systems. An overview of possible strategies is presented in

[60]. Authors investigate 14 Danish companies and identify three possible strategies. The

first one is storefront : some companies only focus on complying with legal requirements to

create some form of a green image. Other companies focus on the tuning of existing resources

trying to reduce their consumption and improving the energy efficiency. Sample practices

are the implementation of server virtualization and switching off computers. Yet other (few)

companies want to fully leverage green IT’s potential by redesigning processes, identifying

new business opportunities enabled by green IT, and changing corporate culture. In this

dissertation, the main focus is on the technicalities - such as the tuning or reconfiguration

of existing resources - adopted by the management strategies for better exploiting available

materials in order to increase the energy efficiency of their cooperation towards the fulfil of

some constraints.
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In [55], energy efficient approaches are classified depending on static and dynamic as-

pects of energy consumption. Techniques related to low-power and energy efficient hardware

equipment are accounted among the approaches aiming at reducing static consumption; ex-

amples are CPUs and power supplies. Dynamic techniques are the ones for which knowledge

of current resource utilization and application workloads are used for improving energy ef-

ficiency; examples are scheduling and load balancing algorithms. However, we think this

classification be misleading. As an instance, there are energy efficient technologies adopted

for CPUs that improves also dynamic consumption aspects; on the other side, power man-

agement techniques can also reduce the total static consumption of a whole data center, if

idle machines are switched off.

We classify the works in the literature on energy efficient processing systems as depicted

in Figure 1.3. Table 1.1 reports the referenced works for each class.

Hardware related papers are focused on the realization of components that reduce the

consumption of each node of a computer system or the consumption of the interconnec-

tion of such nodes. In other cases, papers discuss how to improve the cooling system in

order to reduce related electricity consumption. Although most of the papers in this class

are focused on the static consumption of the system, some of them also propose hardware

related approaches that take into account the dynamics of the system which depends on ex-

ecuted tasks. Moreover, whatever technique benefits from energy efficient hardware, hence

it can not be excluded from the group of dynamic power management. In the case of soft-

ware related papers, programming techniques making a more efficient usage of hardware
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Figure 1.3: Classification of the scientific literature on energy efficiency in data centers.

Table 1.1: References for the identified classes of the scientific literature on energy efficiency.

Category References

Components [131, 13, 33, 2, 52, 75, 65, 20, 7, 59, 85, 140, 74, 73]

Cooling [104, 116, 80, 38, 119, 77]

Software [121, 21, 37, 125, 110, 111, 131, 103, 76]

Scheduling -
load balancing

[56, 22, 50, 116, 9, 142, 83, 136]

Cloud computing -
virtualization

[57, 81, 86, 133, 137, 92, 82]

Analysis -
support to management

[122, 123, 51, 46, 9, 54, 53, 142]

Metrics [136, 102, 25, 31, 90]
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resources are discussed. Most of the effort is made in improving management operations.

In this case, only dynamic aspects are considered for improving the efficiency of the systems.

Examples are the studies about efficient scheduling and load balancing algorithms. Other

papers are about tools that support the analysis of large computer systems (e.g., to relate

performance and consumption) or about models for estimating performance and consump-

tion trends. Virtualization and cloud computing are also adopted as a set of techniques and

technologies supporting the management of data centers to improve the energy efficiency.

Specific scheduling and load balancing algorithms have been developed for virtualized data

centers, as well as consolidation strategies for reducing the number of actually used ma-

chines.

1.2.1 Hardware

Components

The first effort in reducing the electricity consumption of computer systems has been made

on microprocessors [131]. Several techniques have been studied both to reduce the con-

sumption during the operational phase (dynamic consumption) and the idle power (leakage

power consumption). They can be classified as depicted in Figure 1.4. Circuit tech-

niques are related to the low level design of microprocessors (e.g., transistors’ reordering,

logic gates’ restructuring) and to the adoption of low power support components (low power

control logic and flip flops). Other hardware adaptations are related to the architectural

organization of caches, queues and registers. Interconnections heavily affect the power
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Figure 1.4: Techniques used for reducing the power consumption of microprocessors.

consumption since used as the medium of most electrical activity. Hence, interconnect

optimization is also employed and focused on improving buses or sharing buses among

multiple functional units.

Among dynamic consumption related techniques, dynamic voltage scaling (DVS)

addresses the problem of adapting the processor’s clock frequency and supply voltage to

the variations of the executing workload. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS)

is a common technique for the reduction of CPU power consumption. It is based on scaling

voltage and frequency of the CPU. Because of the complex nature of workloads, this is

mainly a hardware additional functionality to be exploited by upper software layers (see

Section 1.2.3).

The reduction or zeroing of the energy consumption during the idle periods is another key

point for improving the efficiency of microprocessors. Resource hibernation techniques

power down components (disks, network interfaces, displays) during idle periods.

Storage systems are also accounted for improving the energy efficiency of data centers,
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since estimated to be responsible for about 25 to 35% of the total power consumption [13].

Consumption of hard disks can be reduced operating on disk’s spin and seek [33], and on the

control power sub-systems [2]. As for the memories, two main approaches are adopted for

limiting electricity consumption: (i) reduction of energy required for memory accesses and

(ii) reduction of the number of memory accesses. By splitting memories in multiple banks,

energy consumption is reduced since each bank can independently transit into different

power modes or only needed circuits are activated [52]. Specialized cache structures, which

dissipate less energy, can be used for reducing the access to the memory [75]. Another

approach is to use trace caches, which, although developed for performance, also showed

power benefits [65].

Adopted network devices also affect the total energy consumption of data centers. In

[20], the authors create a general model of the power consumption of various configurations

of routers and study the potential impact of power-awareness in a set of example networks.

Results show that there are many opportunities for network efficiency up to reducing elec-

tricity consumption of an order of magnitude. Different technologies have been proposed in

this context, both for reducing the power absorption and for improving performance. Pure

optical switching architectures can provide terabits of bandwidth at much lower power dis-

sipation than current electronic based devices [7]. Also for the subclass of network devices,

dynamic power management strategies are used for reducing the energy dissipation of the

components according to the network traffic [59]. Authors of [85] develop a technique to

reduce the activities of network processors in accordance with the traffic volume. By mon-

itoring the average number of idle threads in a time window, some processors are turned
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off when unnecessary. This also requires redirecting some network packets, determining

the thresholds of turning on/off processors, and avoiding packet loss. In [140] a high per-

formance router at low power consumption is presented. It is based on the integration of

ASICs/FPGAs and memories and on a scalable architecture. Packet classification is dis-

cussed in [74, 73]. In [74], the proposed router architecture consists of a clocking unit that

dynamically changes the clock speed to match traffic fluctuations. Classification algorithms

and hardware acceleration are used in [73].

Much work has been done for improving the hardware aiming at greening data centers.

Some of the discussed technologies can contribute to the energy consumption reduction in

the overall system thanks to improved hardware design. This helps both in dynamic and

static aspects of a whole data center, even though actually neglecting what the system does.

In other cases, dynamic power management is adopted for hardware components. However,

while meaningful in the design/building phase of a processing system, in the case of an

existing data center, other approaches should be considered.

Cooling

The cooling subsystem of data centers has a large impact on the total energy consumption.

While the power required to remove the heat dissipated by the components in a rack is

about 10% of the power consumed by the components, the power required to remove the
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heat dissipated by all the racks in the data center is about 50% of the total energy con-

sumption [104]. This percentage may also increase due to the formation of hot spots [116].

Efficiency of cooling room air conditioning (CRAC) is usually measured with the Coefficient

of Performance (COP), which is defined as the ratio between the amount of heat removed

by the cooling system and the total energy it requires (see Section 1.3). Several approaches

have been proposed for increasing the COP of cooling systems.

Authors of paper [80] propose an approach that optimizes both the air conditioner com-

pressor duty cycle and the fan speed for reducing the difference between the heat generated

and extracted from a machine, hence minimizing the cost of cooling and the risk of hardware

damage. In [38], authors discuss the importance of the design of data centers in order to

improve the energy efficiency of the system. The paper adopts a simulation-based approach

to identify the design that brings adaptability and robustness in the multi-scale convective

systems. Similarly, patent [119] describes the design of a data center and cooling system to

reduce noise and energy costs while increasing usable space. Another approach for reducing

the energy consumption of the cooling system is based on the adoption of liquid in place of

air [77].

1.2.2 Software

Software running in a system can significantly impact on the overall energy consumption.

Also, the efficiency improvement that can be achieved with green software can be more

important than the one achievable with the micro-management of resources at the hardware
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level [121]. Developers can use different techniques for producing energy efficient software,

which reduces the consumption of drivers and applications.

Authors of [21] highlight the importance of facing energy related issues in the early

stages of software development. They propose to modify the software development

life cycle by considering energy efficiency as a non-functional requirement already in the

software requirements specification. The importance of the development process for green

software is also discussed in [37]. The authors present a method for producing green software

with agile methods. The driving idea is to use the continuous integration approach and to

instrument the source code on the test classes to start and stop measurement of energy

and performance data and to add the measured data to the test results so to continuously

monitor, and possibly reduce, the consumption of tested software. The approach proposed

in [125] is based on a similar idea but only focused on the design phase. Authors use software

architecture graphs (SAGs), which capture how the software has been built out of processes

and events. The base energy consumption and variations due to SAG’s transformations are

estimated by means of simulation.

In [110] authors discuss about the race to idle , since assuming that by improving per-

formance saves not only time but also energy. The idea is that the faster the workload is

completed, the earlier the computer goes back to idle and the more energy is saved. For im-

proving performance, efficient algorithms, multithreading and vectorization are introduced.

The importance of the idle state is also debated in [111], but with a different meaning.

Authors observe that a non-energy efficient application, apart from not using the minimal

energy, can also prevent all the power management features build into the system from
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properly working. Possible approaches for reducing the consumption of idle applications

are the reduction of the interrupt rate, the use of cache locality and efficient multithreading.

Compilers also can significantly contribute to reduce the consumption of software, al-

though limited to a specific application and to a specific processor [131]. They can optimize

performance by reducing the execution time so also saving energy. Other optimizations can

be achieved by eliminating redundant load and store operations so to reduce the energy

dissipated during memory accesses. For mobile devices, remote compilation is employed for

demanding compilation and execution of applications to remote and more powerful servers

[103]. Dynamic compilation addresses some of the problems related to the una tantum com-

pilation, which makes applications optimized without knowing its actual use. Programs are

monitored during execution and recompiled if there are changes in the runtime environment

(e.g., resource levels) [76].

If the target system provides computational resources to final users that run their own

applications, these approaches are not useful. These users are not likely to be interested in

reducing the consumption of the infrastructure hosting their applications or running their

jobs. From the service provider point of view, s/he can not modify user applications run-

ning in the system, but certainly s/he looks for techniques that reduce the consumption by

better exploiting existing hardware for the given workload. In other words, both hardware

and software techniques are useful for new generation, private processing systems, which are

build with hardware exploiting new technologies and for executing own applications that

can be greened as needed. For an existing system, dynamic power management can make
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it energy-proportional, which means the power consumed is in proportion to the amount of

work performed.

1.2.3 Management

Approaches discussed in this Section try to better exploit available resources for a given

workload. Although related to dynamic power management, in this category we do not take

into account dynamic approaches adopted for some hardware devices already discussed in

Section 1.2.1. Turning on/off machines, power-aware scheduling or consolidation algorithms,

and green load balancing are commonly exploited by management techniques for improving

energy efficiency.

Since electricity production is a main cause for pollution, green energy is also evaluated

in some works. As an instance, photovoltaic solar arrays are discussed in [56]. In the design

phase, also the location where a data center is implemented is a key decision. Reducing

the temperature has a cost in terms of energy consumption (due to the work of the cooling

sub-system). This can be achieved by installing the system in a cold place.

Scheduling and Load Balancing

In the case of load balancing and scheduling algorithms, the main idea is to equally distribute

computation and communication load amongst the processors (both before the computation

start and after by means of migration) aiming at improving some aspects. Here we focus on

consumption and performance aspects, that is, on those approaches that either reduce the
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energy consumption without affecting the performance or improve the performance without

affecting the consumption.

Improvement of electricity consumption by exploiting green energy is discussed in

[56]. The authors propose a parallel batch job scheduler for a data center powered by

a photovoltaic solar array; the electrical grid is considered as a backup. The scheduler

increases green energy consumption up to 117% and decreases costs of 39% by reducing

workload scheduling when few solar energy is estimated to be available in the near future.

When deadline violations can not be tolerated, the electrical grid is used, but the scheduler

selects times when it is cheap. Results on a 16-nodes cluster also demonstrate the capability

of the scheduler to not affect performance.

The importance of the communication time between processors is debated in [22]. Au-

thors assume a number of tasks to be executed in a distributed system and divide them

into many subtasks that can be concurrently executed on different processors. The work-

flow among tasks is represented with a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The goal of the

scheduling is, obviously, to minimize the finish time of DAG. At this aim, full parallelism

is used. This does not always corresponds to less executing time. The proposed heuristic

power-aware scheduling algorithm, not only minimizes the finish time, but also produces

more slack time and provides maximum slowing down potentials for energy reduction. Ex-

perimental results show the algorithm being able to reduce energy consumption on average

by 36%.
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Dynamic frequency and voltage scaling is also exploited by upper layers of system archi-

tecture components. In 1996, it was released the first version of the Advanced Configura-

tion and Power Interface (ACPI) specification, which provides functionalities to control

the power management of the hardware devices. The operating-system-level power man-

agement (OSPM) was introduced providing to the OS and other upper-layer applications a

general interface to address the configuration and power information of individual devices or

of the whole computer system. In [50], the authors apply DVFS on high performance com-

puting (HPC) for reducing power consumption. Results show that DVFS-based approaches

help in significantly reducing the energy consumption of cluster systems (up to 36% savings)

while not affecting the performance. Authors discuss the variation of energy saving with

the compositions of various workloads, application types, and system configurations.

Since the cooling sub-system significantly impacts on consumption and, in turn, its work

is due to temperature, techniques for reducing the temperature are also assessed. The

frequency of the CPU affects the temperature of the CPU itself and of the whole system.

A common approach is to reduce such a frequency if a certain temperature is reached [116].

The authors discuss a load balancer aiming at reducing the power consumption due to par-

allel applications through temperature control for cooling power reduction. Exploiting the

DVFS, CPUs are allowed to work at the maximum frequency until a threshold temperature

is reached. When the frequency of all the cores is reduced, the input voltage reduces as

well, resulting in power saving. The temperature threshold is fixed on average temperature.

Exploiting frequency levels of modern processors, when the temperature exceeds the thresh-

old, the frequency is reduced by one level. The approach has been applied to a 40-nodes
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testbed data center with a dedicated CRAC showing a timing penalty in the range of 2-20%

in face of a power reduction of up to 57%.

Models can be used for predicting trends with respect to newly submitted workload

and then selecting the best schedule. The machine learning approach is used in [9]. The

framework both considers power consumption and workload features, onto which it applies

a variety of techniques covering the whole control cycle of a real scenario. When a job

arrives, the system allocates it on a host by adopting a common scheduling approach, then

uses the model to figure out if there is a better allocation. In such a case, the job is moved

form a host to another one. The new allocation is selected on the basis of the expected

values of a performance metric R and of a consumption metric C. As a performance met-

ric, the probability of completing the job in a time period is adopted. This evaluated the

chance that the user requirements are satisfied. As for the consumption, power dissipation

is used. Some doubts arise for the selection of the performance metric, which is neither

real performance (how much the system produces) nor dependability (SLA violations is too

generic as a dependability metric since not all violations correspond to failures). The evalu-

ation of the approach is done through the simulation of a 400-nodes data center executing a

heterogeneous workload. The SLA fulfillment is worse by about 1%, but the overall power

consumption is better by 10%. Paper [142] examines three cluster allocation policies, two

of them aiming at improving performance and the third one optimized for energy conserva-

tion. Authors assume two types of processors in the cluster, each with its own performance

and energy characteristics, and job service times are considered unknown to the scheduler.
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A model is used to evaluate the performance and energy behavior of the policies. Sim-

ulation results indicate that each of the three introduced policies has its own advantages

and disadvantages. The SQEE energy aware policy reduces the energy consumption of the

system without significantly affecting the average job response times. The SQHP policy

(optimized for performance) outperforms the other policies but electricity consumption also

increases. The PBP-SQ policy presents as the worst, especially at high load, in improving

the energy consumption. Interestingly, the results empirically show that the selection of

the management policy mainly depends on the system load and on the trade-off one want

to achieve between performance and energy consumption.

Another approach for identifying the best balancing of the workload is to formalize

optimization problems. In [83], two combinatorial optimization problems are defined:

minimizing the schedule length with energy consumption constraint and minimizing the

energy consumption with schedule length constraint. Schedule length minimization is a

typical problem of multiprocessor and multicore processor computing systems, where energy

consumption is an important concern, and in mobile computers, where energy conservation

is a main concern. Schedule length constraints are typical of real-time multiprocessing

systems, instead. The scheduling problems are defined for the optimization of the energy-

delay product. For each problem one factor is fixed and the other is to be minimized:

the schedule length is minimized by consuming a given amount of energy or the energy

consumed is minimized without missing a given deadline. The attention is on parallel

tasks on multiprocessor computers with dynamic voltage and speed. To problem is divided

in three sub-problems to reduce the complexity: system partitioning, task scheduling, and
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power supplying. Achieved results are experimentally validated. A multiprocessor computer

is divided into clusters of equal sizes and tasks of similar sizes are scheduled together to

increase processor utilization. It is found that the proposed heuristic algorithms are able

to produce solutions very close to the optimum.

Given the impact on consumption of the cooling system, thermal aware workload

placement is also considered as a possible approach for reducing energy consumption [136].

For describing performance and temperature, an analytical model is used (although the dis-

cussion in the paper is not able to explain the actual model, just bases for the modeling

are reported). Two scheduling algorithms are then evaluated: Thermal Aware Scheduling

Algorithm without (TASA) and with Backfilling (TASA-B). The algorithms are evaluated

through simulation showing that TASA can reduce the average temperature by 16.1◦F and

the maximum one by 6.1◦F, with a performance decrease by 13.9%. TASA-B can reduce

the average temperature by 14.6◦F and the maximum one by 4.9◦F, with a performance

degradation by 11%.

Cloud Computing and Virtualization

The issue of energy efficient resource allocation is studied also for cloud environments. Given

the large diffusion of cloud computing and its adoption in data centers, scientific researchers

are studying how to exploit such a technology also for improving the consumption of com-

puting systems. Usually, an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud is used for delivering

basic storage and compute capabilities to handle the possible workloads [97].
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The placement problem of virtual machines (VMs) on physical machines (PMs) is known

in scientific literature as VM consolidation problem, since studying how to consolidate

the VMs on a small number of PMs in order to reduce energy consumption. To find an

energy efficient distribution of the load among running machines, two main observations

are to be done: (i) a reduced load for many machines requires a huge static consumption

(due to many switched on machines) and, on the other hand, (ii) if only few machines run

all the workload, their consumption is large and performance may be affected.

The placement of tasks on VMs is also debated in many works, similarly to the common

scheduling or load balancing problem.

Figure 1.5 shows two possible approaches for the consolidation of VMs. In the case (a),

a PM Server A has one active VM that is migrated to Server B, so that Server A can be

switched off. This may compromise performance on Server B and increase the execution

time (which may worsen the total consumption for executing tasks), due to the dependencies

between energy consumption, resource utilization, and performance of consolidated VMs,

which share and compete for the resources of hosting servers (such as CPU, main memory,

and I/O) [57]. Hence, the case (b) can be also considered, where the load is balanced

between the two servers, each with two running VMs.

In [81], the authors study the trade-off between performance and resource utilization

when multiple VMs are hosted together, and the effect of different VM’s resource require-

ments (in terms of CPU, network and storage). The specific behavior is dependent on the
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Figure 1.5: Possible approaches for the consolidation of VMs.

type of resource and on the type of the workload. For compute intensive tasks, performance

degradation gradually decreases when the number of co-hosted VMs grows. But, in the

case of large memory footprint, the degradation is faster. In the case of I/O operations,

performance degradation occurs due to additional delay for data processing. These results

demonstrate that the consolidation problem must be solved on multiple dimensions. CPU is

not the only critical resource, but also memory, storage and network have to be considered.

Similar observations will be made for our case study in Chapter 6.

In [86] ecoCloud is presented as an approach for workload consolidation that efficiently

exploits resources through the balancing of CPU-bound and memory-bound VMs. The

placement is performed by taking into account the utilization level of each server, aiming

at consolidating the workload on as few servers as possible. A server that is over-utilized or

under-utilized on either CPU or memory is not used. In fact, in the case of over-utilization,

the reduction of the quality of service is avoided. In the case of under-utilization, the

objective is to allow the server terminating its operations as soon as possible so that it can
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be switched off. A server with intermediate utilization is the one on which the new VM is

placed. The approach has been experimented on a real data center with 28 servers running

both CPU-bound and RAM-bound VMs. It reduces power consumption while limiting the

number of VM migrations and server switches and balancing CPU-bound and memory-

bound applications. In [57], it is proposed an approach for consolidating VMs in an IaaS

cloud. The approach is based on the use of DRBD, a module for high-availability data

storage in a distributed system, which provides the storage abstraction independently from

the running VM. That is, the VM can be easily migrated from a server to another server

avoiding to move also large quantity of data. The DRBD module takes care of replicating

data for improving the availability. In this way the overhead for multiple disk operations

on the same server is reduced and demanded to network interfaces. The approach has been

implemented for a cloud platform and results show that, during normal execution phases,

performance is quite unchanged while energy consumption is reduced. In [133], authors

compare consolidation strategies on the basis of their impact on performance, energy, and

reliability aspects. The problem is faced with multi-objective optimization, by developing an

utility model that unifies multiple constraints on performance SLAs, reliability factors, and

energy costs. The global optimal solution is found by means of a genetic algorithm exploiting

a collection of reliability-aware resource buffering and VM migration for generating good

initial solutions and improving the convergence rate. Simulations show that the approach

can be used to find good reliability-consumption and performance-consumption trade-offs.

However, employing “SLA violations” as a reliability metric is not always correct. As in

this case, where it simply represents the performance going below a certain threshold.
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In [137], the authors discuss the difficulties in characterizing the network bandwidth

demands of virtual machines, since it is dynamic. The VM consolidation problem is for-

mulated as a Stochastic Bin Packing problem and an online packing algorithm is proposed.

Commonly, the consolidation problem is represented as a Bin Packing problem, solved with

the First Fit Decreasing (FFD) bin packing heuristic, which packs the next VM to be pro-

visioned on the first server it fits. On the contrary, the Stochastic Bin Packing assumes

requested resources aleatory; hence, the items to be packed are a set of independent random

variables. Numerical experiments demonstrate that the proposed algorithm can save up to

30% of servers without violating the server capacity constraints. In Chapter 6 we adopt

the FFD bin packing heuristic, considering clusters of loads whose resource request can be

assumed deterministic.

As for task scheduling on VMs, several categories of techniques commonly adopted for

physical servers are compared with respect to their impact on energy efficiency in [92]: (a)

first-come first-serve with back-filling (FCFS-backfill); (b) earliest deadline first (EDF); and

(c) an offline genetic algorithm (SCINT). Simulation results show that the thermal-aware

enhancement achieved with FCFS-backfill is the smallest and depends on the intensity of

the incoming workload, while the genetic algorithm is able to improve energy saving up to

60% with respect to FCFS. The performance of EDF is similar to the one of SCINT for

low loads but it degrades to the performance of FCFS-backfill for high loads. EDF is also

significantly faster than SCINT in scheduling jobs.
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In [82], the authors show how to reduce the energy consumption of virtualized comput-

ing systems avoiding the under-utilization of resources and idle power consumption. The

problem is formulated considering the consolidation of n tasks on r cloud resources without

violating time constraints. Two consolidation algorithms are proposed, each with a different

objective, namely maximization of resource utilization or minimization of energy consump-

tion. Results achieved with simulation show that energy consumption can be reduced up

to 18% with respect to random scheduling algorithms.

Tools

Several tools have been developed for evaluating the energy efficiency of processing systems.

In 2007, the SPEC organization introduced SPECpower ssj2008 [122], “the first industry-

standard benchmark that evaluates the power and performance characteristics of single

server and multi-node servers”. The benchmark both measures power and a performance

metric in order to figure out their relations and allow the analysis of the energy efficiency

of data centers. Adopted workloads for performance evaluation exercise CPUs, memory

hierarchy, the Java Virtual Machine (the workload is written in Java programming language

and the unit of measurement for performance is Java operations per Watt or Server Side

Java Operations per Joule), and some aspects of the operating system. As for previous

SPEC’s benchmarks, the organization also provides some guidelines (see Section 3.2.1).

GBench [123] is a benchmark explicitly proposed to evaluate the energy efficiency of

HPC systems at different workloads. The proposed methodology is applied to scientific
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data centers to identify application parameters impacting both performance and energy

consumption. Number of processes and block size (HPL parameters) appear to be the

more affecting ones. Also, authors show that there is a correlation between power and

performance related activity (e.g., cache misses and power consumption).

Ge et al. in [51] propose PowerPack, a framework for evaluating the power consumption

of devices in high performance clusters such as processors (also multicore and multiproces-

sor nodes), disks, memory, NICs. The framework also correlates these measurements to

parallel applications running in the system. It is used to study the power dynamics and

energy efficiency of DVFS techniques showing their capability in enhancing system energy

efficiency while maintaining performance. In [46] authors present a framework for the pro-

filing of power consumption of scientific applications on HPC systems. The framework is

used to study the energy efficiency of a 32 nodes cluster.

It is worth noting that these benchmarks do not take into account the erratic behavior

of the system, but just the correct execution of the provided benchmark programs. An

effective benchmarking should perform measurements for normal data center practice and

workload. They are useful to evaluate the energy efficiency characteristics of the adopted

hardware, or to identify management techniques that can be used to reduce the consump-

tion or to increase the performance in some conditions, but they do not evaluate the failures

that can happen in the system. It would be useful a tool that brings out the behavior of

the system also in presence of failures. For instance, this can be achieved by merging the

actions of the GBench [123] tool with the ones of DBench [72], a dependability benchmark,
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Figure 1.6: Common model based approach for estimating future behavior and tuning the
system.

and by monitoring the occurrence of failures and related power consumption.

Models

Some of the discussed papers are based on models for the estimation of performance and

consumption. Such models can be used during the design and development of a system to

determine the number of machines to be used, the scheduling and the management policy

required to offer a specific performance degree, and to estimate the related energy con-

sumption. In the operational stages, models can be used by tools for the online estimation

of the system performance and consumption and for tuning parameters of the dynamic

management techniques to maintain a certain performance or consumption level.

In [9], a machine learning approach is used for creating models that are then populated

with online data to estimate the future behavior and make decisions. Components and

steps of the model based approach are depicted in Figure 1.6. Some data are used as input

for a learning algorithm (of whatever kind, e.g., machine learning, flow intensity invariants
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[115]), which produces a model. Models of application and machine behaviors learned from

previous system trends are used to predict power consumption levels, CPU loads and SLA

timings. These are helpful in the selection of the changes/actions to be done on the system

for maintaining QoS while reducing energy consumption. For model creations, authors

use computationally light predictor algorithms. The goodness of the predictors is checked

against the correct values on the test set.

Ghosh et al. [54] conducted a joint study of performance and power consumption by

means of stochastic models. Authors propose a performance-consumption analytic model

for Cloud systems, and provide an approach to be used to configure the data center taking

into account power-performance trade-offs. The model is a Markov reward model created

with an interacting sub-models approach for reducing complexity and chance of error of a

single monolithic model. To make all the sub-models homogeneous continuous time Markov

chains (CTMC), all inter-event times are assumed to be exponentially distributed. In [53]

a cloud availability model is proposed. For backup and recovery, as well as for reducing

power consumption, PMs are assumed organized in three pools: hot (running PMs), warm

(turned on, but not ready PMs), and cold (turned off PMs). When using default VM

images, the deployment on hot PMs can be performed with minimum provisioning delay.

The deployment on a warm PM requires additional provisioning time (to make the PM

ready). Further delay is added when using PMs in the cold pool (which need to be turned on

before being used). Different modeling approaches are considered. Apart from the common

monolithic modeling, an interacting sub-models approach is proposed to solve the largeness

problem [112]. The simulation is also used to avoid the generation of the large state-space
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of the Markov chain. Results show that the monolithic model becomes intractable and fails

to produce results as the size of the Cloud system increases and demonstrate the scalability

of the interacting stochastic sub-models approach and of the simulation.

In [142], the processing system is modeled as an open queueing network to compare

three scheduling policies. Simulation results show that the system behavior mainly depends

on the load more than on the policy. Also, the results support the selection of the policy

to achieve the desired trade-off between performance and energy consumption.

1.3 Metrics

Metrics used in discussed papers aim at measuring how much green a data center is. This

is done for example, by calculating the consumption or estimated gas emission per time

unit, by comparison with similar data centers, through the relation between performance

and spent electricity, by assessing thermal effects. These metrics can be classified as shown

in Figure 1.7.

Gas emissions are often contemplated since one of the main causes for the attention on

the energy consumption of processing systems. Fine-grained measurement of such emissions

is not easy due to the large number of factors that should be contemplated (e.g., running

applications, network packets). A coarse estimation of gas emission of a data center can be

performed on the basis of the total energy consumption and emission to generate one unit

of power (kWh) [136].
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Figure 1.7: Classification of energy efficiency metrics.

Thermal metrics are used given the large impact of the cooling system on total data

center energy consumption. Furthermore, temperature also affects the chance of failure

[40]. For improved reliability, the temperature of the server farm should be in the range

20-24◦C. The efficiency of the cooling sub-system (cooling room air conditioning - CRAC)

is also evaluated. A common metric is the Coefficient of Performance (COP) relating the

amount of heat removed by the cooling system and the total required energy. It can be

demonstrated that the total power consumption of a data center has two components, one

due to the working nodes of the system (Pwn), and another one due to energy consumed

for cooling such nodes, which depends on the COP, as in the following equation [102]:

PTOT = Pwn +
Pwn
COP

(1.1)

The Airflow Efficiency (AE) measures the total power required by fans per unit of air-

flow. It provides an overall measure of how efficiently air is moved through the data center.

The unit of measurement is W/cfm (watts per cubic feet per minute) and 0.6 is a standard

value [87]. The Rack Cooling Index (RCI) is used for the efficiency of the cooling system of
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the racks used in a data center. Commonly, the passings of upper and lower temperature

thresholds are counted. Return Temperature Index (RTI) and Recirculation Index (RI)

consider the relation between inlet and outlet temperature.

Energy consumption metrics are based on the total consumption of a data center.

This is then related to some other metrics. The Performance/Watt metrics are a de facto

standard in measuring the energy efficiency of processing systems. An example is the use

of FLOPS per Watt [25].

The Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) provides Java benchmark

programs for the evaluation of the energy efficiency; the number of Java operations per-

formed per Watt consumed is adopted as a metric [122].

The Data Center Infrastructure Efficiency (DCiE) is defined as [31]:

DCiE =
IT Equipment Power

Total Facility Power
(1.2)

where “IT Equipment Power” represents the consumption of the IT equipment (e.g., servers,

storage, network devices, monitors), while “Total Facility Power” also includes devices

supporting the IT equipment, such as the cooling system. The reciprocal, Power Usage

Effectiveness (PUE) [31], is used to evaluate how much energy is required for each unit

used by the IT equipment.

The Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system effectiveness [87] is the

fraction of the IT equipment energy used by the HVAC system. It is the ratio between the

total IT consumption and the sum of the electrical energy for cooling, fan movement, and
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any other HVAC energy use.

The SWaP metric (Space, Watts and Performance) [90] estimates the energy efficiency

of a data center as performance related to occupied space (in terms of rack units) and

consumption (watts):

SWaP =
Performance

Space× Consumption
(1.3)

The Data Center energy Productivity (DCeP) metric [31] is the one more similar to the

efficiency commonly adopted in physics, relating the useful produced work with the total

energy consumption of the data center for producing that work. The useful work is quanti-

fied as the tasks performed by the hardware within an assessment window. As it is shown

in Chapter 5, this throughput is not always capable of representing the actual useful work

performed by a system.

1.4 Remarks

The importance of evaluating the energy efficiency of processing systems is evident. They

contribute to pollution in a non-negligible way. Also, the operational cost due to electricity is

now huge. Technology is all the way and should help in producing green systems. However,

this is not enough and, above all, this is not useful for existing data centers. It is not

always possible to change the hardware of an exiting processing system, its cooling system,

and even less its geographical placement for reducing electricity costs and thermal issues.

Software can be greened too, but for data centers providing services to third parties it is not

possible to change the actual load of the system. For these reasons, management techniques
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are often seen as the most feasible solution for improving the energy efficiency of a system.

Different metrics exist for estimating this efficiency. Most of them relate a performance

metric (e.g., operations per second, mean job duration) with a green metric (e.g., energy,

power, temperature). Nevertheless, two main concerns arise for this idea of energy efficiency

for processing systems:

1. is this really energy efficiency? Commonly, in engineering and physics, energy ef-

ficiency measures the relation between the system’s useful power output and the

provided power input. In thermodynamics, different metrics are adopted relating

performance and input power, but the amount of useful work output is a function of

the amount of high-temperature heat input. The characteristic of all such metrics is

to relate what it is furnished to the system to its capability of turning this into useful

work. Hence, what is to be considered is what the system wastes.

2. Why failures are not contemplated? It is known that large scale processing systems

experience failures, which happen more frequently as the size (i.e., number of compo-

nents and interconnections) of the system increases. The energy consumption due to

this failures seems to be a good candidate for the estimation of the squandered input

power of the system. In Chapter 5 it is shown that failures can be accounted for the

9% of the energy consumption of a batch processing system with 500 nodes. Also, we

show that performance may be not representative of the malfunction, above all in not

saturated systems, which are the majority of real cases [109, 132, 113]. If not properly

assessed, the cost of the failures remains hidden together with dependability issues.
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In the next chapters of this dissertation it is shown that performance , energy con-

sumption , and dependability represent the three main aspects of processing systems, and

they are strictly related.



Chapter 2

Performance, Consumption and
Dependability

Performance aspects have always been seen as meaningful for the effectiveness of processing systems.
Then, also dependability aspects started to be considered given the common failure prone behavior.
When fault tolerance was introduced, and systems could work also in a degraded mode, the concept of
performability was introduced as the capacity of a system of working well also in presence of failures.
Nowadays, with cost and pollution related problems, the consumption is recognized as peculiar for the
evaluation of data centers. Energy efficiency relates performance to consumption, quantifying how
much energy a system consumes to produce a certain quantity of work. In this chapter, the basic
definitions for the three aspects of performance, dependability, and consumption are given and their
relations are discussed.

2.1 Basic Definitions

Discussion on energy efficiency of the previous Chapter 1 highlighted that performance and

consumption are two main aspects of computer systems. Most of the scientific literature is

also about dependability aspects of such systems. There is a relation between dependability

and performance and, as it will be showed in this dissertation, between dependability and

consumption. Such relations are outlined with a set metaphor presented in Figure 2.1. The

three aspects are presented as circles, each representing a set. Some studies are related

to a specific aspect. The relation between dependability and performance is referred to

42
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Figure 2.1: A set view of consumption, performance and dependability aspects for processing
systems.

Table 2.1: References defining the main aspects of processing systems and their intersec-
tions.

Aspect References

Performance [84, 94, 100, 3, 78]

Energy consumption [10]

Dependability [5, 68, 48]

Performability
(Dependability-Performance)

[8, 89, 48, 135]

Energy efficiency
(Performance-Energy consumption)

see Chapter 1

Consumability
(Consumption-Dependability-Performance)

[40, 88, 32, 39, 117, 36]
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as Performability [89]. The energy efficiency is the intersection between performance and

consumption aspects. Other relations are mainly unexplored. In this section, we discuss

the basic concepts, while their relations are explored in the next ones. The introductive

and exemplifying references for each set are reported in Table 2.1.

A processing system is here a set of interacting components (e.g. worker nodes, inter-

connecting network, power supply units, cooling sub-system). It can in turn interact with

other systems, softwares, or humans. A processing system has a certain function repre-

senting what it is intended to do. A system produces useful work when performing what

described by the functional specification [5]. The service delivered by a system is what

the system actually does to implement its function. It can be represented as a sequence of

states traversed by the system as perceived by the user. Correct states are the ones in which

the system accomplish its function. In the case of a batch processing systems, which

elaborates jobs submitted by final users without interaction apart from the submission pro-

cedure, this function corresponds to the returning of correct results in a certain time. As

for the useful work, we consider it being produced when a job is completed in the shortest

time and traversing only statuses in which it is expected to be (that is no failure/repair

events happen). The administrator is a person (or group of people) responsible during the

design, testing and operational stages of the system life cycle, has the authority to manage,

modify, repair and use the system; and also cares for costs of the system. Final users, or

simply users, are the entities (humans or other systems) that receive the service from the

system.
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2.1.1 Performance

The concept of performance is as abstract as the term is common. Commonly, the perfor-

mance of a processing system is meant as the quantity of useful work produced.

Performance analysis should be thought of as a combination of measurement, interpre-

tation, and communication of a computer system’s capacity [84]. The main issue is to figure

out the capacity one want to measure. This may vary depending on the situations. In some

cases, performance analysis can be used to compare several alternatives for selecting the

hardware for a processing system, or to evaluate the impact of adding additional resources

to an existing one. In other cases, the goal could be the tuning of the system in order

to adapt it to the common load. As a consequence, the first step is the selection of the

parameters to be evaluated and of the related metrics. Typically, what is measured is the

count of how many times an event occurs, the duration of some time interval, or the size of

some parameters. Event counts can be normalized to a common time basis, so achieving a

speed metric called throughput.

One of the main indications of performance of a computer system is the clock rate,

i.e. the frequency of the processor central clock. Given the commonly large values achieved

nowadays, the number of CPUs is also frequently used for large computer installations.

Other performance metrics count the millions instructions executed per second (MIPS)

and the millions of floating-point operations executed per second (MFLOPS). Considering

programs that computer systems execute, the execution time a computer system requires
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to execute a program is often adopted as a performance metric. In 1988 the Standard Per-

formance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) was founded with the aim of “produce, establish,

maintain and endorse a standardized set” of performance benchmarks for computers [122].

The organization provides a set of benchmark programs representative of the common com-

puter systems workloads. It also standardizes the methodology for measuring and reporting

the performance obtained when executing those programs. This allows different systems

to be compared. Other metrics are not related only to the processor characteristics. For

large scale computing systems, executing a large number of batch jobs, other metrics are

adopted. The response time is adopted as the time that elapses from the submission of

a job execution request to the system until the return of the result from the system. The

throughput can be measured in terms of the number of jobs completed in the unit of

time [94, 100]. If network characteristics are relevant, the bandwidth is a measure of the

number of bits that can be transmitted across the network per second. More recent metrics

are related to the number of traversed edges per second [3] or performance vectors [78].

2.1.2 Consumption

Electricity consumption is commonly measured as watts per hour (W ·h). The watt mea-

sures the power, i.e. the rate of energy conversion or transfer (amount of energy consumed

per unit time). Hence, the power is the rate at which energy is generated or consumed and

is measured in units (e.g. watts) that represent energy consumed per unit time. The joule

is the unit of measurement for energy (International System of Units). It is equal to the
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energy expended (or work done) in applying a force of one newton through a distance of

one meter. Watts per hour can be easily transformed in joules by using seconds in place of

hours (1 W · h = 3600 J).

Consumption of processing elements is modeled in several works. An example related

to microprocessors, but easily extensible to set of components or entire systems, is given in

[10]. The total power consumption is expressed as:

Ptotal = (
c∑
i=1

ompsARi × Pi) + Pstatic (2.1)

where Pi is the weight of component i and ARi is its activity ratio. The ARi × Pi rep-

resents the dynamic power consumption of component i, and Pstatic represents the overall

static power consumption of all components. For large processing systems, a very similar

consumption model can be achieved (see Section 4.2.2).

It is worth noting that in this dissertation we use the expressions “reducing energy con-

sumption”, “reducing power consumption”, “reducing power dissipation” and so on, almost

interchangeably, even though optimizing the power does not mean optimizing the energy.

Energy can be intended as the accumulation of power over a period of time; hence, a large

decrease of the instantaneous power dissipation may correspond to a significant increase of

the total computation time and of the energy consumption. It is detailed when referring to

a specific physical concept.
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Figure 2.2: The fault-error-failure chain.

2.1.3 Dependability

In this dissertation, it is considered the dependability of processing systems as defined in

[5]: the ability of a system to deliver a service that can justifiably be trusted. It is an

integrated concept encompassing the attributes of reliability, availability, maintainability,

safety, and integrity.

The Fault-Error-Failure Chain

When a computer system is not able to properly deliver the correct service, a failure is

said to be occurred. Considering the correct service as a sequence of system states, a failure

occurrence means that the system went at least in a state that deviates from the correct

ones. The deviation is called error. The cause of an error is called fault. Referring to the

well-known and widely accepted taxonomy presented in [5], faults, errors and failures are

related as shown in Figure 2.2.

A dormant fault produces no effects. For producing an error, a fault is to be activated

and is named active fault. A failure occurs when the production of an error propagates
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up to the service interface. If an error does not propagate up to the interface, it is named

latent error. Once a failure occurs, it causes an internal fault of the computer system, or

an external fault for another system being receiving a service from it.

Dependability Attributes

In [5], dependability is described as an integrating concept encompassing the following

attributes.

Availability: defined by Recommendation E.800 of the International Telecommuni-

cations Union (ITU-T) as the “ability of an item to be in a state to perform a required

function at a given instant of time or at any instant of time within a given time interval,

assuming that the external resources, if required, are provided” [68].

Reliability: defined by the ITU-T Recommendation E.800 as the “ability of an item

to perform a required function under given conditions for a given time interval” [68].

Safety: defined as the absence of catastrophic consequences of a failure on the users

and on the environment.

Integrity: represents the absence of improper system alterations.

Maintainability: is the ability of a system to be maintained, usually if a failure occurs,

by means of a repair strategy (e.g. repair or replacement of a broken component).

To assure, or improve, the attributes of the dependability, several means can be adopted.
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Fault forecasting can be adopted to estimate the number, incidence and possible conse-

quences of faults. The occurrence or the introduction of faults can be warded off by means

of fault prevention. To reduce the number of and severity of faults, fault removal can

be adopted. Fault tolerance allows the system to avoid or put up with the service failures

that can be caused by the activation of a fault.

Dependability Indices

For quantifying dependability attributes, more formal definitions and metrics are to be

introduced [48].

Let X be a random variable representing the time to failure (TTF) (or lifetime) of

a system. Such a random variable can be characterized by the cumulative distribution

function (CDF), the probability density function (pdf), or the hazard rate function h(t).

The CDF of the (non-negative) random variable X is simply defined as

FX(t) = P (X ≤ t), 0 < t <∞ (2.2)

The pdf of X is defined by

fX(t) =
dFx(t)

dt
(2.3)

The hazard rate (or instantaneous failure rate) is defined by

h(t) =
f(t)

1− Fx(t)
(2.4)

Given the previous definition, for a time interval (t0, t0 + t], the reliability R(t|t0)

defines the probability that a system survives in this interval given that it was properly
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working at time t0. If t0 = 0, R(t|0) defines the probability that a system is up until time t,

R(t|0) = R(t) = P (X > t) = 1− FX(t) (2.5)

The conditional reliability defines the probability that a system survives in the in-

terval (t0, t0 + t], given that the system has survived until time t0:

Rt0(t) =
R(t0 + t)

R(t0)
(2.6)

The expected life of a system is defined by the mean time to failure (MTTF) as:

E[X] =

∫ ∞
0

tf(t)dt (2.7)

While the reliability represents the probability that a computer system is failure-free

during a time interval, the availability represents the probability of a system being failure-

free at a precise instant of time. Introducing the indicator random variable I(t), which is

equal to 1 when the system is up and 0 otherwise, we have the following definitions.

The instantaneous availability (or point availability) is the probability that a system

is up at time t,

A(t) = P (I(t) = 1) (2.8)

Note that the instantaneous availability A(t) is always greater than or equal to the reliability

R(t) and, if the system has no repair or replacement strategies, A(t) = R(t).

The steady-state availability (or limiting availability) is the value of A(t) as t ap-

proaches infinity,

lim
t→∞

A(t) (2.9)
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Under very general conditions, the steady-state availability can be computed as:

A =
MTTF

MTTF +MTTR
(2.10)

where the mean time to repair (MTTR) includes both the time to detect a failure and

the time to repair it.

The mean time between failures (MTBF) is the sum of MTTF and MTTR:

MTBF = MTTF +MTTR (2.11)

The interval availability (or average availability) is the expected fraction of time the

system is up in a given interval of time (0, t]. It is defined as

AI(t) =
1

t

∫ t

0
A(x)dx (2.12)

It is easy to demonstrate that, when both limits exist:

A = lim
t→∞

AI(t) = lim
t→∞

A(t) (2.13)

2.2 Performance and Dependability: Performability

In 70s, researchers started to evaluate the effect of failures on the performance of the system.

The common idea was of a failure causing the interruption of the computer system’s service.

However, if fault tolerance is adopted, even in presence of component failures, the system

may be able to provide a subset of the services implementing the functions included in the
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functional specification, or a subset of such services may be provided with a reduced quality.

Examples of reduced quality can be slow service, limited service, emergency service. The

system is said to be a gracefully degrading system.

Assuming that at the initial state the system is operating at its maximum performance,

when a failure occurs, system performance may degrade. This kind of system offers several

levels of performance. As an instance, a double processor system may be able to work, even

if with a halved throughput, if only one of the processors fails. When the system is not

performing at its maximum because of a partial failure of its functionality or performance,

it is said to be in a degraded mode.

Beaudry was the first author proposing to develop measures which provide the trade-off

between reliability and performance of degradable systems [8]. Then, Meyer introduced the

concept of performability combining the performance and reliability/availability measure

of a system [89].

2.2.1 Performability Indices

Let S denote the set of all possible configurations in which the system can perform its

activity, and let {X(t), t ≥ 0} on S define a continuous time stochastic process describing

the structure of the system at time t. Let πi(t) be the probability that the system is in state

i ∈ S at time t and πi be the probability that the system is in state i ∈ S as t approaches

infinity. We can associate a reward rate to every state indicating the performance level

offered by the system in that state. ri represents the reward obtained per unit time spent
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in state i ∈ S.

The Reward Rate at time t is indicated as Z(t) = r(X(t)). It can be shown that

Li(t) =
∫ t

0 πi(τ)dτ is the expected total amount of time spent by the system in the state i

during the interval (0, t].

The Expected Instantaneous Reward Rate at time t is given by

E[Z(t)] =
∑
i∈S

riπi(t) (2.14)

The Expected Steady State Reward Rate of the system is

E[Z] = lim
t→∞

E[Z(t)] =
∑
i∈S

riπi (2.15)

The Accumulated Reward in (0, t] represents the total amount of work performed by

the system during the interval (0, t]:

Y (t) =

∫ t

0
Z(t)dt (2.16)

Then, the Expected Accumulated Reward in (0, t] is the amount of work done by

the system during the interval of time (0, t]:

E[Y (t)] = E[

∫ t

0
Z(t)dt] =

∫ t

0
E[Z(t)]dt =

∑
i∈S

ri

∫ t

0
πi(t)dt =

∑
i∈S

riLi(t) (2.17)

To better understand these metrics, consider the simple example in Figure 2.3. A system

has three possible states. While it is in state 1, it has a reward rate equals to 2, that is, the

performance level is “2”. If a failure occurs, it goes to state 2, where its reward rate is 1. If
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Figure 2.3: Markov reward model, evolution of the system over time (X), reward rate (Z),
accumulated reward rate (Y).

the failure is repaired, the system goes back to state 1. If a failure occurs while the system

is in state 2, it goes to state 3, where the reward rate is 0. In case of repair, the system

goes back to state 2. This model is called Markov Reward Model (MRM). X(t) represents

the state of the system at time t and Z(t) is the corresponding reward rate of the system.

Y (t) is the accumulated reward over the time interval (0, t].

2.2.2 Performability Examples

The concept of performability has been often applied to the analysis of processing sys-

tems, above all when also fault tolerance mechanisms are adopted. From a pure availabil-

ity/reliability analysis or a pure performance analysis the attention moved to their joint
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Figure 2.4: Two-processor-parallel-redundant system with imperfect coverage and with
repair.

study. This is commonly done by means of performability models.

As a performability example, consider a two processors parallel redundant system with

imperfect coverage [48]. The system has two processors with the same time-independent

failure rate and single repair facility with a certain repair rate. Imperfect coverage means

that not all individual processor failures are recovered from. If a covered failure occurs in

one of the two processors, the other one continues working and the system is up, although

in a degraded mode. If a not-covered failure occurs, the system fails.

Let P1 and P2 be the two processors; both of them have the same time-dependent

failure rate λ(t), independent on the state or the task of the processor. The coverage factor,

denoted by c, represents the proportion of individual processor failures from which the

system can automatically be recovered. Once P1 (or P2) fails, if the failure is covered by

the recovery strategy, the system can properly work, with only one processor, with degraded

performance, otherwise it fails. The processor repair facility is characterized by a constant
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repair rate µ. The system can be modeled as in Figure 2.4: State 2 : both processors are

properly working; the failure rate of each processor is λ(t), hence the equivalent failure rate

of this state is 2 · λ(t). If a failure covered by the recovery strategy occurs (rate 2 · λ(t) · c),

the system goes to State 1, otherwise to State 0 (rate 2 ·λ(t) ·(1−c)); State 1 : one processor

failed because of a covered failure; the system can continue working in degraded mode with

one processor. In this case, two possible scenarios are possible: the failed processor is

repaired (with constant repair rate µ) before the working one fails, then the system goes

back to State 2 ; or the working processor fails (rate λ(t)), and thus the system fails (State

0 ); State 0 : the system is down because either both processors failed, or a non-recoverable

failure occurred. This is an absorbing state (the system can not be repaired if this state is

reached).

If (i) the repair is minimal, i.e., the repaired processor is in a state (age) equal to the

one before its failure and (ii) the repair time is negligible compared to time to failure, the

model in Figure 2.4 is a non-homogenous continuous time Markov chain (NHCTMC).

For performability analysis, rewards are attached to the states of the Markov model by

counting the number of active processors. In State 2, two processors are working, and the

reward rate is equal to 2; in State 1, where only one processor is working, the reward rate

is 1. A reward rate equals to 0 is associated to the absorbing State 0. Hence, the reward

rates are r2 = 2, r1 = 1, r0 = 0.

In Figure 2.5 is depicted the trend of the expected instantaneous reward rate of the

model for µ = 120, c = 0.9, and λ(t) a Weibull failure rate with parameters α = 2.1 and

β = 1.02. Such a measure is very important in order to quantify the performance of the
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Figure 2.5: Expected instantaneous reward rate.

system in presence of failures. For instance, suppose the reward rate being the MIPS of the

processors and that it is required for the system to perform at least 0.5 MIPS. The expected

instantaneous reward rate shows that after about 2.3 years the system is no longer able to

provide the desired service level. Hence, a renewal strategy is necessary.

In [135], analytic performability models are built to compare different rejuvenation poli-

cies. Since assuming both deterministic and exponential transitions, deterministic and

stochastic Petri nets (DSPNs) are used, which correspond to an underlying Markov regen-

erative process (MRGP) that can capture both exponential and deterministic distributions.

System performability measures are derived from the DSPN models as:

Perf =
∑
c∈Ω

rc · πc (2.18)

where πc is the probability that the MRGP underlying the DSPN model is in a certain state
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c, rc is the system performance index under state c, and Ω is the state space of the MRGP.

2.3 Performance, Consumption and Dependability: Consum-
ability

Since performance, consumption and dependability aspects appear peculiar for the evalua-

tion of the efficiency of processing systems, we propose to simultaneously deal with them.

The idea is to unify the analysis of the three aspects in a measure providing information

about the produced quantity of work and the electricity required for such a production,

considering also the failures that commonly happen. Hence, the consumability is defined

as the ability of a processing system to produce useful work in a certain time with energy

efficiency, that is to properly exploit the incoming electric power given the inevitable occur-

rence of failures.

The relation of dependability aspects with energy consumption or both consumption

and performance is quite unexplored.

The connection between consumption and dependability is sometime studied as the

cost of maintaining desired levels of quality of service (QoS) or as a different perspective

of performance. As an instance, in place of evaluating the impact that an energy efficiency

technique has on performance, its effect on the possible violation of service level agreements

(SLAs) is assessed. This approach does not really evaluate the cost of a failure in terms of

wasted energy, but the performance decrease due to some management techniques.
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Cloud architectures are often accounted as a means for improving the efficiency of pro-

cessing systems. Bashoon in [6] discusses the concept of a framework for the dynamic self-

optimization of such architectures taking into account the trade-off between performance

and consumption aiming at maintaining acceptable dependability requirements, which are

evaluated with respect to the QoS. The framework is based on the Dynamic Data Driven

Simulation Systems (DDDAS) paradigm. It uses data collected from the system to per-

form runtime simulations predicting system behavior and to identify the configuration to

be used. This approach is similar to the one discussed in Section 1.2.3 and outlined in

Figure 1.6. The idea is to merge a monitor of a system and a predictor, in order to tune

some parameters for achieving the desired levels of consumption and quality.

Resource allocation for reducing both consumption and SLA violations is discussed in

[49]. In this case, workload analysis is used to determine the typical demand for a service. A

dynamic programming algorithm captures the common load of the system and helps in fig-

uring out the best allocation for minimizing costs and risks from a provisioning perspective.

The provisioning system is implemented, validated, and experimented through simulation.

The results show that this approach can achieve up to 35% energy consumption reduction

and reduce SLA violations by 21% with respect to other policies based on prediction.

In [15], authors present ASTRO, a tool based on stochastic models to support data

center designers with information on sustainability impact, cost and dependability of cool-

ing infrastructures. For the dependability, two main metrics are employed: Reliability

Importance (RI), for identifying the most critical components, and Reliability and Cost

Importance (RCI) relating the RI to the cost of components. Downtime is used for the
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availability. Consumption is modeled considering the energy flow between system compo-

nents and evaluated as the maximum energy that each component can provide (in the case

of electrical devices) or the maximum cooling capacity (in the case of cooling devices). The

system is modeled by means of Stochastic Petri Nets (SPN) and Reliability Block Diagrams

(RBD). As a case study, authors show the use of the tool for the analysis of real-world

data center cooling architectures. Although specific to cooling systems, this paper provides

interesting hints on modeling for consumption analysis.

The relation between reliability and energy consumption is treated indirectly in [40]. In

this case, the management of the temperature in data centers is evaluated by analyzing a

large collection of field data from different production environments. The starting point of

the paper is the evaluation of the optimal temperature at which a data center should work.

Increasing data center temperature may reduce the energy consumption (due to the cooling

system), but may also worse the system reliability or performance (due to device throttling).

Data analysis confirms such intuitions. There is a correlation between the failure rate and

the temperature. In the case of disks, the variability in temperature, more than the average

value, has an effect on failure rates. As for DRAMs, no relation is found. Also the relation

with performance is assessed. Specifically, data shows that the temperature may affect the

throughput of I/O bound applications. As for CPU bound applications 3-4% of throughput

decrease may be experienced. Results are computed through the analysis of an implemented

system and provide significant hints for the modeling. Since based on pure measurement

analysis (see Section 3.2), it is complementary to the model-based evaluation adopted in

this dissertation.
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The cost of fault tolerance techniques in terms of energy consumption is evaluated in

[88]. The authors consider different configurations of checkpointing (checkpoint/restart,

message-logging and parallel recovery) and their cost. An analytical model is used for eval-

uating their impact on a large data center, but the cost of the failures is not evaluated.

Parallel recovery appears as the technique requiring less energy, up to reducing system con-

sumption by 17%. Also, it comes out as the best technique from the performance point of

view, allowing the system to complete the execution in a time reduced by 13%.

The simultaneous study of performance, consumption and dependability aspects,

which we named consumability analysis, is often conducted for the hardware.

In [32], authors point out the importance for benchmarking techniques related to per-

formance, dependability, and energy consumption of hardware systems. The focus is on

the use of third-party components, for which one may need to quantify some properties

for comparison and selection, such as performance, power, cost, and failure in time. The

proposed approach aims at identifying suitable measures to characterize and compare the

components and defining experimental procedures for measurements. In [39], authors state

that reliability, low energy consumption, and high performance are the three design objec-

tives for on-chip networks. The paper analyzes the impact of various error-control schemes

on the trade-off among reliability, performance and energy when voltage swing varies. As

a performance metric, it is used the probability to transmit a certain quantity of useful

bits during a time interval in the presence of noise. Energy consumption is also taken into

account and by means of simulations the authors estimate the consumption of the error
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control circuits when failures occur. Dependability, power, and performance trade-offs for

multicore architectures are debated in [117]. The proposal is to adapt processor resources

according to the requested performance and soft error rate. A performability model also

including consumption measures for wireless sensor networks is presented in [36]. The paper

presents a framework for the assessment of WSNs based on the automated generation of

analytical models. Those models can be used to drive design choices. In this case, the con-

sumption represents an aspect of the sensor behavior which may cause failures nevertheless.

How failures affect the consumption is not contemplated.

2.4 Discussion

Over the years, scientific literature has proposed many works about the three aspects of

performance, consumption and dependability, separately. In other cases, performance is

assessed together with availability/reliability or consumption, introducing the aspects of

performability and energy efficiency, respectively. Nevertheless, the relation between de-

pendability and consumption is not well explored and even less its relation with both energy

consumption and performance. In a scenario where an administrator has to improve the

performability of a system, s/he does not know the impact a proposed technique and/or

technology may have on the energy consumption of a system. Similarly, if the energy

efficiency is to be improved, the possible effect on a dependability metric is neglected.

Based on this observations (which are supported by figures reported in Chapters 5

and 6), this thesis introduces the concept of consumability. Its measurement is
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paramount for administrators to consciously select designs and tunings of the processing

systems to achieve the desired trade-off among costs (in terms of electricity consumption),

performance (as the quantity of useful work produced for final users within a certain time),

and availability (meant as the readiness to produce the useful work).

By knowing the power consumption and performance degradation caused by failures, it

is possible to decide whether it is worth putting (expensive) fault tolerant mechanisms on

the field. Also, approaches for resource management can be properly tuned for reducing

energy consumption while also avoiding performance degradation and, at the same time,

availability issues.

The evaluation of the three aspects separately, of performability and of energy efficiency

has been carried out in several ways. Some of the discussed papers are based on measure-

ments, that is, the value of useful parameters are collected directly from the system and

properly analyzed. While valuable for the assessment of existing systems, these approaches

are limited for evaluating the impact of other configurations, since they would require their

actual implementation. Hence, model based approaches are commonly adopted to over-

come such issues. Measurement- and model-based approaches are discussed in the following

Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

Evaluation Approaches

In previous chapters, the main aspects of processing systems have been introduced. Also, from the
examined literature, it is clear the importance of evaluating such aspects with reference to some met-
rics of interest. This evaluation can be performed using several approaches, generally classified as
measurements-based or model-based. Model-based approaches avoid unnecessary details and system
implementation, allowing one to measure some parameters with an acceptable approximation within
affordable cost and time. However, not all modeling approaches are scalable. In the case of large
processing systems, hierarchical modeling and simulation are more advisable.

3.1 Evaluating Processing Systems

Processing systems are usually evaluated with respect to performance and availability/reli-

ability aspects. Nowadays, energy consumption is considered as well.

The process of evaluation consists in the definition of what one want to measure and

in assigning it a value (the measuring itself). Formally, a metric is a function defining the

distance between the elements of a set. The measurement is commonly performed with the

direct observation of a system. For performance, one may count the number of operations

the system performs in a certain time interval. As for the consumption, power distribution

units (PDU) can be used to achieve the instantaneous power absorption of the various sys-

tem components. If one want to quantify how much a system is reliable, failure related data

65
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can be collected and analyzed in order to derive a value for one or more metrics (e.g., mean

time to failure, distribution of the failures over time). Approaches of this kind are generally

classified as measurements-based. They are largely adopted and trusted as based on real

operational data. However, direct measurement is also costly and time consuming since

requiring the system implementation, data collection, filtering and then analysis. On the

opposite, model-based approaches offer an abstraction of the real system that does not

include unnecessary details and, above all, system implementation can be avoided. If the

aim is to assess a particular design of a processing system, the metrics can be estimated

through a model mimicking its expected behavior.

3.2 Measurement Based Approaches

Measurement of processing systems includes monitoring and recording useful data, which

can be classified in three broad categories: performance, environment, and operational data.

Performance data are among the most monitored, and are related to the use of system

resources. Main examples are the usage of CPU or memory. Other sources are about the

use of the network, such as inbound and outbound traffic. Environment data are rarely

exploited, even if they could be very useful to justify some system trends. They describe the

status of the environment in which the system is placed and node parameters not related to

performed activities. In this category fall temperature, humidity and the status of cooling

systems. The monitoring of the energy consumption is also in this category. Finally,

operational data encompass all the information achieved by collecting, and presumably
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parsing and filtering, logs from the various software layers of the system, including event

logs produced by applications and by the OS. A typical log entry contains a time stamp

and a text field with information of interest (e.g., an operation performed by the system,

the scheduling of a job, the occurrence of a failure).

The collected data can then be analyzed both in a prototype stage and in the opera-

tional stage [71]. In the prototype stage, the behavior of the system under particular

circumstances is evaluated. As an instance, the energy consumption under different loads

can be assessed for consumption analysis. For reliability analysis, fault injection can be

used. It can provide information about the system behavior when faults are activated, from

fault occurrence to failure detection and to system recovery. Stress testing also can be used

to study the system response beyond normal cases. However, these approaches can not be

used to evaluate the metrics related to the occurrence of failures, such as the mean time

between failures (MTBF).

To evaluate the actual behavior of the system under real load and circumstances, mea-

surements are done during the operational stage. These data contain information about

occurring failures and consumption related to the load of a specific system and conditions

in which it naturally operate.

The analysis of measured data is commonly based on statistical techniques.

Workload analysis is the basis for evaluating the performance of a processing system

[16]. In the case of batch systems, the jobs are sequentially processed without any inter-

action system-user. In this case the load is commonly described from a static viewpoint
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by applying classification techniques (e.g., clustering) grouping jobs with homogeneous re-

source consumption. Then, each group of jobs is characterized, for instance, with respect

to inter-arrival times (time between the submission of two consecutive jobs) or completion

times (time required by the system to execute the job). In the case of interactive systems,

the load is described including its dynamics to take into account time-varying characteris-

tics. By way of example, also the user behavior can be considered to describe the expected

load of the system [134].

Consumption analysis is commonly performed on data collected at various levels of

consumption [23]. In the case of a server, the idle power is the power consumed by the

server when none of the applications are running on it; it is also referred to as static power.

The dynamic power is the one consumed when applications are being executed. This can

be divided in CPU power, due to applications that mainly use CPU, and I/O power, due

to applications that mainly use I/O devices (e.g., disks and network).

Field Failure Data Analysis (FFDA) is an effective mean to gain knowledge about fail-

ures occurring in a system [34]. The most adopted field data sources for FFDA are event

logs and human-generated failure reports, largely adopted in the literature for characterizing

failure and repair distributions of processing systems during their operation [118, 99, 35].

Log-based failure analysis is usually performed through (i) data filtering, concerning the

removal of log events not related to failures, (ii) data coalescence, used for grouping re-

dundant or equivalent failure events, and (iii) data analysis, regarding the evaluation of

dependability measurements. These steps may introduce errors as in the case of collisions

(events related to two different failures are grouped as related to a unique failure) and
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truncations (events related to the same failure are accounted as related to more failures).

Failure reports are compiled with information related only to failures by technicians that

have direct access to the system. Such reports do not require any preprocessing activities

to carry out the analysis. Nevertheless, human interpretation and possibly errors can be

included.

The application of such analysis to real cases is shown in Chapters 5 and 6.

3.2.1 Examples of Measurement Based Evaluation

Analysis of data about reliability and energy consumption is treated in [40], where the rela-

tion among failures, temperature and performance in data centers is evaluated by analyzing

a large collection of field data from different production environments. This is an example

of measurement based analysis to support the tuning of the cooling system creating the

potential for saving energy while limiting reliability issues. Obviously, it is useful only for

tuning devices already in use and for each tuning the analysis should be repeated to assess

its effectiveness. For other devices or management techniques, as common data analysis

approaches, the utility is restricted. To estimate the cost of performance decrease due to

failures, one should estimate the cost of maintaing a certain temperature in the system.

Even assuming this estimate being reliable, it is neglected the consumption due to failures

not related to the temperature increase.

Evaluation based on fault injection is presented in [32] for the benchmarking of third-

party components. Also in this case performance, consumption and reliability are jointly
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assessed. After a fault free execution (golden run), faults are injected, and the various

metrics are evaluated. The approach is interesting, but (i) it is not useful to estimate the

failure rate of the system, since failures are driven by the fault injection, (ii) application on

a running data center providing a service is not so easy, since unlikely one can inject faults

in a running system, and (iii) if we want to evaluate different techniques (of fault tolerance

or management), it is unfeasible to implement and test all of them. The approach can be

certainly adopted for studying failure costs on a single server and then estimate the impact

on the whole data center. Cost of failures due to the interaction among the servers is then

to be studied separately.

Benchmarking tools are commonly adopted for acquiring useful information characteriz-

ing a system. Some of them are discussed in Section 1.2.3. SPEC corporation also provides

the guidelines for the benchmarking of a computer system [122]. They propose SPEC power,

a benchmark to measure both performance and power measures. This is accomplished by

driving the workload in a controlled manner, while other benchmarks can only be run at

maximum performance. The motivation is that when under the maximum capacity utiliza-

tion, the load is more variable and the benchmark should be able to capture such variations.

SPEC power can be executed at different performance levels so that the energy efficiency

in different circumstances can be evaluated. Several load levels are defined as a percentage

of peak workload. The evaluation procedure mainly consists in the following steps:

1. System is made ready to execute the benchmark and for measurement (e.g., nodes are

made usable, sensors for energy monitoring are activated).
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2. A performance level is selected.

3. The benchmark program is executed while power and thermal measurements are col-

lected.

4. The benchmark completes and the collection of performance, power and thermal data

ends.

5. The performance level is increased and the benchmarking restarts (from point 3).

6. When selected performance levels are covered, the data post-processing starts.

Two main concerns arise on measurement-based approaches. The first one is that they

can be used only to evaluate what the system already has. If some management techniques

(e.g., a scheduling strategy) or fault tolerance techniques (e.g., job replication) are to be

evaluated, they should be implemented and then the benchmark executed. This is often

unfeasible because of both the utilization of the system (which can not be stopped for such

experimentations) and cost issues (someone should be payed for implementing a strategy

that may be never adopted). The second concern is about benchmarking-based approaches.

“System is made ready for measurement” [122] implies that the system is forced to be in a

state that can be different from the ones it is in during the operational phase. By varying

the performance, not all the possible states are covered and, above all, failure states are

neglected. As a consequence, measured energy efficiency is only related to ideal situations

and to the desired behavior of the system, while the failures that commonly happen are
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completely ignored. On the contrary, by forcing some failures, only their cost can be accu-

rately estimated but no information about the common operational behavior of the system

is achieved.

3.3 Model Based Approaches

Model based approaches are preferred when parameters of interest can not be measured

directly. It is not always possible to stop the system and equip it for measurement purposes,

or to inject faults in a running system. Also, it is expensive to implement each configuration,

tuning, technique one want to evaluate. As an instance, we already cited the article by

Recupero appeared in Science [106], where the importance of analytical models for designing

green network devices was discussed.

Modeling techniques are usually divided into two broad categories: non-state-space mod-

els [112] and state-space models [128]. The former model a system on the basis of its logical

structure and how the availability of each component may affect the one of the system,

assuming that components are independent of each other. Examples are reliability block

diagrams (RBDs) and fault trees (FTs). The latter are often preferred because of their

capacity of modeling more complicated interactions between components and different fail-

ure/repair behaviors. Among state-space models, Markov chains are widely used in avail-

ability/reliability studies. A variant called Markov Reward Models (MRM) was introduced

for performability analysis [128]. We presented an example of MRM in Section 2.2.2. In

the case of complex systems, these models have a large number of states and their creation
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becomes error-prone. Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) can be used for the specification and

automatic generation of the underlying Markov model. Stochastic Reward Nets (SRNs)

are introduced in Section 4.2. Stochastic Activity Networks (SAN) were also introduced in

[114] for facilitating performance and dependability evaluation.

3.3.1 Examples of Model Based Evaluation

In [54] a MRM for performance-consumption analysis of Cloud systems is presented. The

model is created with an interacting sub-models approach for reducing complexity and

chance of error of a single monolithic model. For modeling the power consumption of a

virtual machine, its average resource utilization is assumed to be va and to each state of

the CTMC it is assigned a reward rate r = hi+kva, where k is the number of active virtual

machines in a physical machine. Steady state power consumption in each physical machine

is computed as expected steady state reward rate.

In [142], a computational cluster, which could be a part of a computational grid, is

modeled as an open queueing network. For the workload, following assumptions are done:

(i) a job can be executed on any processor; (ii) jobs are non-preemptable (their execution can

not be suspended until completion); (iii) job service times are unknown to the scheduler;

(iv) jobs are CPU intensive. The job arrival rate (computed from the inter-arrival time

between consecutive jobs) is assumed with exponential distribution. Several metrics are

adopted as output of the model. Response time of a job is the time from the arrival to the

scheduler to the time of job completion. The slowdown measures the time the job is in the
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system but not running (e.g., time spent for scheduling or migration). Energy consumption

is evaluated from the power and the time for which it is used.

In [88], an analytical model is used for evaluating the impact of fault tolerance techniques

in terms of energy consumption on a large data center. Equations used for modeling both

system performance and consumption are simplistic and can hardly describe the behavior of

a real system. As a matter of fact, fault tolerance is assessed, but failures are not modeled.

The paper [39] analyzes the impact of various error-control schemes on the simultaneous

trade-off between reliability, performance and energy when voltage swing varies in on-chip

networks. As a performability metric, P (L, T ) is defined as the probability to transmit L

useful bits during the time interval T in the presence of noise, since in an on-chip intercon-

nect the useful work is to transmit useful bits. For the consumption, both static and energy

consumption are studied. They are mainly function of transmitted/received bits and are

analytically modeled. The proposed approach is interesting and may be applied to large

processing systems. The consumption model is used both to evaluate the cost of the device

and of each type of failure. Nevertheless, the whole system is modeled with an analytic

model for the consumption, through which also the variations corresponding to different

workloads are estimated. Also, only failures that can be treated by the error control cir-

cuits are considered, while imperfect coverage is not contemplated. In other terms, more

than the cost of the failures, it is only the cost of a fault tolerance mechanism under certain

circumstances.

In [36], a performability model for wireless sensor networks is presented. The model,

based on SANs, also includes a PowerSupply model that mimics the battery consumption
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of a node and the effects of the possible failures (e.g., node failure due to low power). The

behavior of the components and the failures are modeled together. That is, the model

of a node takes into account the sub-components (i.e., sensor board, power supply unit,

communication layer, and routing) and the possible failures that they can experience. Fail-

ure modes are identified by means of a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). The

adopted modeling approach is very interesting. The system behavior and consumption are

first considered separately and then a model encompassing all the aspects is created. For

populating the models, data-sheets and behavioral simulation are used.

3.4 Scalable Models for Large Processing Systems

Monolithic or one-level Markov chains are a typical modeling formalism, representative of

the state-of-the-art in processing systems modeling. However, as the system size grows, the

dimension of the state space increases. The growth of the state space as the model takes into

account more details of the system is known as the largeness problem of Markov models

[128]. Also when approaches for automating the generation of the underlying Markov model

are adopted, the solution of large models is an issue. The use of a single monolithic model

and analytic-numeric solution is not scalable for large Clouds due to the large state-space of

the underlying Markov chain. To resolve this issue, a scalable stochastic modeling approach

based on interacting sub-models can be used.

Many models are hierarchical in nature, that is the system can be modeled through

various models, each for an aspect, and then composed in a unique model. The complexity
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Table 3.1: Summary of comparison among the three modeling approaches: (i) single mono-
lithic model, (ii) interacting sub-models, and (iii) simulation.

Comparison
index

Metric Dimension Monolithic
model

Interacting
sub-models

Simulation

Accuracy Downtime (sec)
21 PMs 3664.527 3664.527 3416.4
300 PMs - 49993 52402

Scalability
Max #PMs - ≤ 21 > 300 > 600
#states 21 PMs 4, 816, 252 3, 770 -
#states 300 PMs - 9, 196, 353 -

Efficiency Solution time (sec)
21 PMs 301.700 0.584 10.434
300 PMs - 364.025 294.346

and characteristics of large processing systems may lead to cyclic dependency among the

sub-models, needing fixed-point iteration. Another solution to the largeness problem is

shown where underlying large Markov model generation is avoided by directly solving the

stochastic net by means of simulation. We demonstrated the effectiveness of interacting

sub-models and simulation for solving very large state-space models in [53]. Table 3.1 sum-

marizes the comparison among the three approaches: (i) commonly used single monolithic

model, (ii) interacting sub-models, and (iii) simulation, in terms of accuracy, scalability, and

efficiency. Results are related to the SRN availability model of a cloud architecture, selected

as a representative of modern large data centers, where a large number of physical machines

(PMs) are used. We used the SPNP software package [62] to solve the SRN models on a

desktop PC with 3.0 GHz CPU and 4 GB memory.

The numeric solution of the monolithic model can be computed for a data center with

up to 21 PMs. For larger values, the desktop PC presented memory overflow issues. The

interacting sub-models approach is rapidly solved numerically up to 300 PMs and its solution

is accurate with reference to the monolithic model. The error on the mean values introduced
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by the simulation is 4.8% with respect to the numeric solution of the interacting sub-models,

when considering a data center with 300 PMs. However, results achieved by means of

analytic-numeric solution of the interacting sub-models are in the corresponding confidence

intervals achieved when simulating the monolithic model. When the system has more than

300 PMs, simulation also appears to be more scalable than the numeric solution of the

interacting sub-models. In fact, the number of states of the underlying Markov chain in

the interacting sub-models easily reaches 9 million, making this approach infeasible for very

large systems. By contrast, simulation does not require to build the underlying state-space

model and allows us to solve very large models with 19.2% reduction in solution time.



Chapter 4

Consumability Analysis of Batch
Processing Systems

The consumability analysis is introduced for simultaneously evaluating performance, consumption
and dependability aspects of processing systems. We adopt a model based approach for the analysis
of batch systems. A consumability model is created by means of the composition of a performance
model, mimicking the correct behavior of the system, a consumption model, considering the power
static and dynamic components, and a failure model, encompassing the possible deviations from the
correct service delivery. The model can be adopted for any batch processing systems supporting the
administration in carrying out the consumability analysis. A metric is introduced to quantify the
consumability.

4.1 Analysis Rationale

For jointly analyzing performance, consumption and dependability aspects of a processing

system, we adopt a model based approach. A model allows us to study the behavior of the

system under different circumstances; as an instance, we can assess the effect of different

fault tolerance or management strategies while avoiding their actual implementation. How-

ever, the creation of a model that is able to mimic the actual behavior of a system requires

an accurate study of the system itself. In this dissertation, we focus on batch processing

systems. That is, systems where jobs run without end user interaction. We first look at

78
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the system evolution by considering its behavior from the job execution perspective. As a

matter of fact, in a system running batch jobs, both performance degradation and failures

directly reflect on the jobs submitted to the system by its users, and a job, in turn, affects

the consumption of the system. The problem is to identify the relations among performance

levels, energy consumption dynamics, and failures. At this aim, we use a hierarchical ap-

proach; that is, performance, consumption, and failures are first modeled separately and

then composed in an overall model which takes into account their mutual relationships (see

Section 3.4). This requires to model the system evolution looking at how each possible state

can affect performance and consumption and how failures can affect the evolution, in turn.

Given a system S, consider the set of all possible configurations in which it can work

(properly, not properly and with different consumption levels) as a sample space Ω. In

the case of a batch processing system, we assume configurations being dependent on the

status1 and number of jobs present in the system. A job j ∈ J evolves through some

statuses Σ = {σ1, σ2, · · · , σm}, also including failure statuses. Each job j can be classified

as belonging to a certain job type K = {k1, k2, · · · , kn}. We assume that the type of a job is

a-priori known and that its evolution through statuses in Σ can be described by a stochastic

process. Hence, the system evolves through the possible Σ×K × J states, which form the

state space Q of S. We assume that Q is discrete. The evolution of S can also be described

by a stochastic process XS(t) = {X(t) | t ∈ T}, where X is the random variable X : Ω→ Q

and T = [0,+∞] is a set of observation times and may be either discrete or continuous.

1We use the term state for the system and for the checkpoint of the jobs, and status for the various stages
of the job life cycle.
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To each state both a performance level and a consumption correspond, depending on the

number and type of jobs in each status.

From this formalization, it originates the modeling described in Section 4.2.

4.1.1 Steps of the analysis

The analysis is performed through the following steps.

• Modeling of the system (Section 4.2). We separately model performance, con-

sumption, and failures of the system achieving three models that are then composed

in an overall consumability model for the joint analysis of the three aspects.

– Performance model. Given the correct execution of a job and its life cycle,

we create this model accordingly.

– Consumption model. The consumption of the system is modeled taking into

account the static consumption of the system and the dynamic one, which de-

pends upon the different kinds of running workload.

– Failure model. In this model we include the deviations from the correct job

life cycle that commonly happen in batch systems.

Fault tolerance is also modeled to assess its impact on the consumability of a system.

• Model populating (Sections 5.2 and 6.2). For performing the analysis of a specific

batch system, some inputs are to be provided to the model. These are the charac-

terizing parameters of the system (e.g., job inter-arrival distributions, failure rates),
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which can be estimated by means of data analysis techniques for workload, consump-

tion and failures. For our case studies, we use data from a real batch system at the

Federico II University of Naples; additional experiments and studies are performed

for performance and failures in virtualized environments.

• Model validation (Section 5.3). The composite model is validated against data from

a real batch system.

• Simulation of the model and analysis of the results (Sections 5.4 and 6.3).

Finally, the model is solved by means of simulation to study the trend of performance,

consumption and availability, and their relation, i.e. the consumability of the system.

4.2 System Modeling

For the modeling, we use a variant of Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) called Stochastic Re-

ward Nets (SRNs), which automates the construction and solution of the underlying Markov

model [26].

Stochastic Reward Nets (SRNs) mainly consist in places (represented as circles)

and transitions (represented as bars). Places represent the various conditions that hold in

the system. Transitions represent the various events that could occur in the system. Arcs

(represented as directional arrows) are drawn from places to transitions and from transitions

to places. An arc drawn from a place to a transition is called an input arc into the transition
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from the place. An arc drawn from a transition to a place is called an output arc from the

transition to the place. In each place, there can be zero, one or more tokens (drawn as filled

dots). The presence of a token indicates that the corresponding condition holds.

The distribution of tokens in the various places of the SRN is called the marking of the

SRN. A marking constitutes a state of the net.

A transition is enabled in a marking if each of its input places contains at least one token

(or more, if the corresponding arc has a cardinality different from 1). An inhibitor arc from a

place to a transition implies that the transition is not enabled if the corresponding inhibitor

place contains a token (or more, depending on the arc cardinality). Also a priority can

be associated to a transition. It is an integer specifying that a transition may be enabled

only if no higher priority transition is enabled. Each transition may have an associated

(boolean) guard function (or enabling function) g defined on the set of possible markings,

and the transition is enabled in the marking M only if the function returns true in that

marking, g(M) = true. The guard function g of transition t is evaluated in mark M when

(i) no transition with priority higher than t is enabled in M , (ii) the number of tokens in

each of its input places is larger than or equal to the cardinality of the corresponding input

arc, and (iii) the number of tokens in each of its inhibitor places is less than the cardinality

of the corresponding inhibitor arc.

If enabled, a transition can fire; this corresponds to the happening of the event associated

with it. The firing of a transition causes the flow of a token (or more, depending on the

cardinality of the arcs) from each of its input places to each of its output places, resulting

in a new marking. The events associated with a transition take a period of time to happen.
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In SRNs this is described by associating a firing time to each transition. The firing time is

modeled as a random variable characterizing the time that elapses from the time point at

which the transition becomes enabled to the time point at which the transition actually fires.

An immediate transition (represented as a thin bar) can be viewed as a timed transition

whose firing rate approaches infinity: when enabled, it requires zero time to fire.

A marking is reachable from another marking if there is a sequence of transition firings

which results in the new marking. The set of all the markings together with the transitions

among them is the reachability graph of the SRN. It is isomorphic to a continuous time

Markov chain (CTMC). In presence of immediate transitions, the reachability graph presents

vanishing markings, where the SRN does not spend any time, since they enable immediate

transitions which fire as soon as they become enabled.

The metric of interest is computed by assigning appropriate reward rates to the states

of the SRN.

4.2.1 Performance Model

The performance model describes the behavior of the batch system without considering

failures, but the correct execution flow of a batch job, as depicted in Figure 4.1a. This is

the execution flow according to Torque, a popular resource manager for batch systems [1].

A job submitted to the system is queued ; then it becomes running when resources for its

execution are identified and its execution time arrives; when the execution terminates, the

job is completed and results are returned to the user during the exiting stage.
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Figure 4.1: Status transitions of a job in a batch processing system. (a) correct execution;
(b-e) execution with failures.

We model the life-cycle of a job with an SRN as depicted in Figure 4.2. Transition arr

represents the job arrival. After the arrival, a job is queued and a token is added to place Q.

Scheduling of a job is modeled by transition sch. Upon its firing, the job becomes running

and a token is taken from Q and it is placed in R. Transition cpl depicts the completion of

the job. At this point a token is removed from R and one is added to place C. Upon firing

of transition exg, a token is removed from C, describing the exiting status of the job, i.e.

the notification of the final result to the user that submitted the job. The guard function

gs is used for inhibiting the scheduling capacity when no enough free resources are available

for executing a job. This depends on the number of already running jobs and on the total

available resources. It is specialized for the particular case study.

Q R sch cpl arr C exg 

gs 

Figure 4.2: SRN representing the performance model of a batch processing system.
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The probability distributions of inter-arrival, scheduling, completion and exiting times

are associated to each transition in the model. The scheduling time distribution also includes

the time that the job spends in the queue, hence it corresponds to the time interval from

the job submission until the job execution starts. In the case different types of jobs K =

{k1, k2, . . . , kn} are identified in the system, the SRN is repeated n times as are the types

of jobs. The guard function gs has to take into account all the jobs running in the system,

that is the number of tokens in the places Rki , each for each job type ki ∈ K.

Inputs. This performance model takes as input parameters: (i) the number of available

worker nodes, (ii) the maximum number of job of each type a node can execute, (iii) the

inter-arrival time distribution, (iv) the scheduling time distribution, (v) the completion time

distribution, and (vi) the exiting time distribution.

Outputs. The model returns as output the performance of the system. Different perfor-

mance metrics can be used. The ones considered in this dissertation are the throughput

of the system, as number of jobs completed in the time unit, or the mean response time,

as the mean time to complete a job, since common metrics for evaluating batch processing

systems (see Section 2.1.1). In the case of more types of jobs, the performance of the system

is computed by summing the rewards for each net (e.g., the expected rates of the exiting

transitions exgki for each ki ∈ K).
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4.2.2 Consumption Model

For the consumption, we adopt an analytical model similar to the ones proposed in [124]

and [10]. However, we see the data center as a whole. Thus, we do not create a model

depending on the consumption of each server component, but we evaluate the consumption

due to the types of workload present in the system.

Formally, the total consumption Wtot of the system is:

Wtot = Ws ·N + (
∑
ki∈K

Wki ×ARki) (4.1)

where Ws ·N represents the static consumption of the system and Wki×ARki is the dynamic

power consumption due to running jobs of type ki. The static consumption depends on the

number N of worker nodes in the data center; K is the set of the types of jobs that are

executed by the system, each of which has a consumption weight represented by Wki and

an activity ratio ARki , indicating the number of running jobs of type ki. ARki is given by

the number of tokens in place Rki .

Inputs. This model takes as input parameters: (i) the number of worker nodes in the system

N , (ii) the static consumption of each worker node Ws (in Watts), (iii) the consumption

weights of each type of job Wki (in Watts), and (iv) the number of running jobs of each

type ARki .

Outputs. The model computes the consumption of the system (in Watts).
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4.2.3 Failure Model

The performance model does not take into account the possible failures that may occur. It

can be used for a pure performance analysis or, if composed with the consumption model,

for a pure energy efficiency analysis as in [46, 54, 124, 15, 10], not reflecting the actual

system behavior. To contemplate also dependability aspects and study the waste of energy

due to failures, we model the possible failures that can happen in a batch system.

Failure characterization

Unfortunately, jobs not always evolve through the statuses depicted in Figure 4.1a, due to

the occurrence of failures. From the perspective of the job execution, some failures can hin-

der the correct execution and completion. Hence, given the performance model discussed in

Section 4.2.1, we consider deviations from that life cycle. Of such deviations we also found

correspondence to actual failures that happen in batch systems from the literature, from

trustworthy web resources and from the analysis of the system employed as a case study (see

Chapters 5 and 6). We do not take into account those failures due to user mistakes. There

is no way for a system maintainer to reduce the number of such failures nor the related

consumption, indeed. Furthermore, the deviation from the correct service and possible SLA

violations are not ascribable to the service provider.

Queue and running failures. One of the known issues affecting batch systems is rep-

resented by permanently or temporarily blocked jobs [108, 67]. In the case of permanently
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blocked job, after being queued, the job enters the blocked status and its status does not

change anymore (Figure 4.1b). Since this happens while a job is queued, affecting the

scheduling transition and inhibiting the job becoming running, we name the related failure

queue failure. A temporarily blocked job consists in a job whose status changes from run-

ning to blocked and to running again after a certain time. Such a situation is depicted in

Figure 4.1c. Since affecting a running job, we name the related failure running failure.

We found degradation trends ascribable to such failures by means of performance anal-

ysis on a real batch processing system, the S.Co.P.E. scientific data center (which is intro-

duced in Section 5.1).

We analyzed some performance and workload data by applying a specific combination

of statistical hypothesis testing techniques as illustrated in [30]. To quantify the workload

of the system, we used the number of jobs submitted to the system at each day. To quantify

performance, we computed the average duration of jobs at each day, that is, the mean value

of the duration of the jobs completed at each day.

We found some performance degradation trends on a small subset of nodes and queues

in the system. The average slope of the trends was 0.3358 hours/day, that is, the average

job duration increased by a fraction of hour at each day. In many cases only a rigorous

statistical approach is able to detect the increasing trend of the average daily job duration.

An interesting finding was that the detected trends at different nodes occurred at overlapped

periods of time. Moreover, the performance data seem to have followed similar patterns.

The similar trends found on several nodes are a signal that the software at those nodes

were suffering from a common cause of performance degradation. We also performed an
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analysis on the types of jobs. This analysis did not find a relation between the type of job

and the presence of a trend, since performance degradation trends manifest both in CPU-

bound and I/O-bound jobs. This suggested that the basic software infrastructure, rather

than user software, is the likely root cause of the performance degradation.

From a more detailed analysis of the job life cycle and a discussion with the system

technicians, we heard that the most frequent reason for those behaviors was the accumula-

tion of errors in a distributed file system, whose access privileges are modified to read-only,

therefore some worker nodes are not able to execute jobs, even if they appear to be up and

properly running. In fact, read/write errors, due to filesystem corruption, caused the sta-

tus transition between running and blocked of several jobs, thus delaying their completion.

The accumulation of blocked and restarted jobs, also caused the shortage of computing

resources, such as memory, which delayed the execution of other jobs. These errors were

more and more frequent with time, thus causing a gradual performance degradation of the

nodes accessing that file system and hampering the proper execution of jobs. The problem

lasts until a maintenance intervention (the reboot of the nodes), which interrupts the per-

formance degradation trend.

Aborts. The execution of a job can be suddenly interrupted because of the occurrence of

some failures in the machine where the job is running. This situation is depicted in Figure

4.1d. We refer to such an event as an abort of the job. Possible causes for these failures

are the same that prevent the execution of queued jobs (causing the job transition to the

blocked status). Other causes are the bailout or reboot of nodes.
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As a matter of fact, we applied log analysis techniques, introduced in Section 3.2, to the

system and scheduler logs of the real batch system S.Co.P.E. We found some entries related

to killed jobs (“LOG ERROR::node bailout [...] job will be killed”).

Exiting failures. In the last stage of the job life cycle, after the completion of a job, results

may not be returned to the user because of an exiting failure. This is depicted in Figure

4.1e.

Also in this case, we found occurrences in the S.Co.P.E. data center. Among the fil-

tered logs, some entries were related to the failure in returning the results to final users

(“LOG ERROR::sys copy [...] Output failed”). They are due to misconfigurations on the

worker nodes preventing the secure ssh connection with the machine to which results must

be returned.

More detailed analyses of these failures in the S.Co.P.E. system are discussed in Sections

5.2.3 and 6.2.3.

Discussed failures are modeled as in Figure 4.3 and detailed in the following.

Figure 4.3a models the queue failure. The firing of transition qf removes m tokens

from place Q and adds a token to QF . The repair is modeled by transition qr that, upon

firing, removes a token from place QF and adds m tokens in place R. The multiplicity m

models the number of jobs that, at the same time, permanently become blocked. This is due

to the propagation of the malfunction and to the number of jobs running on a worker node
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Figure 4.3: SRNs modeling (a) queue failures, (b) running failures, (c) aborts, (d) exiting
failures.

(if the failure is due to a machine on which m jobs have been scheduled, m jobs experience

the failure).

Figure 4.3b shows an SRN modeling the running failure. rf represents the transition

of a job in the temporarily blocked status: upon its firing, n tokens are removed from place

R and one token is added to place RF . Transition rr models the job becoming running

again, moving a token from RF and adding n tokens back to R. The multiplicity n models

the number of jobs that, at the same time, are temporarily blocked (if the failure is due to

a machine on which n jobs are running, n jobs experience the failure).
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Figure 4.3c models the abort of a job. Transition af models the abort of a running job;

upon its firing a token is removed from place R and added to place A. The repair consists

in the job re-enqueuing; this is modeled by transition ar which takes a token from A and

places a token in Q. As discussed, aborts may be due to the same causes of permanently

blocked jobs failures; hence, the occurrence of one inhibits the manifestation of the other.

This is modeled by adding an inhibitor arc from place QF to transition af and another

inhibitor arc from place A to transition qf .

Finally, the exiting failure is modeled by the SRN in Figure 4.3d. Transition ef models

the failure in returning the results of a job by removing a token from C and adding, upon

firing, a token to place EF . Also in this case, the repair consists in the re-enqueuing of the

job. This is modeled by transition er, which removes a token from EF and adds a token

to place Q.

Since a repair is considered for each type of failure and the corresponding Markov chain

does not present an absorbing state, the proposed one is an availability model [128]. Also

this model is repeated if different types of jobs runs in the system.

Inputs. This failure model requires as inputs the probability distributions of: (i) queue

failures, (ii) running failures, (iii) aborts, and (iv) exiting failures.

Outputs. The output of the model is the availability of the system. We conceive the avail-

ability as the probability that a job is executed without experiencing any failures; in other

words, it represents the chance that the result of a job is returned in the lowest possible time.
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4.2.4 Consumability Model

The presented models cooperate to create a composite model for the joint analysis of perfor-

mance, consumption, and dependability. Relations among performance model and failure

model are easily identifiable, given the common places.

The power consumption of the system is computed using as number of running jobs of

each type the number of tokens in the R places corresponding to the different types of jobs

that run in the system. The evaluation of the power consumption due to failures depends

on the type of the failure.

In the case of queue and running failures, the electric power waste can be quantified

as the power absorption of the machines switched on uselessly. When a job is blocked (both

permanently and temporarily) no dynamic power is consumed. Therefore, a token in QF or

RF means that the static consumption of a certain number of worker nodes (the ones that

cause the blocking of m and n jobs, respectively) is squandered. As an instance, if queue

failures, on average, affect 16 jobs scheduled onto two nodes, while the jobs are blocked, the

two nodes are idle and switched on in vain. Then, Ws · 2 Watts are wasted while a token is

in QF . The cost for running failures is estimated similarly.

In the case of aborts, the electric power used to execute the job before its abort is to

be considered wasted. When a token is added in place A, for a period of time, they have

been wasted (i) a portion of the static consumption of the node that was executing the job

(other jobs running on the same machine do not fail, hence the remaining part of the static

consumption is not squandered), and (ii) all the dynamic consumption due to the aborted
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job. The static consumption of the node is the Ws of Equation 4.1 and is to be divided by

the number of jobs that a node can execute (e.g., by 8 if each node has 8 CPU cores and it

executes up to 8 jobs). The dynamic consumption of the job depends on its type ki and it is

the weight Wki . The period of time a job has been executed before its abort is the average

time E[tRa ] a token is in place R before the firing of the transition af . This is given by:

E[tRa ] =
E[R] · E[tR]

λa
(4.2)

where E[R] is the average number of tokens in place R, E[tR] is the average time a token

is in place R and λa is the abort rate [128, 139]. E[R] is estimated by the software tools

commonly used for resolving the models [62] and λa is known (it is an input parameter of

the model). The average time the tokens are in a place is to be estimated. To compute the

mean time spent by tokens in a certain place, we adapt the Little’s formula to the case of

SRNs [128]. The formula states that the mean number of jobs in a queuing system in the

steady state is given by the product of the arrival rate and the mean response time. If λ

is the arrival rate and E[tR] is the mean response time, the mean number of running jobs

can be estimated as E[R] = λ · E[tR]. Since λ is known, we can easily compute the mean

duration of a job as E[tR] = E[R]/λ.

If n types of jobs K = {k1, k2, . . . , kn} are running in the system, each of them charac-

terized by the arrival rate λki and with E[Rki ] running jobs, the average time a job of type

ki is running, that is the expected time a token is in place Rki , is given by:

E[tR]ki =
E[Rki ]

λki
(4.3)

In the case of exiting failures, the electric power used for completing the job is assumed
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as wasted. Hence, when a token is added to place EF , the consumption of a worker node

for entirely executing the job is lost. This depends on the average duration of the jobs of a

certain type, which is estimated as seen for the aborts.

Inputs. The consumability model requires as inputs: (i) the number of worker nodes

N , (ii) the workload distributions (inter-arrival, scheduling, completion, exiting), (iii) the

consumption weights Ws and Wki for each type of job ki ∈ K (in Watts), (iv) the failure

distributions, and (v) the coverage and frequency of the fault tolerance mechanism (if

implemented; see Section 4.3).

Outputs. The model provides as outputs: (i) the throughput of the system or the average

time to complete the jobs as performance metrics, (ii) the total consumption of the system,

(iii) the consumption due to failures, (iv) the consumption due to fault tolerance (if im-

plemented), and (v) the availability of the system as the probability that a job is executed

without experiencing any failures.

4.2.5 Applicability of the Model

The presented consumability model depicts the common behavior of a batch processing

system involving its normal and faulty behavior, and consumption. The performance model

is based on the common life cycle of jobs, the failures are the deviations from such life cycle

for each of its stages, and the consumption is computed as a function of its load. The

examples of failure occurrences validate the assumptions on the undesired events that can

happen from the job execution until its termination, but they do not make those failures
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specific to any systems. As a consequence, the model introduced in this dissertation can be

adopted for the analysis of any batch processing systems.

Obviously, the transition distributions and the consumption weights, i.e. the model in-

puts, are specific to the system one want to study, as common to all evaluation approaches:

each system has its own performance and usage features. As discussed in Section 3.2, work-

load related information (e.g., inter-arrival, scheduling, and completion distributions) can

be estimated from the resource manager and scheduler logs, the weights of the consumption

model can be computed from monitored consumption data, and failures related distribu-

tions can be estimated by means of log analysis. If more types of job are identified, the

performance model can be replicated for each type, using the specific distributions. If more

failure types are identified, since the modeled ones consider possible deviations during all the

stages of the job life cycle, the rates can be summed or equivalent distributions computed

[128].

These steps are illustrated in Chapters 5 and 6. The analysis can be performed for

other systems as for the presented case studies, which exemplifies the steps of a systematic

procedure for the consumability assessment.

4.3 Fault Tolerance Models

Several fault tolerance techniques can be adopted to mitigate the effects of the failures

discussed in the previous Section 4.2.3. Job checkpointing and job replication are often

employed in large scale processing systems [14, 24].
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In the following, we model checkpointing and replication mechanisms with reference to

the SRN of the batch system. This allows us to evaluate their cost in terms of energy

consumption and to identify which one provides the best trade-off among performance,

consumption and dependability.

4.3.1 Job Checkpointing

Job checkpointing consists in periodically saving a snapshot of a job state so that, in case of

failure, its execution can restart from the last checkpoint, rather than from the beginning. It

requires a machine to orchestrate the operations and another one to save the job checkpoints.

We assume fixed checkpointing frequency (i.e. fixed interval of time between consecutive

checkpoints) and coverage of the jobs (i.e. number of jobs whose state is to be saved and

that can be recovered from a checkpoint if they fail).

The orchestration mechanism can be easily modeled by the SRN in Figure 4.4. startCHK

models the start of the checkpointing operations, while stopCHK models the end of saving

the job states. When performing checkpointing operations, another checkpoint cycle cannot

start, as modeled by the inhibitor arc from place CHK to transition startCHK .

Repairs after failures are to be modeled as well. Checkpointing allows the system to

mitigate the effects of aborts and exiting failures. In the case of queue failures, since the

execution of the blocked job is not started, no state can be saved. In the case of a running

failure, the job may be still completed.

The SRN in Figure 4.5 models the abort and its repair when using checkpointing. After
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CHK startCHK stopCHK 

Figure 4.4: SRN modeling the checkpointing operations.
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Figure 4.5: SRN modeling the abort when checkpointing is adopted.
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Figure 4.6: SRN modeling the exiting failure when checkpointing is adopted.
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a job aborts, two cases are to be contemplated for its repair2: (i) with probability 1− cov

the failure is uncovered (immediate transition aUC), that is the state of the job has not been

saved; in this case, the job is to be re-submitted: a token is removed from place AFT and

added to place Q, as in the case of no fault tolerance; (ii) with probability cov (immediate

transition aC) the abort is covered, that is the system has a checkpoint of the job, which

allows it to complete the execution of the job starting from the last checkpoint; thus, a

token transits from AFT to place RS and completion is modeled by transition cplCHK ,

which, upon firing, removes a token from RS and adds it to C. For the rate of transition

cplCHK we consider the worst case, i.e. the failure happens in the instant of time exactly

before the state of the job is saved; if the checkpoint is performed every n minutes, the last

n minutes of execution are assumed to be re-executed.

The SRN modeling the exiting failure and its repair when using checkpointing is shown

in Figure 4.6. Also in this case, covered and uncovered failures are to be contemplated: (i)

with probability 1−cov (immediate transition efUC) the state of the job has not been saved;

hence, the job is to be re-submitted: a token is removed from place EFFT and added to

place Q, as in the case of no fault tolerance; (ii) with probability cov (immediate transition

efC), the system has a checkpoint of the job, which allows it to execute only the remaining

part of the execution; in this case, a token transits from EFFT to place RP and completion

is modeled by transition cplCHK , which, upon firing, removes a token from RP and adds it

to C. For the rate of cplCHK we do the same observations done for aborts.

2For additional information on failure coverage see Section 2.2.2.
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4.3.2 Job Replication

Replication consists in running the same job twice on different machines. In this case,

the coverage represents the portion of jobs for which a replica exists. If the coverage is

cov = 0.5, half of the submitted jobs is replicated. To model job replication, we adapt the

performance model to mimic the duplication of a certain number of jobs.

With reference to the performance model in Figure 4.2, (i) the multiplicity of the arc

arr → Q is changed to consider the portion of replicated jobs (for each newly arrived job,

1+cov tokens are to be added inQ); (ii) even if replicated, the result of a job is to be returned

once; hence, the multiplicity of the arc C → exg is also modified (for each completed job,

1− cov/3 tokens are removed from place C). Note that if cov < 1, multiplicity of these arcs

is not an integer. In such a case, or fluid SRNs [62] have to be used or a lightly different

model must be created to model replication.

Replication allows the system to mitigate the effects of queue failures, exiting failures,

and aborts. Also the delay caused by running failures is masked by the chance that the job

replica does not experience any failures.

In Figure 4.7, we show the SRN modeling the queue failure and its repair when replica-

tion is adopted. Differently from checkpointing, the user becomes aware of a job failure only

if it is not replicated or both the job and its replica experience a failure. Once transition

qf fires, a token is removed from Q and added to place QFFT , then, two cases can take

place: (i) with probability 1 − cov the failure is not covered (immediate transition qfUC)

and there is no replica of the failed job, hence it must be re-submitted, as in the case of no
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Figure 4.7: SRN modeling the queue failure when replication is adopted.
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Figure 4.9: SRN modeling the exiting failure when replication is adopted.
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fault tolerance; (ii) with probability cov the failure is covered (immediate transition qfC),

the job is replicated and the user may receive the result from the not failed replica of the

job.

Aborts and exiting failures are modeled similarly, as depicted in Figures 4.8 and 4.9,

respectively.

4.3.3 Consumption due to Fault Tolerance

The consumption due to the fault tolerance depends on the adopted technique.

Checkpointing. In the case of checkpointing two machines are used, one for the orchestra-

tion of the technique, the other one for storing the states of the jobs. The static component

of the consumption is due to two additional switched on nodes in the system. The dynamic

consumption of the two machines is present during the checkpointing operation (i.e., when,

after a certain period of time, the checkpoint starts and states are saved).

Replication. In the case of replication, a machine is used for the orchestration and addi-

tional worker nodes are used for executing the replicated jobs. For the orchestration, the

static consumption is considered, while the dynamic one is neglected, since due to the use

of a machine for few seconds to start the execution of a job on two different worker nodes.

For the replicated execution, both the static and the dynamic consumption of additional

worker nodes are to be accounted for.
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4.4 A Metric for Consumability

We defined the consumability as the ability of a processing system to produce useful work

in a certain time with energy efficiency, that is to properly exploit the incoming electric

power given the inevitable occurrence of failures. The aim is to have a unified measure of

performance, consumption and dependability to evaluate the energy efficiency of processing

systems.

As discussed in Section 1.3, energy efficiency is usually computed as the relation between

a performance metric and a consumption metric. While useful in thermodynamics, where

the amount of useful work produced is a function of the amount of high-temperature heat

input, for processing systems, this ratio if very different from metrics commonly adopted

in engineering and physics, where the energy efficiency is evaluated as the relation between

the system’s useful power output and the power input supplied to it:

η =
Useful power output

Useful power input
(4.4)

The objective of an energy efficiency metric is to relate what the system produces to what

it receives for allowing it to produce. It is usually dimensionless and can be expressed as a

percentage.

Our aim is to have a metric that also encompasses the consumption due to failures

(which includes the consumption due to fault tolerance, if implemented). The consumption

due to failures corresponds to the fraction of the incoming power that is wasted by the
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system and not transformed in useful work. Hence, a processing system is consumable if

the portion of incoming power wasted due to failures is small. In fact, the properly exploited

incoming power coincides with how much the system produces and the consumption due to

failures covers with how much it is dependable. Since the energy consumed for having a fault

tolerance mechanism contributes to make the system dependable, its cost is encompassed

in the consumption due to failures.

Equation 4.4 is adapted to the case of processing systems by considering:

• Useful power output: the electric power actually used to provide results to users;

it can be computed as the difference between the total consumption of the system and

the consumption due to failures;

• Provided power input: the total power consumption of the system.

Formally, the consumability of a processing system is quantified as (i.e., the energy

efficiency of a processing system when also failures are contemplated is):

η =
W −Wf

W
(4.5)

where W is the total power consumption of the system and Wf is the power consumption

due to system malfunction, which also includes the consumption for the fault tolerance

technique, if any.

Since both the numerator and the denominator are in Watts, η is dimensionless. Since

Wf ≥ 0 and W −Wf ≤ W , then 0 ≤ η ≤ 1. This allows one to express the consumability

of a processing system as a percentage.



Chapter 5

Case Study 1: Consumability of a
Scientific Data Center

In this chapter, it is discussed the consumability analysis of a real scientific data center at the Fed-
erico II University. To evaluate model inputs (i.e. transition distributions for performance and
failures, and weights for the consumption) workload, consumption and failure data are analyzed.
Outputs from the solved model reveal the energy consumption due to failures and the impact of im-
plementing fault tolerance on throughput, power consumption, and availability. The consumability of
the system under various configurations is evaluated with the proposed metric. It shows to be valuable
to support the decisional process for balancing costs and benefits through the proper configuration of
the system.

5.1 The S.Co.P.E. Data Center

Our experimentation is based on the analysis of the S.Co.P.E. scientific data center (Figure

5.1), on which we have direct management experience. S.Co.P.E. is a batch processing

system at the Italian Institute of Nuclear Physics (INFN) and at the Federico II University

of Naples used in the framework of a more general GRID infrastructure [129]. Specifically,

S.Co.P.E. performs as a Tier-2 resource of the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG)

[19] and it is also used for other research activities of Federico II University. The acronym

105
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.1: The S.Co.P.E. data center: (a) external view, (b) some racks, (c) cooling system,
(d) power plant.

stands for “Sistema Cooperativo per Elaborazioni Scientifiche Multidisciplinari”, i.e. col-

laborative system for multidisciplinary scientific applications. The S.Co.P.E. data center

includes a power plant (capable of delivering 1MW of electric power in continuous mode),

a cooling system (capable of dissipating 2,000 W per cubic meter and 30,000 W per rack),

a Gigabit Ethernet and Infiniband networking, NAS and SAN storage working with a Fi-

bre Channel Infrastructure. It is composed of 512 Dell PowerEdge M1000e servers, each

equipped with 2 quad core Intel Xeon CPUs, 16GB of memory (totaling 4096 cores with
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2GB of memory each). Worker nodes are equipped with Scientific Linux. For jobs queueing

and scheduling and resource management, S.Co.P.E. uses Maui/TORQUE [1].

As for the fault tolerance, the S.Co.P.E. data center has no mechanisms to cope with

failures discussed in Section 4.2.3. Technicians manually solve failures due to blocked jobs.

By querying the resource manager, they identify blocked jobs and the machines where such

jobs have been scheduled. The reboot of such machines is usually enough to solve the prob-

lem. The check is performed every 4-5 days.

5.1.1 The Monitoring System

The data center is equipped with several sensors and tools for monitoring the system.

Collected data are useful for evaluating the inputs for the consumability model, as presented

in next Sections.

Data collectable through these monitoring systems can be classified in three broad cat-

egories: performance, environment, and operational data (see Section 3.2).

These data are monitored in the S.Co.P.E. system as follows.

Resources utilization. To monitor resources utilization, S.Co.P.E. adopts Ganglia, an

open source monitoring system for clusters and grids, developed at the University of Califor-

nia at Berkeley [130]. It monitors the utilization of node resources. Exemplary parameters

are cpu, which reports CPU usage, cpu wio, which represents the time spent by the CPU in

waiting for I/O, RAM, which indicates the used RAM. Data are stored using the RRDTool1,

1Round-Robin Database Tool - http://oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool/.
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specifically designed to handle time-series data that are stored in a round-robin database

to keep the required storage space constant over time and to simplify the visualization by

means of graphs (usually trends with respect to time of CPU, memory, CPU waiting for

I/O, ...).

Monitoring of S.Co.P.E. with Ganglia started in May 2009. However, the RRDTool

changes stored data granularity in order to reduce allocation space. As an instance, data

of last day are stored with 5 minutes granularity, data of last week are stored with 1 hour

granularity, data of last month are stored with daily granularity.

Workload. Data about the workload of the system are collected using logs produced

by the resource manager and JobMonArch2, a plug-in for Ganglia, which provides batch

job monitoring. Jobs and queues are monitored with information about jobs per node,

job status, job resource requirements and use. Other data about jobs (useful for workload

characterization) are the time when the job was submitted, the time when the job execution

started, and the time when the job execution finished. Specifically, for each job, we have

the following information:

• Job ID (JID): a unique identifier of the job in the system.

• Queue (Queue): the scheduling queue to which the job was submitted; jobs are

allocated to different queues depending on their duration (e.g., long or short jobs),

the specific organizations that use the system, and on the specific project they belong

to; however, queue policies are not always respected.

2Job Monitoring and Archiving - http://sourceforge.net/projects/jobmonarch/
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Figure 5.2: Scheduling (a) of a common job and (b) of a parallel job.

• Arrival Time (ta): the time (in Unix timestamp) when the job was submitted to

the system.

• Start Time (ts): the time (in Unix timestamp) when the execution of the job started.

• Completion Time (tc): the time (in Unix timestamp) when the execution of the job

finished.

• Node (WN): the worker node of the system in which the job ran.

• CPU utilization (CPU): average usage of CPU by the job.

In the case of parallel jobs, the information is specialized for each task. Commonly, a job

jobi is scheduled on a processor core of a worker node (Figure 5.2a); in the case of a parallel

job jobj , it is made up of n tasks taskj1 , taskj2 , · · · , taskjn , scheduled on the processor

cores of some worker nodes (Figure 5.2b). We have all the information as for non-parallel

jobs for each task (e.g., arrival, scheduling, completion, resource usage).
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Collection of workload related data started in May 2009.

Consumption. Chassis Management Controllers (CMCs) provided with Dell M1000e

servers are used for the power monitoring. Each chassis contains 16 servers. CMCs are

managed and monitored via SNMP. We created a Java application to collect power con-

sumption data from the chassis and to store them in a MySQL database. Data are collected

every 15 minutes. Power data collection started in December 2011.

Logs. Another useful source of information is the set of logs collected from the various

software layers. We used operating system logs (syslog), and logs created by the resource

manager and by the scheduler.

5.2 Data Analysis for Populating the Model

Inputs for the consumability model presented in Section 4.2 were evaluated through the

analysis of data collected from the S.Co.P.E. data center. In the following subsections, we

use:

• Performance and workload data (Section 5.2.1), to identify the types of jobs present

in the system and to evaluate, for each type, inter-arrival, scheduling and completion

distributions.

• Power consumption data (Section 5.2.2), to evaluate static consumption of the system

and weights for the dynamic consumption.
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• Logs (Section 5.2.3), produced by operating systems, scheduler and resource manager,

for estimating the rates of the failures.

5.2.1 Workload Analysis

The analysis of the workload was done following the common steps as outlined in several

papers by Calzarossa [16, 17, 18]. Namely, we first identified clusters of jobs for resource

usage, then we characterized each cluster for inter-arrival, scheduling and completion distri-

butions. Another approach could have been to cluster the jobs with respect to the needed

distributions, that is, by considering inter-arrival, scheduling and completion times. How-

ever, this approach would have produced meaningless clusters from the resource utilization

point of view and hence for consumption analysis - since the consumption strictly depends

on the resource utilization.

Available data are related to 231,237 jobs executed on N = 250 nodes in a year (January

18th 2010 - January 17th 2011).

Types of jobs

Workload and resource utilization data at our disposal did not overlap for a long period.

Hence, we used the information on the utilization of the CPU reported in the workload data

for clustering the jobs.

We adopted the k-means method since more suitable than hierarchical clustering for
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large amounts of data (more than 100,000 observations). The method selects a set of k

points (cluster seeds) as a first guess of the means of the clusters, then assigns each other

point to the nearest seed to form temporary clusters. The new mean is computed and new

seeds determined. The process continues until seeds does not change anymore.

A good clustering requires the sums of the distances of the elements in a cluster from the

seed (or centroid) being small, where small depends on the available data. For the distance,

we used the squared Euclidean one. We looked at the trend of the sums of point-to-centroid

distances searching the best trade-off between clustering error (given by the distances) and

number of clusters (onto which depends the complexity of the model). The trend is depicted

in Figure 5.3. For k = 1 the sums of point-to-centroid distances is obviously maximum.

Just after the knee (number of clusters equals to 2), the curve is close to the asymptotic

value. Hence, we selected k = 3 for which the sums of point-to-centroid distances is 785.63.

The three clusters have centroids 0.25, 0.63, and 0.96. We classified the jobs as I/O

jobs, CPU jobs and HPC jobs as follows:

1. I/O boud jobs: 0 < CPU ≤ 0.4405;

2. CPU boud jobs: 0.4405 < CPU ≤ 0.89;

3. HPC jobs: CPU > 0.89

The classification covered the 100% of the jobs. 46,430 jobs were in the I/O jobs set, 162,491

in the CPU jobs set, and 22,316 in the HPC jobs set.

For corroborating the classification, we performed a clustering also on the reduced

dataset containing other resource utilization indicators. We also included the Linux wio
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Figure 5.3: Trend of the sums of point-to-centroid distances when varying the number of
clusters.

metric, which indicates the amount of time the CPU waits for I/O operations. The k-

means for k = 3 suggested the following classification:

1. I/O bound jobs - 0 < CPU ≤ 0.45, wio > 4.4;

2. CPU bound jobs - 0.45 < CPU ≤ 0.80, 1.4 < wio ≤ 4.4;

3. HPC jobs - CPU > 0.8, wio < 1.4.

In this case the clustering classified the 91% of the jobs. An exemplary clustering on 24

hours data is reported in Figure 5.4.

With reference to the formalism introduced in Section 4.1, in the case of the S.Co.P.E.

system, there are three types of jobs and K = {I/O, CPU, HPC}. The performance

model of Section 4.2.1 is specialized for the identified job types as shown in Figure 5.5. We
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Figure 5.4: Clustering of the jobs with respect to CPU usage and wio.

QCPU RCPU schCPU cplCPU arrCPU CCPU exgCPU 

gCPU 

QIO RIO schIO cplIO arrIO CIO exgIO 

gIO 

QHPC RHPC schHPC cplHPC arrHPC CHPC exgHPC 

gHPC 

Figure 5.5: Performance model specific to the S.Co.P.E. data center.
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also observed that each machine can execute up to 8 jobs, as are the cores of the CPUs. The

execution capacity is modeled by the guard functions gIO, gCPU and gHPC . The execution

of a job starts if

(ARIO +ARCPU +RHPC) < (N × 8) (5.1)

where ARki is the the number of running jobs type ki and N is the number of worker nodes.

Inter-arrival, scheduling and completion distributions

By using real data on submission (ta), starting (ts), and completion time (tc) of the jobs of

each cluster, it is possible to evaluate the transition distributions to be used in the model,

for each job type. Inter-arrivals are computed as the difference between arrival times of two

consecutive jobs (inter-arrival(ji) = ta(ji+1) − ta(ji)); scheduling times are computed as

the difference between the start time and the arrival time (scheduling(ji) = ts(ji)− ta(ji));

completion times are computed as the difference between the completion time and the start

time (completion(ji) = tc(ji)− ts(ji)).

To evaluate the distributions, we assumed all the times be independent and identically

distributed (iid). In the case of parallel jobs, times related to all the tasks were grouped

in one measure (by summing the times and dividing the sum by their number) to avoid

correlated entries in the data set, similarly to what shown in [128].

We used the statistical software JMP3 to analyze the data and to estimate the continuous

distributions that best fits the data. Several outliers have been removed from the dataset

3http://www.jmp.com
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since prevented to obtain a good fitting. Values were considered possible outliers only

beyond 1.5 times the interquartile range (Q3 - Q1) [70].

Figure 5.6 illustrates the histogram of inter-arrival, scheduling and completion times

(black-surrounded bars), the outlier box plot (in the top of each figure), and the distribution

that best fits the data (red lines). For each distribution, parameters (unit of measurement

is the second) and goodness of fit are reported.

As for goodness of fit, the JMP tool adopts EDF (Empirical Distribution Function)

tests. For Exponential and LogNormal distributions, the goodness of fit is evaluated with

the Kolmogorov’s D test. In the case of the Gamma distribution for CPU jobs completion

times, no goodness of fit test is provided (in this case, the diagnostic plot in Figure 5.7 is

used).

The expressions of the probability distribution functions are the following:

Exponential(x;σ) =
1

σ
e

−x
σ ; x ≥ 0; σ > 0 (5.2)

LogNormal(x;σ, µ) =
1

x
√

2πσ2
e−

(log(x)−µ)2

2σ2 ; x ≥ 0; σ > 0 (5.3)

Gamma(x;α, σ, θ) =
1

Γ(α)σα
(x− θ)α−1e

−(x−θ)
σ ; α, σ > 0 (5.4)

The Kolmogorov test considers to test the hypothesis that X follows a specified dis-

tribution function: H0 : for all t, FX(t) = F0(t). Introducing the empirical CDF on a a

random sample of size n:

F̂n(t) =


0 , t ≤ t1
i
n , ti ≤ t ≤ ti+1

1 , tn ≤ t
(5.5)
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Figure 5.6: Histograms and distributions of arrival, scheduling and completion times for
the three types of jobs.
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Figure 5.7: Diagnostic plot for the completion time distribution of CPU jobs.

the Dn statistic is defined as the maximum deviation of F̂n(t) from the theoretical CDF

F0(t):

Dn = sup
t
|F̂n(t)− F0(t)| (5.6)

The null hypothesis H0 can not be rejected at a level of significance α if the observed value

of Dn is less than a critical value dn;α. We use a level of significance of 95%.

I/O jobs. We started from analyzing the 46,430 jobs in the I/O cluster to estimate

the probability distributions of inter-arrival times, scheduling times and completion times.

This cluster presented the more regular behavior (most of the jobs falling in this cluster are

related to the same experiment). For analyzing the inter-arrival times, 1,906 outliers were

eliminated through the outlier box plot; 210 outliers were eliminated for estimating the

scheduling distribution; 1,960 outliers were eliminated from the completion times. For all

the fitting distributions, Dn ≤ D = 0.0100; hence, the null hypothesis can not be rejected

at the 95% level of significance.
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CPU jobs. In the case of the 162,491 CPU jobs we removed 9,112 outliers for esti-

mating the inter-arrival times’ distribution, 892 outliers were eliminated for the scheduling

distribution, and 1,205 outliers were eliminated from the completion times. In this case,

the goodness of fit test for the inter-arrival distribution rejects the null hypothesis return-

ing Dn = 0.0102 > 0.0100. However, no better distribution was estimated; moreover, the

maximum deviation is only few larger than the critical value.

HPC jobs. Among the 22,316 jobs in the HPC cluster, 1,008 outliers were removed

from inter-arrival times, 192 outliers from scheduling times, and 131 outliers from the com-

pletion times. In this case, the Dn for the scheduling and completion distribution is a bit

larger than the critical value 0.0100.

Exiting distribution

Finally, for the exiting transition, we assumed it firing with a rate of one every 30 seconds.

Thus, for all the job types, that transition has an exponential distribution with σ = 30

seconds.

5.2.2 Consumption Analysis

The consumption model of Equation 4.1 is specialized for the three types of jobs of S.Co.P.E.:

Wtot = Ws ·N +WIO ·ARIO +WCPU ·ARCPU +WHPC ·ARHPC (5.7)

where N is the number of machines for which we have data (250), ARIO, ARCPU and

ARHPC the number of running I/O jobs, CPU jobs and HPC tasks, respectively. The data
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Table 5.1: Results of the regression for the consumption.

Parameter Value [W]
95% c.i.

t Ratio Prob> |t | R2 F Ratio Prob>F

Ws

(intercept)
156.91
[148.28; 165.54]

354.53 <0.0001

0.71 6623.48 <0.0001

WIO 4.09
[3.52; 4.66]

1.94 <0.0001

WCPU 10.47
[11.41; 9.53]

5.35 <0.0001

WHPC 13.58
[12.36; 14.80]

11.57 <0.0001

analysis is performed to evaluate the weights Ws, WIO, WCPU and WHPC .

We observe that the total consumption of the system can be seen as the response variable

of a regression model whose predictor variables are the number of running jobs of each type

[69]. The data collected from power distribution units and the workload include information

about the total consumption of the system (Wtot) and the number of running jobs of each

type (ARIO, ARCPU ,ARHPC). By means of multiple regression we can obtain the values

of the weights (WIO, WCPU , WHPC).

We adopted multiple linear regression based on least squares (Standard Least Squares

model - used for a continuous-response fit to a linear model of factors).

First we considered all the crossings of predictor variables (ARIO, ARCPU , ARHPC ,

ARIO*ARCPU , ARIO*ARHPC , ARCPU*ARHPC , ARIO*ARCPU*ARHPC). Crossings ap-

peared to not be statistically significant, therefore, we repeated the regression analysis

without them. The results are summarized in Table 5.1 for N=250 worker nodes, using

different tests for the goodness of the regression.

R2 is the square of the correlation between the actual and predicted response and
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estimates the proportion of the variation in the response that can be attributed to terms in

the model (i.e., that the model can explain). If R2 = 1, there is a perfect fit (the errors are

all zero). If R2 = 0, the fit predicts the response no better than the overall response mean.

F Ratio tests the hypothesis that all the predictor variable’s coefficients (except the

intercept) are zero. The F -test is used to check if the SSreg, given by the difference between

the total sum of squares (SStot) and the sum of squared error (SSerr), is significantly higher

than the SSerr. The ratio (SSreg/vreg)/(SSerr/verr), where vreg and verr are degrees of

freedom for SSreg and SSerr, respectively, has an F distribution. If the computed ratio is

greater than the value read from the F -table, the predictor variables are assumed to explain

a significant fraction of the response variation.

Prob>F is the probability of obtaining a greater F -value by chance alone if the specified

model fits no better than the overall response mean. Significance probabilities of 5% or less

are often considered evidence that there is at least one significant regression factor in the

model.

t Ratio is the ratio of the estimate to its standard error and has a Student’s t-

distribution under the hypothesis that the true parameter is zero.

Prob> |t | is the probability of getting an even greater t-statistic (in absolute value),

given the hypothesis that the parameter is zero. Significance probabilities of 5% or less are

often considered evidence that the parameter is not zero.

The consumption model is statistically significant both for the F -test and for the t-

test. It is worth noting that the t-test specify that with 99% confidence each predictor is

statistically different from zero given that the rest of the coefficients are in the model. The
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Table 5.2: Transition distributions of the failure model.

Transition Distribution

qf Exponential(0.00130)

qr Exponential(0.01096)

rf Exponential(0.00158)

rr Exponential(3.0176)

af Exponential(0.00448)

ar Exponential(0.1)

ef Exponential(0.01950)

er Exponential(0.1)

analytical expression of the consumption model for S.Co.P.E. is (weights are in Watts):

Wtot = 156.91 ·N + (5.8)

4.09 ·ARIO +

10.47 ·ARCPU +

13.58 ·ARHPC

5.2.3 Failure Analysis

To estimate the inputs related to failures, we analyzed the log files produced by the operating

system, by the scheduler, and by the resource manager.

Distributions used in the model are summarized in Table 5.2. Parameters are in hour−1.

Details about their evaluation are discussed in the following subsections.
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Queue and running failures

For this analysis, we used data from four months of logs produced by the different software

layers of the system. As discussed in Section 4.2.3, some jobs, after being queued, become

permanently blocked (queue failure), while other jobs are temporarily blocked while running

(running failure). The technicians of the data center, with a certain frequency, check the

status of the jobs. When blocked jobs are found, worker node onto which they had been

scheduled are rebooted, so solving the issue.

We found 5 occurrences of queue failures, each affecting, on average, 15.8 jobs. Given

the small size of this sample dataset, we started with assuming an exponential distribution

for those failures and computed the failure rate as the inverse of the mean time to failure.

We estimated the rate of the queue failure to be λqf = 0.00130 (unit of measurement is

hour−1). We checked the goodness of fitting data with an exponential distribution through

the Kolmogorov’s D test. We calculated Dn = 0.1678. The critical value of D at 95%

significance level for the 4 time to failures computed by the 5 occurrences is D = 0.6239

[128]. Since Dn < D, the null hypothesis that the exponential distribution fits the data can

not be rejected at 95% level of significance.

As for the running failures, we found 6 occurrences of temporarily blocked jobs, each

affecting, on average, 30.4 jobs. We estimated the rate of the running failure λrf = 0.00158

(unit of measurement is hour−1). To test the goodness of fit, we calculated Dn = 0.2241.

The critical value of D at 95% level of significance for 5 samples (inter-arrivals computed

by the 6 failure occurrences) is D = 0.5633. Since Dn < D, the exponential distribution
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fits the data at 95% level of significance.

For the arc multiplicities m and n of the failure model in Figure 4.3, we assumed 16 and

30, respectively. As a matter of fact, we had to select integer values for the model. Hence,

we selected the ones closer to the average numbers of affected jobs.

As for the repairs, we considered when the job passed from the blocked status to the

running status (due either to the continuous status change or to the reboot of the node).

In the case of queue failure repair, we found data on 63 jobs and estimated the

repair rate being µqr = 0.01096 (hour−1). To test the goodness of fit of the exponential

distribution with rate µqr, we computed Dn = 0.1492. For 63 samples at 95% significance

level, D = 0.1713. Since Dn < D, the exponential distribution fits the data at 95% level of

significance.

For the running failure repair, from data on 152 jobs, we estimated the repair rate

µrr = 3.0176 (hour−1). In this case, Dn = 0.1042 and D = 0.1103 at 95% significance level.

Aborts

As discussed in Section 4.2.3, aborts may be due to the same causes of queue failures; hence,

the rate estimated for queue failures is a component of the abort failure rate. However, we

found also other causes for aborts.

We used log analysis techniques presented in Section 3.2 for the system and scheduler

logs. Entries of the logs were filtered with keywords such as “[job was/will be] killed”,

“unexpected [job termination]”, “error”, “failure”, “alert”. 196,497 interesting entries were
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found over about 22GB of data from four months of logging. Entries related to failures

caused by the users were filtered (examples are segmentation faults and page allocation

failures due to user programs).

Some log messages reported about killed jobs (“LOG ERROR::node bailout [...] job

will be killed”).

Since some log messages may be representative of one single failure events, coalescence

was adopted. Specifically, we used tupling (also called temporal coalescence) [35]. The

technique groups in a tuple Ti all the events X in a certain temporal window W , by applying

the rule

if t(Xi+1)− t(Xi) < W then add Xi+1 to Ti (5.9)

where Xi and Xi+1 are two consecutive messages and t(·) is the timestamp of the message.

To select the value of W , we used the knee rule: given the curve representing the trend of

the number of tuples corresponding to different values of W , the rule suggests to use the

size of the window corresponding to points just after the knee of the curve. This tuples-

per-window graph is reported in Figure 5.8. We found 8 tuples when using a window of

2000 seconds, which means that 8 distinct failures happened in the observation period. For

those failures, the estimated abort rate is λaflogs = 0.00318 (hour−1).

To test the goodness of fit of the exponential distribution with rate λaflogs , we computed

Dn = 0.1278. The critical value for the 7 inter-arrivals of the 8 failures at 95% level

of significance is D = 0.4834. Since Dn < D, the null hypothesis that the exponential

distribution fits the data can not be rejected at 95% level of significance.
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Figure 5.8: Number of tuples for different values of the time window.

By summing the value of λaflogs to the rate of queue failures, we computed the abort

failure rate λaf = 0.00448 (hour−1).

Exiting failures

Among the entries of the logs, some revealed issues in returning the results to final users

(“LOG ERROR::sys copy [...] Output failed”). We classified those failures as exiting. In

this case, just the time coalescence as used for aborts was not successful, since the relation

among entries related to the same failure is not only due to time. Several entries are created

for the same failure in different times and on different machines (e.g., several attempts to

perform the operation, logs of the scheduler and of the worker node). Such messages have

many common parts, such as the user name, the job name, the path where the result is

to be copied. To figure out when messages belong to the same failure and group them, we
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introduced an approach based on the distance between strings. Specifically, we used the

Levenshtein distance [63]. It is a metric for measuring the distance between two strings as

the minimum number of edits required to change one into the other. Formally, given two

words x and y, the Levenshtein distance Lδ(x, y) between them is defined as :

Lδ(x, y) := |x|+ |y| − 2ρ(x, y) (5.10)

where |x| is the length of the word x, |y| the length of the word y, and ρ(x, y) the length of

a largest common subsequence of x and y:

ρ(x, y) := max{|w| | w is a common subsequence of x and y} (5.11)

It can be demonstrated that Lδ(x, y) corresponds to the minimum number of deletions

and insertions needed to transform x into y.

For tupling the messages (this form of tupling can be classified as spatial coalescence),

we group in a tuple Ti all the events X whose distance among them is less than a a certain

value ∆, by applying the rule

if Lδ(Xi, Xi+1) < ∆ then add Xi+1 to Ti (5.12)

where Xi and Xi+1 are two consecutive messages and Lδ(·) is the Levenshtein distance

function applied to two messages of the log.

To select the maximum distance ∆ by which two messages can be assumed to be related

to the same failure, we computed the number of tuples returned for several values of the

distance ∆ and applied the knee rule. The tuple-per-distance trend is reported in Figure

5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Number of tuples for different values of the Levenshtein distance.

In this case, the knee of the curve corresponds to ∆ = 45, for which 14 tuples are

returned. 14 is also the asymptotic value of this curve. As a consequence, we assumed that

in the observation period 14 exiting failures happened. We estimated the exiting failure

rate λef = 0.01950 (hour−1).

For the Kolmogorov test of the exponential distribution with rate λef , we computed

Dn = 0.1032. For the 13 inter-arrivals, the critical value at 95% level of significance is

D = 0.3614. Since Dn < D, the null hypothesis that the exponential distribution fits the

data can not be rejected at 95% level of significance.

For aborts and exiting failures we assumed the jobs being resubmitted, on average, 10

hours after the failure. Hence the repair rates µar = 0.1 and µer = 0.1 (hour−1).
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5.2.4 Fault Tolerance

For the distributions of checkpointing and replication models, we referred to the literature,

since not having available data. As a matter of fact, the aim is to estimate the cost-benefit

relation of implementing the fault tolerance. A detector of blocked jobs was implemented,

instead.

Checkpointing

We assumed to perform a checkpoint every hour; for its duration, we assumed that 5

seconds were necessary for checkpointing each job and neglect network latency, as in [24].

The portion of jobs whose state is to be saved represents the coverage of the strategy. We

assumed cov = 0.5.

Consumption. As for the consumption, we assumed that when a machine is used for per-

forming checkpointing operations, all the resources (e.g., CPU) are used and its dynamic

power consumption is the same of using all the available CPU cores for running HPC tasks

(13.58 × 8 Watts). The static consumption is due to two additional machines switched on

for performing checkpointing tasks (156.91× 2 Watts).

Replication

In this case, the coverage represents the portion of jobs for which a replica exists. We

assumed cov = 0.5. That is, half of submitted jobs is replicated.
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Consumption. The dynamic consumption of the machine used for orchestrating the repli-

cation is neglected, since due to the use of a machine for few seconds to start the execution

of a job on two different worker nodes. The static consumption is the one of a switched on

node (156.91 Watts). For replicated jobs, both the static and the dynamic consumption are

to be accounted. They are due to the additional number of running jobs, which is reflected

by the additional number of tokens in the R places of the SRN.

The NOMAD detector

The blocking of the jobs often appears, causing both queue and running failures with a cer-

tain frequency (see Table 5.2). As discussed in Section 4.2.3, some jobs, after being queued,

become permanently blocked (queue failure), while other jobs are temporarily blocked while

running (running failure). The technicians of the data center use to solve issues related to

blocked jobs by rebooting the nodes which they are scheduled on. Since performed by hand,

these operations are not so frequent and well planned (in the case of the S.Co.P.E. data cen-

ter, every 4-5 days). The idea was to automatize operations performed by the technicians

to (i) detect blocked jobs and (ii) reboot nodes causing jobs to be in the blocked status.

However, not all the jobs in the blocked status are permanently blocked; in some cases, a

blocked job may become running again. That is, temporarily and permanently blocked jobs

are to be distinguished, as well as queue and running failures.

We implemented a tool for detecting blocked jobs named NOMAD, which periodically
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queries the resource manager (in the case of S.Co.P.E., Torque by means of the qstat com-

mand) to discover possible jobs in the blocked status (WAITING status, in the case of

Torque). If a job is found to be blocked for two consecutive queries q1 and q2, it is marked

as permanently blocked. If a job if found to be blocked in the last query q3 and two queries

before q1, but not in the previous one q2, it is marked as temporarily blocked.

NOMAD also performs recovery operations by rebooting the nodes causing permanently

blocked jobs. At this aim, the tool queries the PBS scheduler (by means of a python script

interacting with the PBS Python Library4) and identifies the nodes where the jobs have

been scheduled. Such nodes are rebooted, so mimicking the manual operations of the

technicians. It is worth noting that these jobs become blocked while queued, hence the

reboot does not cause their abort, but allows the nodes to start their execution, once the

reboot completes.

The detection mechanism can be simply modeled by an SRN as the one discussed for

the checkpointing (see Section 4.3.1, Figure 4.4). In this case, one machine is adopted.

It queries the resource manager, and transition start represent the performing of such a

query. Transition stop models the termination of the monitoring. We assume to perform

the monitoring every 30 minutes and that it lasts 5 minutes.

The advantage of the automatic detector consists in reducing the time to repair, which,

without any strategies, depends on the by-hand checking performed by technicians. Repair

rates are significantly reduced when the failure is detected, since, in the worst case, it is

solved in 30 minutes (interval between successive monitoring operations) plus 5 minutes

4http://freecode.com/projects/pbs python.
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(assumed average time to reboot a machine).

Consumption. The NOMAD detector implies the presence of an additional node. The

static consumption is the one of a switched on node (156.91 Watts). As for the dynamic

component, we assumed that when a machine performs the detection, all the available CPU

cores are used as when running HPC tasks (13.58× 8 Watts).

5.3 Model Validation

Validation is a main step for building a model providing trustworthy results. For validat-

ing the proposed consumability model, we used data from the S.Co.P.E. data center and

threefold cross validation [138]. Specifically, we split data into three sets randomly select-

ing entries from the whole data set. Two of them were used to compute distributions and

weights for the model (training set), the third for assessing the behavior of the models (test

set). We compared the trends of the job completion and of the power consumption of the

real system with the ones provided by the model. The number of failures is not checked

separately since the samples from the real observations are already affected by the possible

occurrence of failures.

Figure 5.10 shows the comparison of real data about the throughput from 100 hours of

monitoring (circles) and the trend as captured by the overall model (dots), hence including

also the failures that can happen. The throughput computed from the real data has more

fluctuations with respect to the one provided by the model, which is able to describe the

average behavior of the system anyway. A similar result is achieved for the consumption,
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the throughput of the real system (dots) with the results of the
simulations of the model (circles).

Figure 5.11: Comparison of the power consumption of the real system (dots) with the results
of the simulations of the model (circles).
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as shown in Figure 5.11, where the real data about the consumption (circles) and the con-

sumption estimated by the model (dots) are compared.

5.4 Experimental Results

The model was solved by means of simulation (for the reasons explained in Section 3.4).

Simulation was performed using SPNP [62], and results were computed with 95% confidence

interval and maximum 5% half-width error. For transient analysis, independent replications

simulation technique was used, with each simulation relative to 2 years of activity (17, 520

hours). For steady state analysis (t→∞) the method of batch means was applied [128].

To check if two results (expected values) x̄ and ȳ are significantly different, the t-test

for the mean difference was adopted [69]. We adopted this procedure since the obser-

vations are unpaired: there is no correspondence between the i -th value for achieving the

expectation x̄ and the i -th value for the expectation ȳ, since results of runs belonging to

different simulations. The procedure considers the difference of the expected values, the

standard deviations of such a difference and its number of degrees of freedom. Then, once

the confidence interval for the difference is computed, if it includes the zero the difference

is not significant (at a certain confidence level).

Results discussed in this Section are summarized in Table 5.3. First column reports the

output of the simulation (expected values) for the ideal system without failures; the second
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column shows the results for the model of the real system (with failures, but without fault

tolerance); other columns report the results for for the system with different fault tolerance

techniques: checkpointing (third column), replication (fourth column), NOMAD (fifth col-

umn), and checkpointing and NOMAD together (sixth column).

5.4.1 Performance

Results on performance show that, for a not saturated system, a performance metric is

not able to identify the presence of failures. To evaluate the performance of the system we

employed the throughput as the expected number of jobs completed in the time unit (one

hour, in our case), as commonly done for batch systems [94, 100].

The expected instantaneous throughput of the system for various fault tolerance strate-

gies is reported in the second row of Table 5.3. It presents the largest variation when

comparing the throughput of the ideal system with the one of the real system model (with

failures, but without fault tolerance). In fact, the ideal system presents an expected number

of completed jobs in one hour of 35.071 (jobs/h); when also failures are present, the system

is able to complete 34.750 jobs every hour, i.e. the expected throughput decreases of just

0.9% (moreover, the t-test on unpaired observations revealed that confidence intervals for

the differences include the zero; that is, the the performance is the same).

This behavior is due to the load that does not saturate the system, which always has

available machines to execute newly arrived jobs, also if other ones have failed. As a

consequence, after a certain time, the system is able to provide a throughput that is close
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to the arrival rate of the jobs. Achieving a completion rate equals to the arrival rate in

statistical equilibrium is a well known behavior of queuing systems [11]. We highlight that

this result was estimated for the real workload of S.Co.P.E. Also other analysis present in

the literature confirms that large processing systems are seldom near maximum utilization

[132, 113].

The performance trend refutes all such metrics and benchmarks based on the performance-

consumption relation for evaluating the efficiency of the system. A pure performance metric,

as the ones discussed in Section 2.1.1, is not able to bring information on failures; therefore,

the common approaches just evaluate the efficiency of an ideal system without malfunction.

5.4.2 Consumption

The consumption due to failures represents about 9% of the total electric power required

by the system, as it is shown in Figure 5.12, which compares the consumption of the data

center with the portion wasted due to malfunction.

The solution of the real system model showed that S.Co.P.E. is expected to consume

42, 285 W, of which 3, 560.9 W are due to failures. Assuming electricity cost being e0.43 per

kWh5, about e160,000 per year are spent for keep 250 worker nodes running; of this cost,

e13,500 are payed for failures. Also, this cost only includes the energy directly required

by the nodes. It neglects, for instance, the cooling system, which is commonly expensive

and whose consumption is certainly affected by failures. If a job runs for 5 hours and then

fails, it in vain produces heat, which is to be removed by the cooling system that consumes

5Electricity price for energy-intensive industries in Italy (http://www.enel.it).
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Figure 5.12: Expected instantaneous power consumption of the systems and portion due to
failures.

energy. It is easy to imagine the cost for large data centers with tens or even hundreds of

thousands of servers.

It is also worth noting that some failures cause the decrease of the overall consumption.

As an instance, the consumption of the real system with failures is less than the consumption

of the ideal system (see Table 5.3). This is due to idle machines causing queue and

running failures (since appear idle), or crashed machines (since switched off). Hence, also

the consumption may be misleading for analyzing the actual behavior of a processing system

and quantifying the cost of malfunction.

These results for performance and consumption point out that energy efficiency metrics

based only on their relation can barely measure the (faulty) behavior of real processing

systems or the impact of fault tolerance and management strategies. This is demonstrated

in detail in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.13: Expected instantaneous power consumption of the systems and portion due to
failures when adopting (a) checkpointing, (b) replication, (c) NOMAD and (d) checkpointing
and NOMAD together.

We also estimated the cost of the discussed fault tolerance techniques and evaluated the

cost of the system malfunction as the sum of the power consumption necessary for executing

the fault tolerance strategy and the consumption due to the occurrence of failures. Figure

5.13 shows the consumption of the system and the portion of power consumed because of
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failures for different fault tolerance techniques. Since we found that many worker nodes were

idle, we assumed to not add any machines specifically for the fault tolerance, but to exploit

the idle ones. The consumption due to fault tolerance and the total consumption due to

failures only include the dynamic power consumption of already present nodes implementing

the fault tolerance, and not also the static consumption of additional nodes dedicated to

the fault tolerance mechanism.

In the case of job checkpointing, consumption due to failures is reduced down to 1, 577

W, while the total consumption increases up to 42, 579 W (Figure 5.13a). The cost due

to the machines adopted to implement the checkpointing strategy is about 157 W. As a

consequence, most of the consumption is due to those failures not covered by the mechanism.

When adopting job replication, the cost of failures and fault tolerance strategy is

2, 820 W, and the total consumption is 43, 353 W (Figure 5.13b). In this case, most of

the malfunction consumption is due to the replication rather than to not avoided failures

(2, 400 W and 420 W, respectively). The high cost of this technique is due to the increment

of the number of running jobs of a fraction equals to the chosen coverage. Being in our

case cov = 0.5, the running workload is 1.5 times the submitted one, sensibly incrementing

the consumption of the system. It is worth to remark that we are assuming free nodes of

the system being used to implement the fault tolerance. In Chapter 6, it is shown that, if

using additional nodes, the difference of the impact of the replication on the total system

consumption with respect to the checkpointing is even larger.

When using only NOMAD, the total consumption of the system presents a little growth

up to 42, 326 W, while the consumption due to failures and to the tool itself is 841 W (Figure
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5.13c). Unlike replication, in this case, most of this consumption is due to failed jobs, since

the expected cost of NOMAD is just 73 W. Therefore, most of the total consumption due to

the malfunction is caused by uncovered failures more than to the fault tolerance mechanism.

Finally, we evaluated the use of both job checkpointing and NOMAD. This case

is similar to the one of using just checkpointing, but with different repair rates for queue

and running failures (see Section 5.2.4). The consumption due to system malfunction is

considerably reduced down to 334 W and the system consumption is 42, 536 W (Figure

5.13d). The power consumption due to uncovered failures is 168 W. This means that the

effect of failures is largely reduced.

5.4.3 Availability

The availability of the system significantly changes in the various configurations. The ideal

system is obviously 100% available (no job fails). Conversely, the real system is the one

with the lowest availability (0.99221).

Checkpointing is not able to largely increase the availability of the system, which is

only improved by 0.3% with respect to the real system without fault tolerance (from 0.99221

to 0.99541 - the difference is statistically significant at 95% level). This means that, in a

system running 100,000 jobs per year, when using checkpointing, the expected number of

jobs experiencing a failure every year is 459, while without fault tolerance it is 779.

Replication improves the availability of the system up to 0.99927. A pure performance
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analysis would suggest to implement replication, since providing a significantly larger avail-

ability. The same conclusion would be reached with a performability analysis: as discussed

in Section 5.4.1, the performance of the system is pretty the same in all the configurations,

so the replication would be selected also in this case. Nevertheless, the consumption due

to the mechanism is larger than the one due to the checkpointing, causing the increase of

the total system consumption (the instantaneous power consumption goes from 42,279 W

of the case without fault tolerance to 43,353 W). If this consumption increase can not be

faced, adopting replication is not feasible. If, on the contrary, high availability is the focus,

its implementation may help to reach the goal.

When using NOMAD, the availability of the system is 0.99637. This value is 0.1%

better than the case of checkpointing. Also, both the consumption due to the mechanism

and the total consumption due to failures are less than the case of job checkpointing. The

total consumption of the system is reduced as well.

When using both checkpointing and NOMAD the expected steady state availability

is 0.99985. In this case the total consumption due to failures is less than all the other

cases. Thus, this solution appears to be more consumable than the others: it provides a

larger availability at a reduced cost, in terms of energy consumption, and does not affect the

performance. This is confirmed by the consumability metric η discussed in the successive

Section 5.5.
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5.5 Energy Efficiency and Consumability

As discussed in Section 1.3, energy efficiency of processing systems is usually computed as

the relation between a performance metric and a consumption metric. Synthetically, energy

efficiency e is given by:

e =
P

W
(5.13)

We propose to evaluate the energy efficiency of processing systems, and the consuma-

bility as:

η =
W −Wf

W
(5.14)

where W is the total power consumption of the system and Wf is the power consumption

due to the malfunction of the system, which also includes the consumption for the fault

tolerance technique, if any.

In this Section we show the limits of the common metric e and how the consumability

metric η can help in analyzing the energy efficiency taking into account also the cost of the

malfunction. e is computed as the ratio between the throughput of the system (expected

number of jobs completed in an hour) and its expected total consumption.

Figure 5.14 compares the two metrics (black bars are related to e, white bars to η).

The first observation is that results achieved with e are very close to each other, even

though we checked that these values are different at 95% confidence level (i.e, the confidence

intervals for differences do not include 0). For instance, e is the same with and without
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Figure 5.14: Values of the metrics e (black bars) and η (white bars) for various configura-
tions.

checkpointing. Thus, it is not able to appreciate the reduction (> 50% in this case) of

the electric power consumption due to failures. The best energy efficiency is obtained for

the ideal system, when failures are disregarded (e = 0.826). When using only the NO-

MAD tool and when using both NOMAD and checkpointing, energy efficiency does not

change. This is due to the small difference of power consumption and throughput achieved

with these mechanisms. The large difference of the availability for the two configurations

is not observable by means of e. The worst energy efficiency is corresponds to the repli-

cation (e = 0.808), which reduces the number of failures with respect to checkpointing

and NOMAD alone (see Table 5.3). It is even less than the efficiency of the real system

without any fault tolerance mechanisms. This is mostly due to the increase of the total

consumption of about 1 kW for executing a larger number of jobs. Also in this case, the
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performance-consumption ratio is not able to appreciate neither the reduction of the failure

consumption nor the increment of the system availability up to three 9s.

These results show that a metric based only on performance and consumption does not

allow us to measure the difference in exploiting system resources of various configurations.

The administrator that has to select the management strategy will have only the chance

to consider the ones not affecting performance but reducing energy consumption, or, vice

versa, not affecting consumption and improving the performance. No quantitative informa-

tion s/he will receive from e on how much the system is dependable, how much a failure

costs, and how much fault tolerance costs. In this case study, replication appears to be

completely not energy efficient, even less than the system without fault tolerance. This

is strange if one observes that performance is unchanged, consumption increases by 2.5%,

but availability grows up to 99.9%. Also, when using only the NOMAD tool or NOMAD

and checkpointing together, the value of e is the same, since performance and consumption

are similar in the two cases. On the contrary, the power consumption due to failures is

reduced with the latter approach and the availability improves from 99.637% to 99.985%.

In a system running 100,000 jobs per year, this corresponds to a reduction of the expected

number of failed jobs from 363 to 15. If the goal of the administrator is a very highly

available processing system to respect certain SLAs, s/he cares about availability trend and

cost. In other terms, when evaluating a processing system, one can not disregard the failures.

To evaluate the impact of system malfunction on consumption and performance, and to
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figure out the strategy that improves the efficiency of the system, we introduce η (Equation

5.14; see also Section 4.4).

The high correlation between the total consumption and the throughput of the system

confirms that W is also representative of the performance of the system. This correlation

is larger than 90% both with and without fault tolerance. The high (negative) correlation

between the consumption due to failures and the availability confirms that Wf also contains

information on how much the system is dependable. Also in this case, the correlation is

larger than 90% both with and without fault tolerance.

The value of η for the different configurations of S.Co.P.E. is represented by the white

bars in Figure 5.14. The maximum value is achieved for the ideal system (η = 1.00). Since

no power is wasted because of failures, all the incoming power is transformed into useful

work. Hidden costs due to failures are spotlighted by the reduced consumability of the real

system without fault tolerance (η = 0.918). In fact, differently from Equation 5.13, η is

sensible to failure consumption reducing the efficiency of the system. It also allows us to

observe the improvements provided by the adoption of fault tolerance strategies.

An increment of η is observable when adopting checkpointing (η = 0.963). With

respect to the system without fault tolerance, the total consumption increases by 300 W,

but the power consumption due to failures is reduced by 1, 870 W. Replication appears to

be less consumable than checkpointing (η = 0.935); however, the corresponding η is larger

than the one of the system without fault tolerance (while the e was less). The low efficiency

of this strategy is due to the cost of its implementation (2, 400 W). Nevertheless, the con-

sumption due to the malfunction (both failures and fault tolerance) is less than the cost due
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to failures in the real system (2, 820 W vs 3, 447 W). Although not able to largely improve

the dependability of the system, the simple NOMAD tool presents a high consumability

(η = 0.980). This is mainly due to the reduced cost of the implementation of the technique

(just 73 W), for which 98% of the absorbed electric power is exploited to complete jobs.

The best consumability is measured when using NOMAD and checkpointing together.

The low cost of the fault tolerance technique and the mitigation of the effects of a number of

failures reduce the consumption due to malfunction, while the overall system consumption

does not grow so much (as for replication).

The relation between the consumption due to failures and the overall system consump-

tion allows one to estimate the ability of the system in exploiting available resources both to

produce useful output and to mitigate failure effects. It overcomes the problem of constant

system throughput by directly estimating the effect of the malfunction on the efficiency of

the system. As a matter of fact, results show that the checkpointing mechanism and the

NOMAD tool together represent the best choice in terms of fault tolerance to improve the

availability of the system (hence to reduce the cost of the the failures) minimally affecting

performance and total power consumption.

5.6 Discussion

The presented case study was useful to show the feasibility of the proposed solution to eval-

uate costs and benefits of several system management strategies considering performance,
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energy consumption and dependability aspects simultaneously. Also, the obtained results

highlighted the importance of the consumability analysis to figure out the real efficiency of a

data center. The trend of the performance is not able to unearth neither undesired phenom-

ena that take place in processing systems nor their cost. The same is for common energy

efficiency metrics, which may even present misleading results. A performability analysis,

while including both performance and availability aspects, neglects the energy consump-

tion necessary for achieving such results. Hence, the evaluation of how much a system

is consumable is peculiar to system administrators who are often expected to determine

the soundness of decisions. They need a systematic process at this aim, which has been

presented in Chapter 4 and exemplified in this Chapter.

In the case of S.Co.P.E. data center the results showed that replication is a good solu-

tion when large availability is the main objective of the management strategy and no cost

restrictions exist. If energy consumption is a key factor of the analysis, and the aim is to

make the system consumable, checkpointing and a good failure detector together are the

best choice.

We stress that discussed results have been achieved by applying the consumability anal-

ysis described in Chapter 4 to a real system. Computed figures are specific to the S.Co.P.E.

batch system, but it acts as a case study and validation means to demonstrate the impor-

tance of consumability evaluation and the applicability of the proposed analysis.

The detailed explanation of all the steps of the analysis helps to repeat it for other

systems. The model easily fits all queue systems and simply requires identifying the kind of
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jobs usually running in the system and their characterizing rates: arrival, scheduling, and

completion. The presence of other kinds of jobs just requires complementing the overall

model with an SRN with the appropriate rates and guard functions. The necessity for

specializing the rates for each system is obvious and common to all models: each system

has its own performance and usage features. The same is for the weights of the consumption

model and for the failure rates. This also confirms the importance of the preliminary data

analysis. The presentation in this chapter is meant to allow practitioners to easily replicate

the proposed solution to other systems, thus fostering the quantification of the malfunction

cost and the adoption of the proposed metric.

Finally, we emphasize the possible impact of the system dimension on the results. Since

the probability of experiencing a failure grows with the system size, the larger the system,

the greater the overall failure rate and maintenance costs. As a consequence, for a batch

processing system bigger than the evaluated one (e.g., a system with thousands of worker

nodes), but with similar hardware and configuration (common to modern batch systems),

the behavior is likely to be very similar, and the percentage of the consumption due to

failures to be the same or even larger.



Chapter 6

Case Study 2: Impact of
Virtualization on Consumability

Virtualization is often adopted in processing systems to better exploit existing resources and to sim-
plify the implementation of fault tolerance techniques. Cloud computing software platforms are then
used to support the management of virtual machines, such as their placement, creation and disrup-
tion, and to configure the fault tolerance. In this chapter, we perform the consumability analysis
of a virtualized scientific data center to estimate the impact of virtualization on its consumability.
S.Co.P.E. data center is considered and the consumability model is lightly modified to take into ac-
count the steps of the cloud service life cycle, consumption induced by virtualization, and failures
that can happen because of the added software layers.

6.1 Virtualized Processing Systems

Virtualization is often used in large data centers for several reasons. In 70s, IBM introduced

it for provisioning resources of a single mainframe to several users [105]. Nowadays, it is

exploited for the elasticity it provides in creating ah hoc configured machines that can

be moved in the data center to satisfy some constraints [66, 28]. In Section 1.2.3, we

discussed on placement and packing of virtual machines (VMs) onto physical machines

(PMs) for improving the performance-consumption trade-off. Virtualization also eases the

150
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implementation of fault tolerance techniques [96]. As an instance, in the case of message-

passing applications, without virtualization, the implementation of checkpointing is very

hard.

To manage VMs creation, migration, access and disruption, cloud computing platforms

are commonly adopted. They provide a set of software components for the interaction with

human operators (a web front end) or other systems (a set of APIs) for accepting requests,

a scheduler, a hypervisor and, possibly, other management tools.

One of the main advantage commonly exploited in the case of virtualized processing

systems, is to keep switched on only those servers actually running a VM. In other terms,

running VMs are used for executing the current load of the system, PMs hosting VMs are

switched on, the remaining ones are in stand-by and can be awoken if other machines are

necessary to host additional VMs.

One of the drawbacks in the use of virtualization is the performance degradation it in-

troduces. Since the hypervisor has to manage multiple requests for the underlying hardware

that, abstracted, is provided separately to multiple VMs, an additional overhead is present.

Furthermore, before operations can be performed, a VM is to be created. In the case of a

batch processing system, this results in an additional time before the execution of a job can

start.

The use of a cloud platform for managing VMs also implies failures that can manifest

in the additional software layers. The fault tolerance, whose implementation can be eased,

as always has a cost, in terms of consumed energy, which can be very large and thwart the

benefits of the green management.
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For the above mentioned issues, before adopting virtualization, a system administrator

should properly evaluate its impact on the consumability of the system. As an instance,

VMs can be differently sized (in terms of CPU and memory) or several scheduling of VMs

on the servers may be adopted. Hence, the effect of those configurations on performance,

consumption and dependability attributes should be assessed. Also, if fault tolerance is

implemented, its tuning is paramount to make the system consumable by improving avail-

ability without affecting performance and consumption.

We performed the consumability analysis of a virtualized data center for processing

batch jobs as discussed in Chapter 4. The target system is the real S.Co.P.E. scientific data

center introduced in Chapter 5. For the model, we used some of the distributions estimated

for S.Co.P.E. However, some changes were done to cope with the use of virtualization and

of a cloud software platform.

6.2 Analyzing a Virtualized Batch System

We define the consumability model of the virtualized system by adapting the performance,

consumption, and failure models presented in Section 4.2.

Before executing a job in a VM, that machine has to be instantiated on a physical

machine. This operation is called provisioning of a VM. After the execution, the machine is

to be deleted and resources of the PM freed. This is called deprovisioning of a VM [47]. The
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Figure 6.1: Performance model of a virtualized batch processing system.

performance model discussed in Section 4.2.1 is adapted to the virtualized system case by

adding two transitions modeling the provisioning phase and the deprovisioning phase. This

is depicted in Figure 6.1. Additional place-transition couples P − prv and D − dpr model

the provisioning and deprovisioning, respectively. We assumed switched on only those PMs

where at least one VM is running; the others are in stand-by, that is, they have a very

reduced power consumption but require a certain time before a VM can be hosted. This

requires to evaluate the distributions for the provisioning operation both on a switched on

PM and on a stand by PM.

As for the consolidation (i.e. the packing of VMs on a small number of servers for

reducing the overall power consumption), we considered the simple and widely adopted

First Fit Decreasing (FFD) bin packing heuristic [137]. According to FFD, the next VM to

be provisioned is always packed on the first server (the “bin”) it fits; only when a server is

filled up to its capacity, another server is used for scheduling.

For the fault tolerance, we did the same assumptions discussed in Section 5.2.4.

6.2.1 Performance Analysis

For the probability distributions of arrival and scheduling transitions, we adopted the same

computed in the case of the non-virtualized S.Co.P.E. system (see Section 5.2.1), whereas
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provisioning, deprovisioning and completion distributions were computed since specific to

the virtualized case. We performed experiments on a S.Co.P.E. cloud prototype offering

an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) (used for delivering processing capabilities) based on

KVM1 as hypervisor and OpenStack2 as cloud software platform. Both of them are free

and open source. We used different configurations of VMs:

• “xlarge”: with 8 cores and 32 GB of memory;

• “large”: with 4 cores and 16 GB of memory;

• “medium”: with 2 cores and 8 GB of memory;

• “small”: with 1 core and 4 GB of memory.

Provisioning and deprovisioning times

To evaluate the time required for the provisioning of a VM, we performed several exper-

iments with a full factorial design with replication with factors (i) the size of the VM

and (ii) the status of the PM where the VM is to be created. That is, we evaluated the

creation of “xlarge”, “large”, “medium” and “small” VMs in a switched on and running

PM or in a stand-by PM. Each experiment was performed 10 times. We estimated ı̀ that

16.5 seconds were taken for the provisioning of a “small” or “medium” VM on a switched

on and running PM, and 17.4 seconds were used for a “large” or “xlarge” VM. In the

case of a stand-by PM, 107.9 seconds were taken for instantiating “small” or “medium”

1http://www.linux-kvm.org
2http://www.openstack.org
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Table 6.1: Provisioning and deprovisioning distributions.

PM VM Transition Distribution

Switched on
small, medium

prv

Exponential(218.18)
large, xlarge Exponential(206.90)

Stand-by
small, medium Exponential(33.364)
large, xlarge Exponential(32.757)

- - dpr Exponential(302.52)

VMs and 109.9 for “large” or “xlarge” VMs. To estimate the statistical significance of the

results, we performed ANOVA analysis [69] and F -test (see also Section 5.2.2). For the

size of the VM, we found F -computed=16.3>F -table=6.8; as for the status of the PM,

F -computed=2165072>F -table=6.8.

For modeling the different provisioning rates, the provisioning transition is make marking

dependent with respect to the R place. Namely, if the modulus of the division of the number

of running jobs by the number of cores per node (8) is different from zero, a new machine

is to be switched on; in such a case, the provisioning time is larger.

We performed similar experiments for evaluating the deprovisioning time. We found that

no factor affect it significantly more than the others. The mean time for the deprovisioning

of a VM is 11.9 seconds.

The distributions used in the model are reported in Table 6.1 (parameters in hour−1).

Evaluation of completion rates

For the job completion rates, we evaluated how the performance changes with respect to

different configurations of number of VMs per PM, VMs sizes, and workload mix. All per-

formance variations reported in this section are normalized to the performance of the PM
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Figure 6.2: Performance when varying the number of small VMs.

executing the same type and number of jobs.

Number of VMs. Figure 6.2 shows the performance variation as the number of small

VMs running in the same PM increases. Each VM executes one job; values are normalized

to the execution of the same number of jobs in a non-virtualized machine. Specifically, we

considered from 1 to 8 VMs each running one I/O job (Figure 6.2a) or one CPU job (Figure

6.2b). In both cases, there is a significant performance loss. For I/O jobs, we do not have

a clear trend, but the performance is reduced to about 25% of the execution on a PM,

irrespective of the number of VMs. The situation does not change if assessing performance

for I/O-read and I/O-write operations separately. For CPU jobs, performance decreases

from 64% to 37% with respect to the non-virtualized system.

Size of VMs. When varying the size of VMs and the number of jobs running in each VM,

the trend of the performance variation is very different. Figure 6.3 depicts the performance
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Figure 6.3: Performance when varying the size of VMs.

trend as the number of VMs varies from 1 xlarge to 8 small, each executing 8, 4, 2, 1

jobs, respectively, normalized to the execution of 8 jobs in a non-virtualized machine for

several types of jobs: (a) I/O jobs performing write operations, (b) I/O jobs performing read

operations, and (c) CPU jobs. While I/O-write jobs present a decreasing performance trend

(Figure 6.3a), I/O-read jobs may perform even better on the virtualized system than on

the PM, depending on the configuration (Figure 6.3b). In particular, up to 4 medium VMs

executing 2 jobs each, the virtualization allows the system to increase the parallelization

of read operations, improving the overall performance. In the case of 8 small VMs each

running 1 job, the performance decrease is evident, instead. A similar trend is observable

for CPU jobs (Figure 6.3c).

If not differently specified, by I/O load we mean a load composed by 80% of read oper-

ations and by 20% of write operations, as in the case of S.Co.P.E. processing system.
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Figure 6.4: Performance when mixing 8 small VMs with different load.

Workload mix. We also observed that workload mixes, i.e. the scheduling of VMs exe-

cuting different types of jobs (e.g., CPU bound jobs or I/O bound jobs) on the same PM,

can be beneficial in terms of performance.

First, we evaluated the mix of 8 small VMs on the same PM. Figure 6.4 reports the

performance for various job mix in 8 small VMs running on the same PM, normalized to

the execution of 8 jobs in a non-virtualized machine for different types of jobs: (a) I/O jobs

performing write operations, (b) I/O jobs performing read operations, and (c) CPU jobs.

x-y indicates the number of machines executing CPU jobs and I/O jobs, respectively.

Figure 6.4a shows the performance variation of I/O-write operations when considering

from 7 VMs executing 1 CPU job each and 1 VM executing 1 I/O job, to 1 VM executing a

CPU job and 7 VMs executing 1 I/O job each. The greater the number of VMs executing

I/O jobs, the worse the write performance. On the contrary, as shown in Figure 6.4b, when

decreasing the number of machines executing CPU bound jobs, read operations perform

better. This suggests that the use of the CPU significantly affects read operations, while
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write operations are mutually affected each other (also for these results, statistical signif-

icance was tested through the F -test). In fact, also in Figure 6.3b, we observed how the

virtualization is able to increase the parallelism of read operations up to improve the per-

formance with respect to bare metal machines. Figure 6.4c shows that also the performance

of CPU bound jobs improves when increasing the number of I/O jobs against CPU jobs. It

is worth noting that in all such cases the performance get much worse with respect to the

execution of jobs on a PM or on a reduced number of VMs (see Figure 6.3).

We studied the effect on performance of various job mix in 4 medium VMs running on

the same PM, normalized to the execution of 8 jobs in a non-virtualized machine. Results

are reported in Figure 6.5 with respect to (a) I/O jobs performing write operations, (b) I/O

jobs performing read operations, and (c) CPU jobs. x-y indicates the number of machines

executing CPU jobs and I/O jobs, respectively. Each VM executes 2 jobs of the same kind.

Specifically, we considered from 3 VMs executing 2 CPU jobs each and 1 VM executing 2

I/O jobs to 1 VM executing 2 CPU jobs and 3 VMs executing 2 I/O jobs each. Interestingly,

read operations and CPU bound operations get better on VMs than on a PM, thanks to the

parallelization of read operations in the VMs and their interleaving with CPU operations.

The performance for I/O-write operations decreases as the number of machines exe-

cuting I/O jobs increases, as depicted in Figure 6.5a. Nevertheless, read operations and

CPU bound operations get better than when executing in a PM. Figure 6.5b shows that

performance of I/O-read bound jobs are increased by at least 34% when running 4 VMs

for each PM and mixing running jobs. Performance of CPU jobs improves by about 6%, as

shown in Figure 6.5c.
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Figure 6.5: Performance when mixing 4 medium VMs with different load.

These results highlight the importance of properly tuning virtualization in terms of size

of VMs and of the scheduling based on the possible workload mix in order to avoid perfor-

mance degradation, while exploiting the management elasticity. The impact of the VM size

and of the scheduling on the consumability is discussed in Section 6.3.

6.2.2 Consumption Analysis

The virtualization impacts on the consumption of the server hosting VMs. Hence, the

weights of the model in Equation 5.9 were modified to account for the effects of virtualization

and server consolidation. Furthermore, we assumed switched on only those servers executing

VMs, while the rest were assumed to be in stand-by (i.e., with a reduced power consumption,

but requiring a time before being operational and ready to host VMs).

We assumed an increase of the dynamic part by 7% for each VM [141], while for stand-

by PM we considered only a static consumption of 7 W [64].
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6.2.3 Failure Analysis

Concerning the failures that can happen in a virtualized environment, we did some stud-

ies to figure out which of the ones discussed for non-virtualized batch systems are likely to

happen in a virtualized one, and what additional failures can happen in a virtualized system.

Failures specific to non-virtualized systems

We noted that the permanently or temporarily blocking of jobs, i.e. queue and running

failures, are typically due to the gradual error accumulation within basic software of the

processing system causing performance degradation trends (see Section 4.2.3). The problem

lasts until the reboot of the nodes, which interrupts the performance degradation trend.

Since VMs are booted every time a new job is started, we assumed these failures being

absent in the model of a virtualized system.

Also misconfigurations, typically due to wrong settings made on a machine during its

use, are removed by instantiating always the same VM image, hopefully correctly configured.

Thus, we assumed that exiting failures do not take place in a virtualized environment.

Similar observations on failures and availability trends in virtualized environments are

surveyed in [107].
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Failures specific to virtualized systems

To find out during which steps of the job life cycle in a virtualized environment failures

are likely to manifest, we also performed robustness testing of a cloud computing platform.

Specifically, we forced both the input (e.g., type of machine to be created) and the state

(e.g. number of VMs that are being created at the same time, outcome of a VM image

creation, number of virtual machines concurrently running on a physical machine) of the

system to figure out when failures can happen.

The typical approach for robustness testing aims at breaking the system by injecting

unexpected and invalid inputs at its interface. Tests are generated by combining, with some

strategy, such exceptional inputs, and then submit each test case rigorously in a clean initial

state, by restarting the system each time. On one hand, this avoids a test case outcome to

depend on the history of testing, thus easing the debug. On the other hand, treating the

system as a stateless black box constitutes also the theoretical and practical limit of current

robustness testing. Resubmitting the same inputs under different states is likely to expose

new and more subtle failures. This is especially true for cloud computing systems, where

phase-based interactions between multiple concurrent users and the platform entail strong

dependencies of a request outcome on the state.

Specifically, a cloud system concurrently provides services to a set of users U = {u1, u2,

. . . , ul}, each one submitting (a subset of) m possible request types, R = {r1, r2, . . . , rm}.

We name a complete interaction of each user with the platform as session. A session (sk)
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evolves through a set of n phases P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}. The state of a session at time t is

thus characterized by the phase (pik(t), i ∈ {1, . . . , n} - the k-th session is in phase i at time

t) and by the request type being served (rjk(t), j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} - the k-th session is serving

the request j at time t). The state of the platform at time t is given by the union of the

states of the active sessions: ∪{sk(t)} = ∪{pik(t), rjk(t)}. The number of active sessions

implies the concurrency degree at a given time. The whole set of states is therefore given by

the number of possible request types, multiplied by the maximum number of active sessions,

and by the number of phases.

In the case of the virtualized batch processing systems, the final user is another system

requesting for the creation of VMs which jobs will be scheduled on and executed in. Apart

from the provisioning of the VM, other types of requests are the access to an operational

VM and the deprovisioning of a VM. Also, the number of phases is reduced with respect

to the case of providing a pure cloud service. As an instance, there is no authentication or

VM reservations management.

We applied the state-based robustness testing to Apache Virtual Computing Lab (VCL),

an open source cloud platform that allows users to create a wide range of solutions in terms

of IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS [4]. We created a VCL testbed in our laboratories, with two

machines, acting as controller node and hosting node, interconnected by a LAN, equipped

with: Apache VCL 2.3, VMware server 2 as hypervisor, CentOS 6 as OS on the two ma-

chines and both Linux and Windows images for guest machines.
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62 failures were exposed when testing the AddHost functionality. It consists in adding

to the system a new node where VMs can be created and is related to the management

phase, which includes operations such as upgrades, backup, failure/repair/migration of

components. 40 of those failures appeared to not be dependent on the state, but only on

the input; the state-dependent failures were mainly related to concurrency issues. However,

in a virtualized batch processing system, we assume the AddHost operation to be performed

once and not concurrently.

Testing of the ResourceRequest functionality exposed 24 failures. In this case, all the

exposed failures were only input-dependent. That is, none of the exposed failures was due

to concurrency or other particular states of the cloud platform. It is reasonable to expect

that in the virtualized batch system scenario, the request for a virtual resource is always

performed in the same way, with the predefined input parameters representing the fixed

characteristics of VMs.

We also found that the creation of a VM, performed by the CreateVM during the

provisioning phase, often fails and in about 50% of the cases (23 over 47) the failure was

state-dependent. As an instance, the provisioning of a VM may fail if many VMs are created

at the same time, if management operations (e.g., adding a new host or removing an existing

host) are performed concurrently with the VM creation, or if the VM is scheduled on a

host not properly configured. The VM creation is performed continuously in a virtualized

batch system, to host the execution of submitted jobs. Then, the provisioning failure is

certainly to be taken into account.
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For the DeleteVM functionality, related to the deprovisioning phase, the testing ex-

posed failure 19 times and all were state-dependent (the function has as unique input the

identifier of the VM to be destroyed, which is automatically provided by the front end,

thus, input-dependent defects are very difficult to be found in this case). For example,

system resources may be not freed after the request for deleting a VM. Also this operation

is performed continuously in a virtualized batch system, therefore also the deprovisioning

failure is to be considered.

Unfortunately, we did not have data from a real environment to estimate the actual

rates for provisioning and deprovisioning failures. We assumed the same distributions of

queue and exiting failures of the non-virtualized system for provisioning and deprovisioning

failures, respectively, so that the order of magnitude of failure rates is the same for the two

systems and results are comparable.

The abort of running jobs can happen in a virtualized environment as in a non-

virtualized one. However, in the virtualized system, we excluded those causes in common

with queue failures. Therefore, the abort failure rate is λalogs = 0.00318 (hour−1) corre-

sponding to the abort rate as found in the system and scheduler logs (see Section 5.2.3).

Figure 6.6 depicts the performance and failure model of a virtualized batch system.

Transition prv and place P model the provisioning, dpr and D model the deprovision-

ing. Places PF , A, and DF model the provisioning, abort, and deprovisioning failures,
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Figure 6.6: Performance and failure model of the virtualized system.

respectively. While a token is in the P place waiting for provisioning transition to fire, the

provisioning failure transition pf may fire; this removes a token from place P and adds a

token to place PF , modeling the failure of the provisioning phase. The repair is modeled

by removing a token from place PF and moving it to place R. The abort is modeled by

moving a token from place R to A, upon firing of transition af . The repair requires the

resubmission of the request; this is modeled by transition ar, which, upon firing, moves a

token from A to Q. Finally, the deprovisioning is modeled by transition df that removes a

token from place D and adds a token to place DF , upon firing. Transition dr models the

repair by simply removing a token from place DF .

Although the model validated in the previous Section 5.3 is lightly modified, we are

confident that by adding two transitions, the SRN is still able to approximate the average
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behavior of the real system if applying virtualization, in terms of performance, power con-

sumption, and availability [128].

The parameters of the model specific to the virtualized batch processing system are

summarized in Table 6.2. Distribution parameters are in seconds for arrival, scheduling,

completion and exiting distributions and in hour−1 for the failures (for better readability).

Consumption is in Watts. The coefficients for the performance model distributions are the

ones estimated by means of the performance analysis discussed in Section 6.2.1; for the

performance, HPC jobs are modeled in the same way as CPU jobs. The weights for the

consumption model are computed incrementing by 7% the dynamic consumption as dis-

cussed in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.4 Fault Tolerance

For the fault tolerance, we evaluated job checkpointing and job replication as in the case of

the non-virtualized system. They are also modeled as in the case of non-virtualized system

and same assumptions were done for checkpointing time, network latency, and consump-

tion (see Section 5.2.4). As for checkpointing frequency, and checkpointing and replication

coverage, here several values are considered, as detailed in the following Section 6.3.
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Table 6.2: Transition distributions and weights of the virtualized batch processing system
model.

Job type Transition Distribution

IO

arrIO LogNormal(2.4981, 2.2846)
schIO Exponential(48.196)
cplIO LogNormal(6.4649, 1.4964)
exgIO Exponential(30.0)
cplIOvm - with 8 VMs cplIO · 0.23
cplIOvm - with 4 VMs cplIO · 1.00
cplIOvm - with 4 VMs (mix 3-1) cplIO · 1.38
cplIOvm - with 4 VMs (mix 2-2) cplIO · 1.16
cplIOvm - with 4 VMs (mix 1-3) cplIO · 1.24

CPU

arrCPU LogNormal(4.1366, 1.9643)
schCPU Exponential(214.87)
cplCPU Gamma(0.40369, 54486, 0)
exgCPU Exponential(30.0)
cplCPUvm - with 8 VMs cplCPU · 0.37
cplCPUvm - with 4 VMs cplCPU · 0.97
cplCPUvm - with 4 VMs (mix 3-1) cplCPU · 1.05
cplCPUvm - with 4 VMs (mix 2-2) cplCPU · 1.06
cplCPUvm - with 4 VMs (mix 1-3) cplCPU · 1.07

HPC

arrHPC LogNormal(2.6263, 2.9161)
schHPC Exponential(8538.4)
cplHPC LogNormal(7.7713, 2.0656)
exgHPC Exponential(30.0)
cplHPCvm - with 8 VMs cplHPC · 0.37
cplHPCvm - with 4 VMs cplHPC · 0.97
cplHPCvm - with 4 VMs (mix 3-1) cplHPC · 1.05
cplHPCvm - with 4 VMs (mix 2-2) cplHPC · 1.06
cplHPCvm - with 4 VMs (mix 1-3) cplHPC · 1.07

-
pf Exponential(0.00130)
pr Exponential(0.01096)

-
af Exponential(0.00318)
ar Exponential(0.1)

-
df Exponential(0.01950)
dr Exponential(0.1)

Weight Value

- Ws 156.91

IO
WIO 4.09
WIOvm - with 8 VMs 6.38
WIO - with 4 VMs 5.24

CPU
WCPU 10.47
WCPUvm - with 8 VMs 16.33
WCPU - with 4 VMs 13.40

HPC
WHPC 13.58
WHPCvm - with 8 VMs 21.18
WHPCvm - with 4 VMs 17.38
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Table 6.3: Design of Experiments: factors and respective levels.

Factor Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

Virtualization NO YES − − −
VM size small medium large xlarge −
Scheduling 3-1 (4 VMs) 2-2 (4 VMs) 1-3 (4 VMs) − −
Fault tolerance NO Check. Repl. − −
Checkpointing cov 0.5 0.8 1.0 − −
Checkpointing int [m] 5 30 60 120 −
Replication cov 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

6.3 Experimental Results

We performed experiments for evaluating, at the steady state, the impact of the virtual-

ization on the system behavior under several tunings and configurations. As in Chapter

5, we simulated the model with SPNP with the method of batch means, and computed

results with 95% confidence intervals with maximum half-width of 5%. For all the results

we checked the statistical significance by means of the F -test or the t-test. To check the

significance of the difference between two results, the t-test for the mean difference was

adopted (see Section 5.4).

Specifically, we used a factorial design with replication to study the response of the

system in terms of mean job duration, total power consumption, power consumption due

to failures (including the consumption of the fault tolerance mechanism, if any), and avail-

ability. Among all the factors, we discuss the primary ones, i.e. the factors that more

significantly affect the response variables. These factors, along with respective levels, are

summarized in Table 6.3.

The first factor simply represents if virtualization is adopted or not, and it is used to

compare the trends of the virtualized system with the ones estimated for the non-virtualized
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one. The VM size factor was used to estimate the impact of different virtualization con-

figurations on the consumability aspects of a batch processing system. We evaluated the

four configurations already discussed in Section 6.2.1. The factor scheduling allowed us

to study the effect of a scheduling strategy running workloads of different kinds in a PM,

isolating them in several VMs. We assessed the three cases with 4 medium VMs discussed in

Section 6.2.1, since these provided promising results in terms of performance and number of

VMs allowing us to study more mixtures. The fault tolerance factor represents the use of

fault tolerance mechanisms in the virtualized system. It is useful to assess the system when

no fault tolerance, checkpointing or replication is adopted. It is also interesting to evaluate

the effect of several configurations of the adopted fault tolerance techniques. They can be

tuned in terms of coverage and interval between successive checkpointing operations; hence,

we included the factors checkpointing coverage, checkpointing interval, and replica-

tion coverage (respective level combinations can be also considered as levels of the Fault

Tolerance factor, as for the levels of the VM size factor with respect to the virtualization

factor; they are sketched in this way for improving readability).

6.3.1 Impact of VM Size

Figure 6.7 depicts the expected values of (a) mean job duration, (b) power consumption,

(c) availability and (d) consumption due to failures for the non-virtualized system and for

the virtualized one when adopting 1 x-large, 2 large, 4 medium, or 8 small VMs per PM.

Performance, depicted in Figure 6.7a as mean job duration, worsen when adopting
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Figure 6.7: Impact of virtualization with VMs of different sizes.

virtualization as the number of VMs per PM increases. When running 8 small sized VMs

on each PM, the expected job duration is about three times the one estimated for the

bare metal machines. When running 1 x-large, 2 large or 4 medium PMs, performance is

comparable to the case of the PM: for the PM, the mean job duration is 4.5123 h, while in

the case of 1 xlarge VM executing 8 jobs it is 4.8392 h.

The considerable reduction of the power consumption leaps out in Figures 6.7b com-

paring the cases of the execution on (always switched on) PMs and on differently sized VMs.

In the case with 8 small VMs per PM, the consumption is reduced by about 70%, from

42,279 W to 11,318 W. The management elasticity provided by virtualization permits the
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packing (i.e., consolidation) of the load on a reduced number of servers, indeed. If assuming

the other ones in stand-by, the electricity consumption is largely reduced with respect to the

case of the non-virtualized system. While a similar management can be implemented for

a non-virtualized system, cloud software platforms commonly provide means for switching

on/off machines and reducing the energy consumption. On the other hand, the performance

degradation heavily reflects on the whole system. With 8 VMs, the increase of the expected

job duration makes the consumption larger than when using a reduced number of VMs per

PM. If adopting just one xlarge VM, the consumption is reduced by more than 80% with

respect to the non-virtualized system.

We also observe the improvement of the availability, depicted in Figure 6.7c. This

is a consequence of the absence of gradual error accumulations and misconfigurations, as

discussed in Section 6.2.3. Also, when using more small VMs, while increasing the elasticity,

the reduced duration of the jobs (with respect to the case of 8 VMs) reduces the probability

of aborts. As a matter of fact, the availability of the system with large or medium VMs

is larger than the one of the system with small VMs. This also reflects on the expected

consumption due to failures, shown in Figure 6.7d.

These results show that the virtualization eases the improvement of consumption and

availability, but a wrong configuration may significantly deteriorate the performance. The

size of the implemented VMs is a key factor for the quality (in terms of performance and

availability) and the efficiency (in terms of power consumption) of the processing system.

We remark that, when choosing the size and number of VMs it is also important to
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take into account the granularity that can be achieved with a large number of VMs. As

a matter of fact, this provides more elasticity that may simplify the management of the

workload, for instance providing more degrees of freedom in the implementation of consoli-

dation strategies. On the contrary, just one large VM prohibits to execute different types of

jobs in different and isolated VMs, or to migrate a set of jobs running in a VM from a PM

to another one. In our settings, using 4 medium VMs seemed to provide a good trade-off

between elasticity and consumability.

6.3.2 Impact of Scheduling Strategies

The results discussed in Section 6.2.1 showed that the right scheduling of VMs executing

different kinds of operations can mitigate the performance degradation caused by virtual-

ization or even improve the performance with respect to a PM executing all jobs of the

same type.

To assess the impact of scheduling VMs executing different types of jobs on the same

server, we considered the three configurations with 4 medium sized VMs. Figure 6.8 reports

the results for the expected (a) mean job duration, (b) power consumption, (c) availability

and (d) consumption due to failures; x-y indicates the number of machines executing CPU

jobs and I/O jobs, respectively. Each VM executes 2 jobs of the same kind.

Performance improves in the 3-1 case, where 3 VMs execute 2 CPU jobs each and one

executes 2 I/O jobs. In this case, the expected mean job duration is 4.3021 h, while it is

the same for the 2-2 and 1-3 configurations (confidence intervals for the differences include
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Figure 6.8: Impact of scheduling VMs executing different types of jobs on the same PM.

zero). With respect to the case of using a PM to execute only jobs of the same kind, the

performance significantly improves up to 4.5%.

From the consumption point of view, the three configurations are the same (confidence

intervals for the differences include zero). The availability improves with respect to the

non-virtualized system. In the 3-1 case, the availability is 0.99902, while it was 0.99221 in

the case of the non-virtualized system. As a consequence, also the consumption due to

failures is reduced in the 3-1 case, which is 379.12 W, while it is 429.85 W in the 2-2 case.

This result is also reflected by the consumability η for the three mixtures of VMs, which

is illustrated in Figure 6.9. The values of η for the mixtures 2-2 and 1-3 are the same
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Figure 6.9: Consumability η when varying the scheduling of VMs.

(the confidence interval for the difference, given by the linear relation in η of the total

consumption and the consumption due to failures, includes zero). The consumability of the

3-1 configuration is significantly better than the others at 95% confidence level.

The consumability analysis highlights how properly scheduling VMs with different loads

on the same PM may result in an improvement of both performance and availability, without

affecting the power consumption.

6.3.3 Impact of Fault Tolerance Strategies

We also assessed the impact of fault tolerance strategies to figure out their best tuning in

terms of consumability. Similarly to what seen in for the non-virtualized system, we expect

replication being able to provide a large availability improvement at the expense of a large

consumption growth. Then, an administrator would look for a more consumable technique,

which is able to find a good trade-off between availability and consumption, without affect-

ing performance. While common analysis would only show that the performance remains
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Figure 6.10: Impact of job checkpointing and job replication on the virtualized system.

unchanged and the availability improves, we also evaluate the impact on consumption and

which portion of it is used by the fault tolerance: the one saved for the reduced number of

failures or additional energy previously not required.

We considered the case of 4 medium VMs per PM, three of which executing 2 CPU

jobs each, and one executing 2 I/O jobs. As discussed in Section 6.3.2, this configuration

provided the best trade-off among performance, availability and power consumption. For

these first experiments on fault tolerance, we assumed a coverage of 80% and a frequency

of 1/30 minutes for checkpointing, and 80% coverage for replication. The results for the

expected values of (a) mean job duration, (b) power consumption, (c) availability and (d)
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consumption due to failures (including the consumption of the fault tolerance mechanism,

if any) are depicted in Figure 6.10.

From the figure, we can observe that the choice of the fault tolerance strategy strictly

depends on the trade off between consumption and availability. Performance is not different

from one case to another at 95% confidence level (confidence intervals for the differences

include zero). The availability estimated when adopting the replication is much greater than

other cases, up to reach 0.99996. A pure availability analysis or a performability analysis

would suggest to adopt replication. Nevertheless, the power consumption when replication

is implemented is larger than the case with checkpointing (9,414.2 W vs. 5,243.6 W),

because of the cost of the fault tolerance mechanism itself. In fact, also the consumption

due to failures (which includes the power consumption caused by the machines used for the

replication) is larger than the one estimated in case of checkpointing, despite the reduction

of the number of failed jobs (availability is larger). Compared to the previous case study

(see Section 5.4.2), here, the difference of the costs of the two fault tolerance techniques

is even larger, given the additional nodes to be switched on for running replicated jobs.

Checkpointing presents a small variation of the power consumption with respect to the case

of no fault tolerance mechanism, and the availability is improved anyway. The consumability

analysis points out the ability of the checkpointing to exploit the input power to produce

useful output, i.e. to improve the consumability of the system.

Other experiments were performed for improving the consumability with different con-

figurations of the fault tolerance.
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Figure 6.11: Results when varying the replication coverage.

Replication

In Figure 6.11, it is shown the effect of the replication mechanism for different values of

the coverage on the expected values of (a) mean job duration, (b) power consumption,

(c) availability and (d) consumption due to failures (including the consumption due to

the fault tolerance mechanism). Performance remains in the order of 4.35 hours for all

the cases. The consumption grows as the coverage increases, as depicted in Figure 6.11b.

When cov = 0.2, the power consumption is 6, 471.2 W, which increases up to 10, 638 W

when the coverage is 100%. This is due to the execution of the same jobs twice, as also
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Figure 6.12: Consumability η when varying the replication coverage.

confirmed by the consumption due to failures, reported in Figure 6.11d. It reaches 5608.5

W with the maximum coverage and the consumption due to failures is larger than the

total system consumption without any fault tolerance techniques (5,077.7 W). These results

would suggest to always adopt a small coverage in order to reduce the power consumption.

Clearly, also the availability, in Figure 6.11c, grows significantly from one configuration to

another, up to 0.99999 in the case of cov = 1.0.

Those trends remark that replication is not consumable: whatever improvement in the

availability of the system is obtained with the increase of the energy consumption. Hence,

job replication with high coverage is the fault tolerance strategy to adopt only if aiming at

implementing a highly available processing system. If reduced consumption is required, it

can not be employed, since unable to exploit the energy saved for reducing the number

of failures, requiring a large amount of energy for producing always the same quantity of

useful work.

This is also evident from the trend of the consumability η (see Sections 4.4 and 5.5)
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illustrated in Figure 6.12. It presents a decreasing trend with respect to the increment of

the coverage. In the best case, η = 78%; for cov = 1.0, η decreases down to 47%. That

is, less than half of the incoming power is used for producing useful work; even though the

consumption directly due to failures is less than 1%, more than 52% of the total power

consumption is due to the fault tolerance.

Checkpointing

We estimated (a) mean job duration, (b) power consumption, (c) availability and (d) con-

sumption due to failures (which includes the consumption due to the fault tolerance mecha-

nism) for different values of checkpointing coverage and interval reported in Table 6.3. The

results are shown in Figure 6.13.

The availability improves when the checkpoints are performed more frequently (i.e., the

interval is reduced from 120 minutes to 5 minutes) and when the coverage increases from

0.5 up to 1.0, as shown in Figure 6.13c. In particular, availability goes from 0.99929 to

0.99989 (values are different at 95% confidence level). While this result is intuitive, the

consumability analysis also highlights that the power consumption decreases as both fre-

quency and coverage increase (Figure 6.13b). Specifically, the expected power consumption

is 5,280.4 W in the less intrusive configuration (cov = 0.5 and int = 120 minutes), while it

is reduced to 5,074.2 W (as when no fault tolerance is adopted) if checkpointing all the jobs

every 5 minutes with coverage equals to 1.0. The more the checkpoint is frequent and with

high coverage, the more the fault activation is tolerated, thus improving the availability
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Figure 6.13: Results when varying the checkpointing coverage and frequency.

and reducing the fraction of energy wasted for failures (see Figure 6.13d). This shows that

job checkpointing is a consumable fault tolerance technique, since able to reinvest the en-

ergy saved for reduced failures in improving the fault tolerance itself by increasing coverage

and frequency. Also, performance is not significantly affected by the different tunings of

the checkpointing. In particular, the variation of the mean job duration when varying the

coverage and frequency of checkpointing is not statistically significant. Comparing the best

configuration (cov = 1 and int = 5 minutes) with the basic one with 8 small VMs without

fault tolerance discussed in Section 6.3.1, we can observe an increase of the availability from
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Figure 6.14: Consumability η when varying the checkpointing coverage and frequency.

0.99661 up to 0.99989, a reduction of the power consumption by 55%, and a performance

increase by 67%.

The trend of the consumability metric η, depicted in Figure 6.14, confirms the capabil-

ities of checkpointing, being it the opposite of what estimated for replication. It increases

when improving the fault tolerance technique in terms of coverage and frequency. η is 88%

when performing checkpointing of half of the jobs every 2 hours, and increases up to 92%

when checkpointing all the jobs every 5 minutes.

6.4 Discussion

The case study presented in this Chapter provided a further proof of the importance of the

consumability as an attribute of processing systems.
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The consumability trend allows administrators to identify choices that increase the effi-

ciency of the system from an engineering point of view. Cost-benefit analysis of management

strategies for a processing system can neither overlook any of performance, consumption and

dependability aspects, nor their mutual effects. Considering the three aspects separately

or in couple, by means of performability and common energy efficiency analysis, would

lead to improper choices. Moreover, the capabilities of the various management techniques

would be hidden. As an instance, the scheduling of just one VM per PM may improve the

performance-consumption ratio, while worsening the availability of the system.

It was demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed solution for analyzing processing

systems by showing how to evaluate tunings and configurations to reach the desired trade-

off among performance, consumption and availability. Virtualization and a cloud platform

can certainly help in the management of a data center for reducing energy consumption and

implement fault tolerance, but we wanted to go beyond.

We showed how to assess the effect of virtualization on a batch processing system in

terms of mean job duration, power consumption and availability. This study, apart from

demonstrating the importance of consumability, acted as an additional example of how to

perform the analysis.

For the virtualized S.Co.P.E. processing system, we showed that the wake up time

necessary for using stand-by machines is negligible with respect to the mean job duration.

On the contrary, the number of VMs that can run on each server of the system is a key factor

to balance elasticity and isolation against performance decrease. In our setting, the use of

4 VMs per server provided the best balancing among elasticity and performance. This also
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improved availability and consumption, since reducing the expected duration of the jobs.

The scheduling of VMs running different workloads on the same PM also appeared as an

useful means for improving the system consumability. To enhance availability, checkpointing

and replication have been considered. Job checkpointing looked like a consumable choice

since the energy saved for the reduced number of failures is similar to the one necessary

for implementing the fault tolerance itself. With the right tuning, the system reached a

consumability of 92%.



Conclusion

Reducing the energy consumption is the new agenda for owners and administrators of

processing systems. The huge electricity requirements and the consequent carbon footprint

can not be neglected anymore. It is an ethical question, a business question, and soon it will

be a legal question, too. Design and management strategies have to cope with consumption

constraints, apart from performance needs. That is, electricity must not be wasted. Failures

appear as one of the main causes of electricity squandering and they are frequent in large

scale systems. Carrying out an effective analysis of costs and benefits for various design and

management strategies is then of paramount importance to find the best trade-off among

performance, consumption and dependability aspects.

In this dissertation we focused on the efficiency of batch processing systems. The ob-

jective was both to demonstrate the mutual relations among the aspects of performance,

consumption and dependability, gathered in the consumability attribute, and to solve the

problem of system administrators about performing an analysis in order to reduce con-

sumption without affecting performance and dependability or, in the other way around, to

improve performance and/or availability avoiding to move consumption.

As for the current scientific literature, this dissertation contributed to the identified

185
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needs and problems with:

• The introduction of the consumability aspect of processing systems, in

order to deal with performance, consumption and dependability simultaneously. The

evaluation of the energy efficiency can not disregard failures that commonly happen

in large data centers, since they represent the wasted portion of the incoming power

not transformed in useful power output, from a pure engineering point of view.

• A systematic procedure to carry out the consumability analysis of batch

processing systems, which starts from the characterization of the system to populate

a stochastic model that provides expectations of performance, total consumption,

consumption due to failures, consumption due to fault tolerance (if implemented)

and availability trends under various configurations. The analysis aims to support

administrators in selecting configurations (e.g., scheduling algorithm or fault tolerance

technique) and tunings (e.g., of a selected fault tolerance technique) that balance

performance, consumption and availability with respect to organization needs.

• The quantification of consumability and energy efficiency of processing

systems by means of a new metric that considers the ratio between the portion of

the power actually used for producing useful work and the total input power. The

metric includes performance, consumption and dependability information in a unified

measure.

The solution proposed in this dissertation has been conceived for a generic batch pro-

cessing system to support the estimation process independently from the specific system
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hardware, software and existing configurations and load. Apart from the figures character-

izing the status quo of the system, the consumability analysis can be exploited for other

systems as well as for the presented case studies. Those studies were described step-by-step,

with the included analysis of workload, performance, consumption, failure and adopted sta-

tistical techniques, also acting as a set of guidelines for the consumability analysis of other

systems.

The two case studies, which are based on a real batch processing system, also demon-

strated the importance of the consumability and the feasibility of the proposed solution.

The experimental results confirmed that consumability is representative of system efficiency

and effectiveness showing the importance of evaluating dependability jointly with perfor-

mance and consumption for energy efficient, or better consumable, choices. The analysis

revealed useful hints for the system administration (i) on the implementation of the fault

tolerance strategy, since job replication appeared costly, even if it largely improves avail-

ability and keeps performance unchanged, and (ii) on the management of virtualized data

centers, to avoid that performance and availability may worsen, even though the energy

consumption is reduced.

Processing systems and related techniques and technologies should be evaluated on the

basis of their consumability. As an instance, scheduling and load balancing strategies should

be assessed by taking into account also their possible effects on availability. Dependability

means should be assessed for their impact on consumption, instead. This thesis aims to

serve as a foundation for future work on unified evaluation of performance, consumption
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and dependability attributes.

It can be created a tool exploiting the proposed models to support administrative tasks.

If the system is properly instrumented, data can be collected from the running system and

aggregated to provide model inputs. The solution of the model provides the information

for choices focused on the satisfaction of both functional and non-functional properties.

Examples of such choices are system design improvement, hardware updates, tuning of the

scheduling, workload balancing policies. The continuous monitoring, consumability analysis

and tuning permit administrators to satisfy service specific goals with a reduced cost, in

terms of energy consumption.

The benchmarking of processing systems should be revisited as well. The evaluation of

the performance-consumption ratio in a controlled environment considers an ideal system

and is not useful for practical purpose. By forcing failures, one can evaluate the system

behavior in an extended set of conditions, including the common, faulty ones. Merging the

approaches on performance-consumption benchmarking with those on dependability bench-

marking would help to figure out the energy the system needs to perform at a certain level,

the cost of the failures, the benefit of implementing fault tolerance, the efficiency in case of

failures, that is how much the system is consumable.
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